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ABSTRACT 

The dissertation complicates the familiar narrative about the coming of the Civil 

War in American national history by exploring how several Native American groups 

participated in the conflicts of Kansas Territory.  

The creation of Kansas in the lands reserved for removed tribes brought fervent 

local negotiation over land and treaty rights between Indians and whites. Most Indians 

were forced to select new options and allegiances by the impositions of white settlers' 

agendas and federal initiatives. Rather than hapless victims of settler manipulation, 

members of several reservation communities on the Kansas-Missouri border, among a 

total of twenty-six tribes, vied for political and legal control in ways that shaped and 

salvaged the legal survival and identities of these tribal nations.  

The dissertation examines how two members of the Wyandot community 

negotiated their identities around divergent American discourses of race and ethnicity, 

how the Christian Moravian Indian community contested the terms of their own future 

collective place and identity, how the New York Indians vied for treaty rights in 

competition with settlers’ claims groups, and how the Delaware Indians responded to 

legal violations by whites. The multi-faceted conflicts left many Indians to choose sides 

between competing white political partisans and between a future of U.S. citizenship or 

separate tribal collectivity. Over these chapters, Indians negotiate their own individual or 

group identities by the maintenance or expansion of particular discourses of difference. 

The choices and discourses related to Indian collectivity were, in part, colonial legacies 

that informed tribal nationalism and identity later in time.  
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The importance of territorial Kansas is not simply a battle between white partisans 

over the fate of slavery and democratic government, but also a critical struggle between 

Indians and whites that re-defined racial and ethnic identities and collective rights of 

Native peoples during the Civil War era. Manifestations of difference developed among 

and between Indians in the wake of Kansas. This process illustrates how ‘paths of 

disunion’ shaped the collective histories and the survival of several American Indian 

tribes, in ways reflective of the conditions, choices, and logics that many Indian peoples 

faced after the Civil War. 
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Figure 1.1.  Locator Map of Native Protagonists in Early Kansas (Hand-drawn by the 
Author)
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INTRODUCTION: INDIANS AND WHITES IN EARLY KANSAS 
 

In unearthing the past of the Middle Border during the mid-nineteenth century, 

along the hotly contested Missouri and Kansas boundary, I seek to retell the story of the 

coming of the Civil War from Indian experiences and perspectives. This is a tall task. For 

the most part, historians interpret and narrate the story of the coming of the Civil War era 

from the perspectives of North versus South, Free State versus Law and Order parties, 

black versus white, and free labor versus slave labor. However, these binary categories do 

not include or fit indigenous actors’ roles in their negotiations over “Bleeding Kansas.”  

To begin to understand the implications of this omission, consider the legal issues 

over property.  For whites and for Indians, much lay in legal confusion in midcentury 

Kansas. The boundaries of settlement were open to contestation as was the legal authority 

of civil government in the territory, especially during the latter half of the 1850s. Amid 

confrontations for political and economic control of the land, white partisans were forced 

to confront Indian rights and Indians themselves. The treaty-making process put in 

motion by the national government wavered in its authority and was bent by tribal leaders 

before and after the Kansas-Nebraska Act. Upon its sudden opening, Kansas was neither 

free nor slave, but much of its eastern half was legally Indian in name. While new treaties 

diminished tribal reserves, the process and its outcomes for tribal groups initiated a 

cluster of debates. This complex series of events set off rivalries within tribal 

communities over slavery, Christian institutions, treaty rights, and property damages. The 

resulting rifts in several Indian communities forced many to negotiate new terms of their 

own political and legal existence as Indians. Not only did events here shape how 
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Americans viewed their political existence, but so too did Indians change their views 

about their own tribes. Therefore, the opening of Kansas created varied and multiple 

‘paths of disunion’ for all, Indian nations included.  

The creation of a free Kansas over the course of its seven-year territorial period 

left many Indian tribes off the map after it was complete. Dispossession did become the 

norm. However, there was no Indian war and no singular Indian policy that set this 

direction. It was an ad hoc process set by federal treaty-making, executive decision, and 

settlers’ self-proclaimed new laws. For nearly a generation now, historians have been 

writing American Indians into national history. While some scholars assert that these 

tribal groups from the East, such as the Wyandot and Delaware, “could no longer pose a 

major threat” to the nation-state after the War of 1812 and thus were “politically 

inconsequential” to it, I contend that they were still agents of change, negotiating new 

and powerful shifts at a critical juncture of national history that would affect their own 

tribal status and nationalism.  They retained agency amidst processes of colonialism. 

They contemplated, debated, and decided their best fate given the creation of Kansas in 

their midst. As they did so, many became divided over the terms of tribal nationalism. 

While many did not sit at the treaty table and may not have been given voice to speak or 

decide on the tribe’s legal fate, still Indians’ complaints  and demands made it into the 

historical record. Some found they could take up new political, social, or religious 

identities or attach themselves to older, tribal versions of them. What it meant to be 

Wyandot or Indian was under negotiation as the Americans came closer, moved through, 

and then into their lives.  Even at the sunset of the Civil War era, the late 1870s, when 
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most of the tribes, physically and legally, were relocated from what became the state of 

Kansas by varied means, they still were agents in the making of their own survival and 

thus their own collective histories.   Just as the white settlers of Kansas debated or fought, 

sometimes violently, over the meaning of their own sense of nationalism and identity, so 

too did American Indians in Kansas. This dissertation, in part, tells that story.1   

Annie Heloise Abel, one of the first academic historians to narrate American 

Indian involvement in the Civil War and shaping of the trans-Missouri West, asserted 

“Never in all history, so it would appear, has the insatiable land-hunger of the white man 

been better illustrated than in the case of the beginnings of the sunflower state.” Paul 

Gates, in his study of the history of Kansas land policy some fifty years later, introduced 

his book by quoting Abel’s claim, an interpretation about early Kansas built by Abel and 

historian James Malin that argued against “any idealistic notion of making Kansas a free 

or slave state, that drew the bulk of the 100,000 people who rushed across the Missouri 

line in the period from 1854 to 1860.” The same compulsion that drove the opening of 

other American territories was at work before and after the Kansas-Nebraska bill became 

law so that “of prime importance in the Kansas struggle was the search for land and for 

means that would make it valuable.” It was a mix of “complex and confused” new land 

policies along with the issue of slavery and political patronage and graft that came to 

explain “the intensity of the political fight” in Kansas according to Gates.  Later 

historians William Unrau and Craig Miner later explained how that land tenure battle 

created a “cultural revolution” for Indians and whites. Leading Indians here also scheme 

                                                           
1 Richard White, The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes Region, 1680-

1815 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 517.  
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for their own “self-enrichment.” Indians are actors in the undoing of tribal rights along 

with whites. “Government chiefs” fall prey to the profit motive once many realized that 

coercion and displacement might be made inevitable by federal agents or meddling 

whites. Miner and Unrau realized that whites were forced to deal with Indians on a face-

to-face basis in the Kansas countryside. These interactions explain how certain whites 

and Indians made sense of themselves in the relation to the other as they articulated 

competing land and legal claims. In turn, Indians made sense of whites’ arrival and 

demands through their own discourses of difference as they were forced to decide as well 

as explain their own political affiliations, allegiances, and rights in Kansas.2 

All of these historians concur that the opening of the territory brought varied 

schemes of unsettlement and upheaval for Indians. Just one example will help explain 

how whites and Indian agendas ran headlong into one another. In the midst of political 

contention over control of the territorial legislature and occasional pitched battles 

between Free State and Pro-Slave partisans in Kansas Territory during the fall of 1856, 

Reverend William Hornell and his family arrived at the Kickapoo Reservation from 

Kentucky to establish a new Presbyterian mission. He, like many other emigrants to 

Kansas, had to build a house from a dilapidated cabin and cultivate a garden and 

                                                           
2 Annie Heloise Abel, The American Indian as a Slaveholder and Secessionist (3 Vols. Cleveland, 1915-
1925) III, 23-24. Paul W. Gates, Fifty Million Acres: Conflicts Over Kansas Land Policy, 1854-1890 (New 
York: Atherton, 1966), 1, 3-4.  
Craig Miner and William E. Unrau, The End of Indian Kansas: A Study of Cultural Revolution, 1854-1871 
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas,1978;1990), 50-53, 81-106. 
There continues to be debate among historians about the motivations behind the mass of white emigration 
to Kansas, between economic or political ideological motivations, see:  Karl Gridley, “’Willing to Die for 
the Cause of Freedom In Kansas’:  Free State Emigration, John Brown, and the Rise of Militant 
Abolitionism in the Kansas Territory” in Prophets of Protest:  Reconsidering the History of American 
Abolitionism, Eds.  Timothy P. McCarthy and John Stauffer (New York:  New Press, 2006), 147-164. 
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livestock to sustain his family, as well as run a church and school for Indian children. 

Over the course of the following year, by his own accounts and others, Hornell failed at 

all of these tasks.3  

From the start, Hornell’s new location for the mission was contested by the Indian 

agent and so were his initial requests for uses of timber and acreage on the reservation. 

Hornell complained to mission board superiors that the Indian agent and the Indians 

stymied his requests for wood and obstructed material progress. The missionary too 

claimed that Agent Baldwin forced the Indians to hoard timber in the vicinity, while 

Baldwin reported that Hornell was intent on his own speculation more than his duties to 

shepherd the Indians’ towards a Christian path. At one point, Rev. Hornell informed the 

head of the mission board that “The Indians now interrupt us whenever we go to make 

use of any timber, except a little strip north of us. We never have any harsh words with 

them but waive the question and do about as we please...We never have agreed to be 

satisfied with less than a section [of land for the mission] for the Indians would be too 

near us.” Made clear by these words, Hornell the missionary was bothered by the land 

tenure and mere presence of the Kickapoo Indians nearby even though he arrived to serve 

them as their missionary. Like so many other disparate settlers from the eastern states, he 

believed Indian lands should become a form of personal or public property when 

necessary. Within a short time, the Hornells began to receive white emigrants as boarders 

to make money. A short time later, after some words of sharp rebuke by Walter Lowrie, 

                                                           
3 Rev. W. H. Hornell to Rev. Leighton Wilson, June 24, 1857, in American Indian Correspondence: The 
Presbyterian Historical Society Collection of Missionaries' Letters, 1833-1893, Roll 1, Box 5, Vol. 2, No. 
26. 
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his superior, Hornell was forced to resign his post and announced his own intention to 

build a town-site just outside the reservation’s boundaries.4  

After traveling back to Kentucky for several months to advance his new cause, 

Hornell returned with several other family members to set out the town he named 

Lodiana. After removal from his post, he informed Lowrie “If my instructions were 

charged to confining my whole time and attention and even small talents to a few 

decaying, superstitious, language-fettered Indians under the surveillance of an agent, 

purely infidel and insolvent, with a Catholic interpreter at a time like this for our church 

in that country in its unparalled growing, forming state, I should resign entirely and take 

the higher ground indicated by Providence.” As it turns out, the Hornells from Kentucky 

simply used the Presbyterian mission to gain a foothold to land speculation in Kansas 

Territory. This one story reveals the lengths to which white Americans would turn to 

acquire land and capital, even if those lands could not be easily claimed. Although many 

would not hide their material intentions behind the cloak of religious institutions, many 

would also interact with local Indians whilst determining their own legal rights and 

economic possibilities. Moving to the mission offered Hornell a path to access, 

knowledge, and the economic resources required to relocate his family, along with 

positive economic prospects. “Three families” continued to live at the mission station, 

some Hornell relatives, after he left. After an investigation, these families were finally 

evicted from the site of the failed mission station in later 1858.5       

                                                           
4 W. Hornell to Walter Lowrie, Feb. 6 1857, in American Indian Correspondence: The Presbyterian 
Historical Society Collection of Missionaries' Letters, 1833-1893, Roll 1, Box 5, Vol. 2, No. 14. 
5 Charles Mix to John Haverty, Jan. 15, 1858, NARA, RG 75, M856, Roll 4, Frs. 17-18. 
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Hornell’s efforts to build the town proved to be another fleeting moment of 

opportunism that, like many, failed to attract settlers and money. Yet the means of 

deception he utilized over several years, explains much about the social conflict that 

evolved with the opening of Kansas. White newcomers, even despite their best intentions, 

came to view resident Indians and their diminished, although vested, land rights, as 

obstructions to their own material survival and advancement. As Hornell put it, Indians, 

such as the Kickapoo, were “worse prospects” for civilization and thus stood in the way 

of ‘progress’ and Indian agents were also the subject of blame. As treaties were re-

worked to appease white “land hunger,” the tribes and Indian individuals worked out 

temporary as well as long-term solutions in relation to settlers’ agendas through assorted 

local interactions in the countryside.6 

Several recent works published about mid-nineteenth century Indian Kansas build 

on how Indians experienced and adapted to the making of Kansas. John Bowes’s Exiles 

and Pioneers explains how the Potawatomi, Delaware, Wyandot, and Shawnee tribes 

experienced a “map in motion” in a “contest over geographic and political place.” A fresh 

sense of contingency informs how Indians shaped their removal and adjustment 

experiences. Yet, in interpretations here by Bowes and another by Thomas Ingersoll, an 

older interpretive filter about Indian agency, that equates blood quantum or intermarriage 

with individualism, weds notions of racial purity to cultural outlook, simply making 

“mixed-bloods” into self-interested individuals in their political and economic dealings 

for tribes, continues to frame the larger story about how dispossession in Kansas affected 

                                                           
6 Hornell to Lowrie, July 25, 1857, No. AHA, Roll 1,  Mary E. M. Montgomery, editor, Kansas Dead Town 
List, 60 Vols. (Topeka: Kansas State Historical Society, 1936-1983), Vol. 11, 36.  
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tribal rights and Indians in general. A different type of approach by Stephen Warren, one 

more tribal-centric than these other studies, uses ethnohistorical devices to explain how 

“tribal political development” of the several geographically-distinct bands of Shawnee 

who were re-consolidated on the reservation in Kansas. In the new more 

“meritocratic…tribal complex” that replaced older forms of rule upon removal, several 

individuals “attached to competing missionary societies” and from different bands, 

contended for political authority. Those individuals of the new “Shawnee Nation” also 

prospected opportunities for personal wealth at times in their deliberations with federal 

authorities and others in Kansas, maneuvers that perpetuated tribal factionalism and 

Shawnee dispossession. While cultural innovations match up with tribal dispossession, 

sometimes to the detriment to the majority of other Indians, there are different ways to 

explain how Indians both experienced as well negotiated the forces of tribal dispossession 

and disempowerment. In part, the fantastic ‘complexity’ of the situation leaves room for 

more detail, but also room for the development of shifting frames of reference and 

theories to be explored.7 

Notable Kansas and Indian historian William Unrau, as well as several others, 

reached to include the “native perspective” when explaining national expansion over the 

“Indian Country” during the nineteenth century. It proved hard to find in the archives. 

The old problem of evidence lingers. Stephen Warren opened his own study by re-telling 

how one Shawnee elder voiced concerns about his reliance upon written sources to 

                                                           
7 John P. Bowes, Exiles and Pioneers: Eastern Indians in the Trans-Mississippi West (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2007), 3-6; Thomas Ingersoll, To Intermix With Our White Brothers: Indian 

Mixed Bloods in the United States from the Earliest Times to the Indian Removals (Albuquerque: 
University of New Mexico Press, 2005), 241-267. Stephen Warren, The Shawnees and Their Neighbors, 
1795-1870 (Urbana: Illinois University Press, 2005), 127-165.  
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explain the deep past, when many Indians did not write or produce surviving records, 

when only a few did. A majority of tribal peoples in Kansas, even among the removed 

tribes with long contacts with Euro-Americans, did not speak English. So the prevailing 

tendency to write from limited source bases can promote or privilege a select few, those 

who have long associations with Euro-American institutions and divergent perspectives 

than the mass. Yet, there were significant players in the tribes who spoke both Native 

languages and wrote in English about their experiences and about themselves.  Most of 

these experiences were produced as the result of social interaction with outsiders or over 

conflicts within communities. Many petitions did not simply evolve from individual 

interests, but at the behest of group councils and concerns. I contend that these sources 

have much more to reveal about Indian tribal experiences.8   

At the heart of the dissertation, written evidence is utilized to explain the 

mediation over Indian ethnic and racial identities in early Kansas. How Indians made 

sense of their legal and collective identities as tribal people or as racial Indians in relation 

to one another as well as in relation to the whites helps to explain the ongoing contest 

over Indian tribalism in the face of vast forces conspiring against it. Identity formation 

here is claimed to be a continuous and relational process. As historian Alexandra Harmon 

has explained, the categories or ethnic “emblems” are the subjects of contestation 

alongside the shifting rubrics of colonialism. As the nation-state makes “a litany of 

attempts to draw boundaries, social as well as geographic, around Indians” subjects are 

forced to identify, create, and maintain their own boundaries of difference from the 

                                                           
8 Warren, The Shawnees, 1-3. 
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colonizer or from other colonized groups. Ethnicity is a complex web of social or cultural 

markers that are reified with meaning by human groups. A religious practice or language 

can be powerful components of ethnic identity, but their significance can be scrutinized 

or changed. Race is a social construct of value judgments as applied to the human body. 

Ideas about race generally conflate the physical composition of the skin or body with 

particular associations about qualitative abilities or characteristics. Relying on definitions 

developed by Stuart Hall, historian Eric Meeks summarizes “racial formation is a 

hegemonic process in which, over time, racial categories become ingrained as ‘common 

sense’ among those who use them – even those who have been racially 

classified…susceptible to challenges from below, so they are always unstable.” A racial 

designation then is one of contested meaning and redefinition, yet it also often signifies 

some sort of power relationship between those who use its label and racialized subjects. 

In this re-rendering of race, its terms can be internalized and deployed by even those did 

not control the terms of its own creation or are disempowered by its terms.9  

One model developed to explain the continuity of American Indian group identity 

over time is the “peoplehood matrix.” The concept of peoplehood strives to delineate how 

Indians’ sense of collectivity works, basing its indigeneity on five intermingling 

“elements,” namely “kinship, language, sacred history, religion, and land.” This is not far 

different from the ways that Harmon deploys ethnic “emblems” as points of social 

construction in the making of Indian identity, only that the peoplehood matrix implies 

                                                           
9 Alexandra Harmon, Indians in the Making: Ethnic Relations and Indian Identities around Puget Sound 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 4-5; Eric Meeks, Border Citizens: The Making of Indians, 

Mexicans, and Anglos in Arizona (Austin:  University of Texas Press, 2007), 5. 
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that there are five critical elements that remain the focal points of group continuity over 

time. The model seeks to explain how Indian “peoples” persisted as identifiable groups 

amidst colonialism. While these categories that define a particular tribal “peoplehood” 

may have stretched far into the past and functioned to retain group cohesion at times, 

tracking the sustenance of these same group identifiers is problematic. By the nineteenth 

century, all of the Native peoples along and within the hinterland of the eastern seaboard 

had extensive contacts with colonial institutions. As common among many Native 

groups, it was the context of politics related to colonial outcomes that set tribal “peoples” 

against one another and could lead to, at least temporarily, migrations, political and 

geographical cleavages. The matrix can be utilized to interpret how the forces of 

colonialism have been shunned by indigenous peoples to some degree, but its 

applicability to the history of disparate migrations, like several Indian groups that came to 

Kansas in this study, and of the consequent multitudes those migrations created, leaves it 

better suited to characterize singular, affixed, and sedentary indigenous “peoples.”10  

There were varied categories of distinctions that Native tribal groups developed at 

their villages and homelands at the Great Lakes and Ohio Valley prior to relocation to the 

Indian Country by the 1840s. The markers of difference such as civilized, Christian, 

Native, Wyandot, were historically constructed and continued to be part of a collective 

discourse used to define differentiation within and without their settlements. At the same 

time, older markers within tribes, such as Wolf or Turtle clan of the Delaware, could lose 

their political or social power amid cultural and demographic shifts. The categories and 

                                                           
10 Tom Holm, Dianne Pearson, and Ben Chavez, “Peoplehood: A Model for the Extension of Sovereignty 
in American Indian Studies,” Wicazo Sa Review, 18:1 (2003): 7-24. 
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emblems of cultural cohesion then were under negotiation at several critical periods as 

new external impositions influenced their definition or continued viability.  

 At several junctures, Indian leaders asserted or re-articulated their conceptions of 

treaty rights in Kansas to thwart settler agendas or past decisions by their own tribal 

councils. Even as new federal initiatives, like the Kansas-Nebraska Act, forced Indians to 

cede land, Indian treaties were not simply “an anomaly” as one eminent federal policy 

scholar argues. In certain cases, Indian leaders in Kansas redefined and salvaged what 

seemed to be trampled sovereignty by making new treaty terms with other Indians groups 

at their own volition, not at the instigation of federal agents. Wyandots preserved the 

long-standing political relationship for the tribe and a separate reservation by 1860 

through their own diplomatic efforts after this possibility was negated by a pre-existing 

treaty during the 1850s. The Christian Indians pursued a treaty to secure new lands 

alongside other Indians as a result of continued pressures to flee or sell their lands in 

Kansas. Indian people were forced to make choices about their collective fates, yet also 

renewed older understandings of the treaty process under duress that set paths for new or 

restored rights. Sometimes these difficult situations and decisions also politically and 

geographically divided larger aggregations into smaller ones.11  

The language of “civilization” that was employed by American missionaries and 

officials in the early republican era that hoped to integrate individual Indians as citizens 

not only continued to divide tribal groups after removal, but its terms were constantly re-

                                                           
11 Francis P. Prucha, American Indian Treaties: The History of a Political Anomaly (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1994), 241-2. Charles J. Kappler, Indian Affairs: Laws and Treaties, Volume II 
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1904), 960-961.  
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negotiated, internalized, and re-defined as choices had to be made about tribal rights and 

futures as Kansas opened. Often racial discourses, distilled from the language of the 

Americans, filtered this ongoing conversation about “civilization” in pivotal debates and 

decisions about Indian tribal political authority and identity. The practical impositions 

made by white Americans did not go uncontested. Indian leaders expressed their own 

views and their own discourses about tribal rights and identity in Native petitions, legal 

negotiations, and claims cases. New as well as restored expressions of Indian or tribal 

identity emerged in this place and time. While there continued to be divisions between 

Indian people about the place and power of the federal government as well as Christian 

missions, certain Indians transformed or even rebelled against whites’ definitions of them 

to take on other Indian identities in response to conditions in Kansas. All of these forms 

of negotiations between Indians and whites, and between Indians themselves, left their 

share of colonial legacies. New and different tribal discourses about their own sense of 

peoplehood or Indianness were articulated in some cases. Not only were their lives, their 

rights, and their lands changed by the coming of Kansas, but so were the identities of 

several Native groups and individuals under study.  

 The dissertation then re-orients and weaves the historical interpretation about the 

coming of the Civil War in Kansas around the experiences of several indigenous groups 

and individuals. The selection of particular individuals and groups was made as the result 

of findings in the archives. These protagonists left valuable written records about their 

experiences. The records and their interpretation attempt to fill a void about the lived 

Indian experience during in the late antebellum and Civil War eras. Also, the main 
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characters represented come from several tribal groups not much discussed in published 

historical literature. During my initial research, I found that several tribal groups who left 

many records about their experiences were those most marginalized by the state, 

displaced again in early Kansas, and largely unknown. The Christian, Munsee, 

Stockbridge, and New York Indians mostly were voluntary relocatees, meaning Indians 

who had not been expressly authorized by federal Indian agents to move to the West, a 

reality long overlooked in the history of Indian removal. As more records were examined, 

it became clear that the paradox of nineteenth-century Indian policy played out here. In 

several instances, as explained in the body of the dissertation, the early reservation 

system created to protect Indians and guide them toward assimilation was bent and 

broken by competing interests both in the national government and in tribal nations. As 

the U.S. federal government was conflicted over western expansion, it created agendas 

that either called for re-segregation of Indians on reservations or sponsored immediate 

integration for “civilized” Indians as citizens. The opening of Kansas illustrated long-

festering, inherent tensions in the development of federal Indian policy. As this 

dissertation explains, these rationales produced remarkably diverse circumstances and 

choices for Indians.12   

   The Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854 is considered to be one of, if not the, 

prominent political developments in the coming of the American Civil War. The opening 

of the territory under “popular sovereignty” led to a race for political and economic 

                                                           
12 On the creation of the reservation system and its original goals, see: Alban W. Hoopes, Indian Affairs 
and their Administration, 1849-1860  (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1932), 35-68. 
Robert Trennert, Alternative to Extinction: Federal Indian Policy and the Beginnings of the Reservation 
System, 1846-1851 (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1975), 131-159, 193-197. 
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power between northern and slaveholding southern white settlers. That unresolved 

ideological conflict between factions turned into a period of violent civil disorder that did 

not end until well after Kansas was admitted as a free state in 1861, and not until many of 

the Indian tribes were relocated south by ad hoc treaty stipulations and laws in 1870. 

Besides the debate over slavery’s expansion and political control, there were other forces 

that provoked this era of upheaval. The presence of the removed Indian tribes caused or 

exacerbated tensions over land ownership claims and sectional group alliances as 

historians Gates, Unrau, and Miner explained to some extent. In this study, how certain 

Indians affiliated with the Delaware and Wyandot peoples who resided directly in the 

path of major Kansas settlements, experienced and shaped the terms of those conflicts 

centers the study. The contest for control of Kansas Territory includes the original (pre-

1854) inhabitants as the protagonists.13  

It is my contention that there cannot be one “Road to Disunion” that explains the 

coming of the war in Kansas nor a singular policy epoch that defines the relationships 

between tribes and nation-state because these trajectories of American history became 

tangled and conjoined. The drive to explain the ‘paths,’ or series of critical events, that 

led to civil war often leaves American Indians out of the national story. For Indians in 

Kansas, there were many ‘paths to disunion’ as Kansas opened and general lawlessness 

prevailed. The ‘paths of disunion’ for Indians that developed in the making of a free 

Kansas were the result of their own negotiations about who they were and about their 

own futures as Indians. Both individual and collective identities, be they racial, ethnic, 

                                                           
13 Michael F. Holt, The Fate of Their Country: Politicians, Slavery Extension, and the Coming of the Civil 
War (New York: Hill and Wang, 2005,111-124. 
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religious, or political, became contested and reconstructed as “the incongruities in Indian 

policy, land policy, law, and administration” played out in their midst. These negotiations 

and struggles over tribal and Indian identity had far-reaching implications in the ways 

that Indians articulated their Indian identities later in time.14   

The first chapter begins by examining how two Wyandot individuals, who were 

also considered to be racially white, William Walker and Lucy Armstrong, became 

caught in a web of cultural adjustments to white impositions as well as to other tribal 

interests.  Each individual’s trajectory of Indianness and whiteness is explained to 

illustrate how the Wyandots first became torn apart by many of the same questions that 

would become contested amongst whites in Kansas and lead to Civil War.  Walker, for 

example, maintained faith in white “civilization,” but the pressures placed on him and his 

community by federal policy-makers and by prominent territorial political forces led to 

the breakdown of any stable allegiance and identity. Walker tried to bridge differences by 

becoming acceptably “white” to new neighbors, but the pressures created by Kansas 

made cultural brokering and any stable political position impossible. Walker was a hybrid 

figure, along with a cohort of others, who continued to place faith in becoming citizens, 

yet his political and religious positions became contested amongst the Wyandot as he 

appeased whites. Lucy Armstrong viewed Walker’s attachments to slavery and to 

immediate citizenship as a racial and collective betrayal.  This chapter illustrates how 

being “civilized” and “Indian” were not stable or secure identities in the mid-nineteenth 

century. Most Wyandots simply sold out their allotments after the finalization of the 

                                                           
14 Craig Miner and William E. Unrau, The End of Indian Kansas: A Study of Cultural Revolution, 1854-
1871 (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1978). 
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treaty that made them citizens, rejected the course plotted by Walker and others, and 

chose to retain their “Indian” status in the Indian Territory.  

  Even before Walker and the Wyandots came to live between the Kansas and 

Missouri Rivers after 1842, tribal groups affiliated with the Delaware Indians resided in 

the region. Many of these people were a collection of disparate Munsee Delawares, 

Stockbridge Indians, and Christian or Moravian Indians. Chapter Two investigates the 

contestation by these groups over the presence of the Moravian Church on the Delaware 

Reservation. This aggregation of peoples became divided as they faced eminent change 

with the creation of Kansas. Many worked to challenge the political authority of the 

missionaries and set off their own tribal movement separate from the mission and 

Delawares. After 1854, upon relocation of the mission, the remaining Christian Indians 

faced several challenges posed by new white settlers in their midst. The central tenet of 

their faith, pacifism, as well as the bonds of inter-racial, pan-humanism sought by 

Moravian teachings, became severely tested. Missionaries, the last white protectors of the 

Indians beyond federal agents, were ignored by officials, threatened by certain local 

squatters, and then ignored by the remaining Christian Indians. The contention among 

Christian Indians amidst years of inconstancy in early Kansas continued to focus on 

whether they should remain a separate, viable mission community or seek association and 

legal protection among larger Indian groups nearby. Being Christian versus Indian as a 

legal identity continued to be re-negotiated and inform Munsee and Christian Indians’ 

identity as they dealt with dispossession.  
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Chapter Three investigates how the Indians who became dissatisfied with the 

Moravian missionaries, a band who identified themselves as Munsee, claimed the legal 

identity of “New York Indians” in southern Kansas. Continued migration for several 

Iroquois and Munsee groups occurred as the nation-state expanded over the course of the 

early republic. In claiming lands under terms of the Buffalo Creek treaty of 1838, the 

collective group of New York Indians became embroiled in intermittent threats and 

mobbing by white squatters. In addition to ideological conflict over slavery, land title was 

a major impetus for social and political conflict among whites in the territory. This 

chapter explains how the collective of New York Indians tribes attempted to establish 

treaty rights in the face of “squatter sovereignty.” The group’s experience on the New 

York lands serves as a microcosmic example of how mob behavior forced many Indians 

off their supposed and oft-contested claims in Kansas Territory and created unremitting 

social tensions for all involved. A particularly nuanced understanding and discourse was 

fashioned by New York Indian leaders that continued to inform their identities even after 

their violent dispossession.  

Chapter Four explores how the Delaware Indians, in light of repeated crimes and 

legal violations by whites, maintained a separate cultural identity. Seeking justice for 

treaty violations and property crimes against them, Delaware leaders and people 

articulated their pain and overall disdain of “the white people.” Even though Delaware 

men took on varied economic activities on and beyond the reservation, and leaders 

continually served the U.S. Army in varied capacities after removal, many Delaware 

repeatedly called for complete geographic as well as cultural separation from white 
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settlers. This chapter explores how the language of violation evident in petitions and 

claims testimony reified separate Indian identities for Delaware Indians, who continued 

to define  the behaviors and institutions of whites continued to be marked as opposite of 

their own as a result. This chapter samples how the Delaware responded to pressures for 

legal and cultural integration with the opening of Kansas by re-asserting and articulating 

their own badges of tribal and cultural distinctiveness.  

The fifth and final chapter traces the main characters’ and groups’ lives and 

identities after the Civil War. The conclusion then explains how the protagonists made 

sense of their own Indian identities after relocations and sorted adjustments that came 

with Kansas and the war. William Walker, shaken by family tragedy, decried the federal 

government’s policies after the war. Most Wyandots followed those who opposed 

Walker’s path to citizenship by moving south to the Seneca lands. Walker then re-gained 

tribal membership and old diplomatic roles in Indian Territory near the end of his life. 

Most of the “New York Indians” were never recognized as such and were scattered 

toward different parts of Indian Country over time. Some moved back to reservations in 

Wisconsin and New York where their descendants became involved in a lengthy and 

ultimately successful federal claims case regarding their Kansas lands. The Christian 

Indians and their mission re-settled at the newly consolidated Chippewa Reservation. A 

renewed semblance of their religious community was created as they developed new 

social and political ties with other Indians, yet this did not suit some. They continued to 

be divided between accepting citizenship as Kansans or further separation as Indians. 

Most of the Delaware tribe in Kansas, even those leaders long committed to federal 
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service in the U.S. military, chose to remove to the Cherokee Nation. There they 

experienced the loss of and then the long fight for the return of their tribal status. Yet 

their oppositional view of themselves compared to whites became a troubling means of 

pleading their claims. While group survival did not always prevail, and many tribal 

groups split or relocated entirely in consequence of Kansas and its wars, these Native 

peoples continued to express new and varying discourses about what it meant to be 

Indian. In sum, these discourses of difference that were developed by and between 

Indians became part of the colonial legacies emanating from the creation of Kansas. 
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CHAPTER 1: “IN WHOM WHITE BLOOD PREVAILED”: COLONIALISM 

AND RACE DISCOURSE IN THE WYANDOT INDIAN COMMUNITY 

 

When Kansas Territory was created over the Indian Country in 1854, the larger 

conflict over slavery subsumed several Indian communities. Competing views of race and 

citizenship not only informed debate between opposition parties of settlers in “Bleeding 

Kansas,” but the national contest over the standing of slavery in the West also enveloped 

several local tribes, including the Wyandot Indian community located west of the 

juncture of the Kansas and Missouri Rivers. While some of the tribes continued to 

attempt to shield and enclose their villages and livelihoods from the cultural influences of 

the settlers, certain Indians, such as those who laid claim to being “civilized” Wyandots, 

became involved in the slavery debates. Several leading men enrolled as Wyandot 

Indians owned slaves and eventually sided with the Law and Order Party (pro-slave). A 

local woman named Lucy Armstrong became a leading critic of this cohort of Wyandot 

men. Reflecting back upon several conflicts, Lucy claimed “during the latter part of 1855 

and in 1856 the surrounding whites had inaugurated a system of terrorism and partisan or 

sectional warfare on the slavery question….About thirty persons from this neighborhood, 

consisting of twelve or fifteen Wyandottes, in whom white blood prevailed, and who 

were adherents of the Methodist Episcopal church south, joined the said forces.” 

Although Lucy herself was born as and considered to be a “white” woman by local 

Indian officials, she was also the wife of a tribal member and had lived among the 
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Wyandot Indians since childhood in Ohio. Here, she cast the blame for tribal discord in 

striking racial language. Wyandots ‘in whom white blood prevailed’ were to blame for 

much of the local strife and discontent.15 

 Lucy continued to explain that “Those who went up to Lawrence threatened 

(directly and indirectly under the influence of whiskey) [that] when they came back they 

would drive out the ‘abolitionists’ those who adhered to the old regular organization of 

the Methodist Episcopal church…About sundown on the 8th of April, 1856, the log 

church mentioned was set on fire and burned down, totally destroyed…On the same 

evening, 8th of April, 1856, the brick church already mentioned was also burned and 

destroyed.” The Wyandot Methodist mission, first established in 1819, became fractured 

over the slavery question to the point that opposing Wyandot Indian Christians acted out 

violently according to her account. Lucy recalled “In 1856 the bitterness of feeling 

among the members of the two churches respectively was not as great as it had been in 

1848-’49, when Rev. Mr. Gurly was expelled [which] was rather a mere religious schism 

and division [but] in 1856 the Wyandottes had nominally acquired citizenship, and their 

hostility of feeling was the result of political circumstances.” Just what the ‘political 

circumstances’ were that drove opposing members of this small Wyandot community to 

threaten others in open antagonism provides a window into the ongoing negotiations 

about Indian ethnic and racial identity in the midst of American expansion during the 

mid-nineteenth century. 16 

                                                           
15 Lucy Armstrong, “In the matter of the petition of Trustees of the Wyandotte Methodist Episcopal 
Church,” July 1, 1859 in U.S. Congress, 36th Cong, 2nd Sess. House Report 104, p. 1692. 
16 Ibid. 
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While Lucy testified to these seeming ‘crimes’ three years after the events took 

place, several labels of blame informed the heated tribal debates over slavery, the church 

split, and terms of dispossession in the Wyandots’ recent and disputed 1855 treaty with 

the United States. Lucy seemed to believe that those men ‘in whom white blood 

prevailed’ had sold out the Indians during this critical juncture of decision-making at the 

opening of Kansas Territory. One of the men she may have intended to castigate was her 

neighbor, William Walker. In this chapter, the competing views and assessments of local 

events by these two individuals explain how internalized discourses of race and chapter 

explains how certain people of mixed racial descent and those who considered 

themselves “civilized” Indians negotiated as well as qualified their own identities as the 

nation-state marginalized the legal rights and position of their tribes. It also reveals how 

the processes of Indian dispossession, made sense of in particular racial and cultural 

discourses by people within Indian communities, worked to divide and dislocate Indian 

identities. With the messy coming of the state across the Middle Border, choices and 

logics became registered as racial labels that worked to further disunite and re-define the 

terms of membership in indigenous communities.   

As the American nation-state advanced westward after the Mexican War, the 

entire process of national expansion informed political debate. While the Compromise of 

1850 and the Kansas-Nebraska Act galvanized the political party system and affirmed an 

ever-widening sectionalism in the national body politic, the competing discourses over 

expansion subsumed some Indian tribes as well. Several Indian communities on the 

Middle Border, such as the Wyandots, wrestled with the same questions over competing 
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American values and allegiances as did the Americans, especially since the tribes lay 

physically in the midst of those debates. These tribes had considerable, lasting 

relationships with American institutions and whites in their states of origins before 

removal to the West. Remember that William Walker and Lucy Armstrong, one a man 

born into the tribe, the other a woman who married and was nominally accepted as a 

tribal member, were both considered to be racially white by other whites. Their positions 

of power in the community as well as their positions about how the tribe should control 

its own destiny in the face of American expansion tell different stories. What remains 

common to both of their views of local events and their positions therein was their 

commitment to the discourse of “civilization.” To some extent, “civilization” provided 

both with a sense of legitimacy for their continued place and perception of the Wyandots 

as a people. Yet the language and codification of race became their lens for seeing 

“civilization” in light of the political changes that affected the community.   

Two books published during the late nineteenth century about the history of 

territorial Kansas brought the views of Lucy and William lasting, although contested, 

credibility about the fate of slavery and freedom in the state’s early history. William 

Cutler’s History of Kansas (1883) is a straightforward narration of political developments 

with a substantial collection of county histories at its end, the very last being Wyandotte 

County.  Cutler explains that “The County histories are supplementary [and]…written by 

historians who have visited each county, and are made up more directly from the 

remembrance of old residents.”  He relies on Lucy Armstrong for the Wyandotte County 

history.   Lucy Armstrong narrated local events before the opening of the territory at “Old 
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Wyandot.” In the main body, Cutler establishes that “The Wyandot Nation had living 

with them on their reservation, several families of whites with their descendants. They 

had come in with the tribe when they occupied their land in 1843. Some of them had 

intermarried with the tribe, and altogether made a white and half-breed community of 

perhaps a hundred.” It can be implied that these “several families” developed a powerful 

influence over the fate of the community, yet their presence seems fairly anomalous for 

the time: whites living with the Indians? Lucy’s memories recorded therein prescribe that 

a mighty struggle for freedom among the Wyandots developed. Yet, Lucy’s final 

rejoicing of freedom’s cause in these recollections shrouds the complicated discourse 

about race in this Indian community.17 

William E. Connelley’s The Provisional Government of Nebraska Territory 

(1898), an edited selection of Wyandot William Walker’s papers and diary, provides the 

most in-depth narration of everyday, social, and political life on the Wyandot Reserve 

from Walker’s perspective. Connelley provides an introduction and makes additions that 

portray Walker and the Wyandots as a noble, “civilized” people. Walker’s diary entries 

also provide glimpses of a “civilized” man who had a constant eye and hand in what 

white Americans were doing in nearby Missouri, relations that played a part in his 

becoming a Pro-Slave advocate. To fill in some of the gaps in Walker’s life, Connelley, a 

self-made historian and ethnologist, visited many living Wyandot in the Indian Territory 

during the late 1880s and 1890s to conduct interviews as well as obtain surviving legal 

documents. Although Connelley’s notes explain the various Wyandot and white 

                                                           
17 William G. Cutler, History of the State of Kansas (Chicago: A.T. Andreas, 1883), 345-350. 
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individuals who crossed paths with Walker, he does not explain how most of the 

Wyandot with whom he spoke ended up in the Indian Territory. This obsequious 

historical silence, just as much as William Walker’s and Lucy Armstrong’s own 

descriptions of events, reveals how the terms of Indian identity were forcibly negotiated 

and redefined as conflict and dispossession developed with the creation of Kansas during 

the 1850s.  

Connelley’s publication of Walker’s journals enables historians to piece together 

important political events and connections that lead to clues about the political pressures 

responsible for the opening of the territory. Rarely has Walker’s edited diary been 

utilized to make sense of how Walker perceived himself in relation to others, nor how his 

diary reveals the dislocating cultural and political fissions that absorbed the Indian 

community. It seems clear that the act of writing a diary, as well as his abundant 

commentary about tribal and national politics, is telling about Walker’s own cultural 

orientation. His cultural orientation first appears not too dissimilar from other white, 

educated frontier farmers or merchants, two of the many titles to which he could also lay 

claim over his lifetime.  

As the Wyandots were pushed to the margins of national existence, Walker 

strived toward individual roles and positions that reflected the “civilized,” those norms 

and positions respected by and urged by reform–minded white Americans. His choices 

reveal how he dealt with his own personal and professional responsibilities to Wyandots 

and Americans during times of national expansion and tribal dispossession. At the same 

time, he continued to be absorbed by affiliation with the institutions of white Americans 
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even as he lived within the Wyandot community. Some Indians attempted either to flee or 

to reject new individualizing pressures and institutions brought by the Americans 

entirely, while Walker and Lucy Armstrong continued to face and maneuver their 

positions in response to them. Each person’s views of Wyandot affairs in relation to the 

drastic changes absorbing their communities before and during territorial Kansas reveals 

the inconstancy and new lines of separation being created for Indians. Walker lived 

within the Wyandot community from his birth at Brownstown (Michigan), but that 

identity changed over his lifetime, just as state power over Wyandot Indians and 

categories about them shifted. He took on many monikers himself, ranging from 

“Indian,” “Quadroon,” to white over the course of his life. It is best to start with a brief 

review of his early life to relay how his identity formation became constructed, by both 

he and the nation-state, from Wyandot Indian to white man. 18  

According to Walker, as stated late in his own life, his father William had become 

a white captive and adoptee of the Delaware Indians at the age of eleven. William Senior 

was purchased by Wyandots at the behest of another white captive, a Wyandot named 

Adam Brown. Walker Senior died in 1824. William Walker Jr.’s mother was Catherine 

Rankin, born of a Scots-Irish fur trader named James Rankin and a Wyandot woman, 

Mary Montour. It appears that William Walker was one-fourth Indian “by blood,” in the 

                                                           
18 For one explanation of how ethnicity and identity are “constructed” rather than racially “primordial,” see: 
Joane Nagel, “The Political Construction of Ethnicity,” in Majority and Minority, 5

th
 Edition, Norman R. 

Yetman, editor (Boston: Ally and Bacon, 1991): 76-86, i.e.. 77. Many of Walker’s views of himself derive 
from William E. Connelley, who for “almost twenty years,” put together a biography and edited volume of 
letters of Walker: William E. Connelley, The Provisional Government of Nebraska Territory and the 
Journals of William Walker (1899). Connelley was a self-trained historian who eventually became the 
Secretary for the Kansas State Historical Society from 1914 to 1930. “Introduction.” Folder 1, William 

Elsey Connelley Letter, Western Historical Manuscript Collection-Kansas City, University of Missouri at 
Kansas City.    
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evolving racialist terms of “blood quantum” that categorized people of mixed descent 

into fractions of lineage of “pure” Indian ancestors by the end of the nineteenth century. 

Both parents, William and Mary, lived among Wyandots nearly the entirety of their lives. 

She died in 1844 while still in Ohio, less than a year after nearly all of the Wyandot 

removed en masse to land that would become Kansas, under the final terms of the 1842 

removal treaty. Walker Junior (hereafter referred to simply as William Walker) was born 

in either 1799 or 1800 in a small Indian community in Michigan, the fifth of a total of ten 

children in the immediate family. William Walker Sr. became a sub-agent for the Ohio 

Agency some time after the War of 1812, as his band had aligned with the Americans. 

Walker inherited his mother’s clan, Big Turtle, just as she had through her own mother. 

He grew up among Wyandots in Michigan and Ohio, but he went away for private 

schooling at Worthington, Ohio, and Kenyon College during his adolescence. He 

returned to the Wyandot reserve at Upper Sandusky shortly after his education concluded 

and became a teacher at the Methodist mission school, served as a postmaster, and 

established a substantial cash crop farm. Not much more can be made of his early life. 

From the synopsis that he provided not long before his own death, it seems clear that his 

parents and he valued western-styled education and their Methodist faith, and from his 

own transactions in writing, political initiatives, and personal life decisions, he favored 

many of the material and cultural trappings of Anglo-Americans. 19 

William Walker was an Indian person of mixed descent, born into a world where 

intermarriage was fluid within a multi-tribal and multi-ethnic context of the disintegrating 

                                                           
19 “Genealogical information, Walker Family,” A 49, William Walker Papers, Kansas Collection, Kansas 
City Kansas Public Library. (Hereafter cited as Walker-KCKPL).  
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Great Lakes fur trade nexus and tribal demographic decline. Wyandots were born into 

matrilineal clans and villages at the time of Walker’s birth. Yet, an older tribal orientation 

was giving way to a state of economic dependency on disparate reserves, a re-constituted, 

patriarchal, “meritocratic” tribal government, and Christian influences. Walker 

participated in the emergence of this new tribal complex, one that was certainly contested 

by other Wyandots at Upper Sandusky. His way of knowing and his own identity were 

shaped by the forces of this colonial trajectory. 20     

Most of the Wyandot Indians, who were also called “Huron” and “Wendat,” 

throughout their long association with whites, were a tribal group exposed to a myriad of 

forces by French, British, and Anglo-Americans by the time of the removal era. Most 

lived on the Brownstown, Big Springs, or Sandusky reservations in Michigan and Ohio 

after the War of 1812 until mass removals during the 1830s and 1843. Although 

demographic changes and cultural impositions advanced during previous generations of 

continental wars, there were several reserves and a reconstituted “national” government 

based at Upper Sandusky, Ohio by the late 1820s. The fracturing of older Wyandot and 

pan-tribal political controls prevailed as a result of repeated wars, overall demographic 

decline, fragmented spacial relationships due to American settlement and reservations, 

and due also to religious rifts between those referred to as the “Heathen Party” or 

makeshift traditionalists and Methodist converts. The cultural and political rifts reflected 

the choices made by Wyandots as the state encroached upon their ways of life after the 

War of 1812. The “Heathen Party,” a it was identified by white officials, rejected Anglo-

                                                           
20 “William Walker Correspondence,” William Draper Manuscripts, Volume 11U, State Historical Society 
of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. Edited version in Walker, The Provisional Governor, pp. 11-13.  
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American institutions, a new political order based on western standards, and the influence 

of those who accepted the Methodist faith and the mission’s authority at Upper Sandusky.        

The divide between Wyandots encompassed political, racial, and religious 

ideologies. Mixed-bloods like Walker, many of whom were descended from white 

captives of earlier generations, began to accept the cultural values of the mission and 

Anglo-American “civilization,” yet retained a commitment to Wyandot community and a 

newer tribal political authority. The cleavages that developed during the re-orientation of 

life in the 1820s were not resolved by the removal era. The Wyandot removal 

negotiations spanned ten years. The language of race and “civilization” were part and 

parcel of communications about the state of Wyandot affairs as the federal government 

repeatedly attempted to remove them from Ohio throughout the 1830s.21      

Six Wyandots, including thirty-one year old William Walker, were chosen by a 

new Wyandot council to investigate lands west of Missouri in late 1831. This trip was 

funded by the federal government and was the first diplomatic step in forwarding the 

Jackson administration’s removal process, thus making Indian removal appear to be a 

fair, even democratic, process rather than a coercive one. In this case, the trip failed to 

make the Wyandots amenable to relocate from their lands at Upper Sandusky. Agent 

James Gardiner, working to fulfill the removal agenda, blamed the Wyandots’ rejection 

of a removal treaty upon the “duplicity” of one William Walker. 

Walker was an ardent opponent of Wyandot removal. In his report about the visit 

to the West, he foresaw a plethora of problems that were mostly material in kind. There 

                                                           
21 M.W. Walsh, “The ‘Heathen Party’: Methodist Observation of the Ohio Wyandot,” American Indian 
Quarterly (Spring 1992, Vol. 16, Issue 2). 
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were few sugar trees to sustain “a principal commodity of commerce,” a scarce supply of 

wood, “frost bitten” crops, a short supply or depleting amount of game for hunting, Sac 

and Fox Indian occupiers of the lands, and “unfriendly and indeed hostile” politicians and 

“frontier neighbors” in nearby Missouri. These forces would be difficult to contend with 

without the “help of the General Government” according to Walker’s report, especially 

since he recognized that treaty monies usually arrived long after hardships exacted a toll 

on the Indians. These economic terms, seemingly comparing plentiful sustenance in Ohio 

to a relative emptiness west of Missouri, reveal Walker’s own contented economic 

standing at the time to some extent. His stated objections to removal also incensed the 

agent.22  

Once Agent Gardiner learned of Walker’s views and actions, he spun an 

interpretation for his superiors into terms that were fast becoming part of the lingua 

franca of nineteenth-century Indian affairs. Ideas about mixed-race people who appeared 

to accept the ethos and practices associated with “civilization” versus those of “savagery” 

spelled corruption of the government’s “benevolent” removal to some agents. Gardiner 

reviewed Walker’s reporting of the expedition’s events not as a series of informed 

decisions by the Wyandots, but rather as a list of deceptions when he declared: 

The Delegation never saw the country which I had proffered to them in 
behalf of the Government! …Their "Report," herewith transmitted, is, I 
am thoroughly convinced, an ingenious tissue of preconcerted 
misrepresentations; and I am now equally satisfied that the whole plan, of 
filching from the Government the money for such a tour…. The object 
was to quiet all anxieties on the part of the tribe, relative to removal, and 

                                                           
22 William Walker, John Gould, John Baptiste, James Washington, and Silas Armstrong to Chiefs of the 
Wyandott Nation, December 5, 1831 in J. Orin Oliphant, ed., “The Report of the Wyandot Exploring 
Delegation, 1831,” Kansas Historical Quarterly, August, 1947 (Vol. 14 No. 3): 253-258. 
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settle them down into a state of false security and complete subserviency 
to the few, (white and partly white,) who are the only gainers by their 
continued residence in Ohio…There was also a positive agreement 
between Mr. Walker and myself, that he should preserve a total silence on 
the subject of his exploration until his return, and that I should be present 
at the time of presenting his Report to the Chiefs. Instead of adhering to 
this understanding, he wrote to others…and verbally proclaimed as he 
passed through Dayton, what the Report would be, and cast sundry unjust 
and ungrateful reflections upon the Government.23 

 
Gardiner reported that Walker, as a “white or partially white” man, manipulated the 

treaty process for his own particular, although unstated, ends. He had not visited with the 

Shawnee and Delawares as Gardiner had instructed, so he had used funds as a hunting 

expedition. Walker reneged on the ‘agreement’ by bad-mouthing the removal plan in 

public. Gardiner pointed out to his superiors that he assigned Silas Armstrong “an 

intelligent quarter-blooded Wyandott, educated in English,” to act as a “Special Agent” to 

counteract such manipulations before the expedition, but Armstrong eventually concurred 

with Walker’s recommendation that rejected any land exchange and removal. Gardiner 

concluded that “Those Chiefs, with their white and yellow auxiliaries, are as avaricious 

and envious as they are subtle and insincere.” When Walker and others opposed removal, 

they were castigated in racial terms by Indian officials. Mixed-blood leaders like William 

Walker were stigmatized as naturally duplicitous, unfit to be leaders of Indian nations. 24   

In the rendering of Indians of mixed descent into categories, paternalism of 

Americans framed the use of this particular racial logic. The best interests or real 

concerns of the tribe were undermined by people like William Walker according to white 

                                                           
23 James Gardiner to Hon. Lewis Cass, January 28, 1832 in J. Orin Oliphant, ed., “The Report of the 
Wyandot Exploring Delegation, 1831,” Kansas Historical Quarterly, August, 1947 (Vol. 14 No. 3): 259-
260. 
24 Ibid., 262. 
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officials. They had become self-serving individuals, implicitly because they were 

descended from whites, who then plied their own interests against the “best interests” of 

the tribal group. Indians who appeared to be “white and yellow,” according to people like 

Gardiner, retarded the intentions and legal remedies offered by the state. Of course, the 

state was diplomatically imposing their scheme of dispossession during the removal era. 

Therefore, the discretion of western-educated leaders has been viewed by later historians 

as a process of calculated resistance to the terms of change offered by the state. However, 

most often the historical truth is more muddled than codified by these interpretive logics 

about race.     

The racial stereotype that Walker confronted emerged at the same time that the 

policy of “civilization” for American Indians became contested by the Jacksonian 

Democrats. Many Indians who resided in the eastern states were urged to become 

Christians as well as self-oriented, yeomen farmers so that they could be integrated as 

republican citizens under Henry Knox’s initial civilization program and the Civilization 

Act of 1819. Missions and schools had been funded under agreements with the tribes 

towards these ends.  The institutions of “civilization,” namely the Protestant missionaries 

who came west to establish both churches and schools, were interlopers for the most part, 

yet there were those who helped refract national political and cultural ideas amongst the 

Indians.  Remember the efforts of Reverend William Hornell, for example. Lengthy 

contact with whites in the Great Lakes region as well as government and trade business in 

the West brought numbers of white Americans to live within the removed Indian 

communities too. While Americans came to see and categorize Indians in “an immediate, 
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collective gaze” through a racialized discourse that dichotomized Indians by labels such 

as savage versus civilized, hunting versus farming, and ‘full-blood’ versus ‘half-breed,’ 

the presence of people considered to be racially ambiguous worked to re-define or project 

forms of a racial mentalite. Indian people of mixed descent could become agents of 

colonialism when moments of dispossession, namely treaty negotiations, took place. Put 

most simply, people of mixed descent who appeared “civilized” became unacceptable to 

act the part of Indians if they worked against the logics of Jackson’s removal agenda, 

despite their relationships with Indians. Certain historians have also targeted people like 

Walker as individuals who undermined the bases of “traditional” authority and autonomy 

for their own individual ends.25 

Among others, historian Theda Perdue countered this dominant racialist trope 

about the Indian “mixed-blood” in American Indian historiography:   

By the nineteenth century, many southern Indians were...’both white and 
red’ in terms ancestry and culture. In our accounts of them, however, the 
white often obscures the red. We are blinded by the spectacle of Indians 
living in mansions, owning plantations, and African American slaves, 
sending their children to school, worshipping in Christian churches, 
governing themselves under constitutions and written laws. In our analysis 
of ‘mixed blood’ Indians, we have privileged whiteness, and as a result, 
we have underestimated the power and persistence of the culture in to 
which they were born and chose to live.26 
 

                                                           
25For a full discussion of the development of the “‘half-breed’ subversive” stereotype and others, see: 
Thomas Ingersoll, To Intermix with Our White Brothers: Indian Mixed Bloods in the United States from 

Earliest Times to the Indian Removals, (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 2005):79-115. On this 
“contradiction,” 80.  Political factionalism was central to the writing of tribal histories in the New Indian 
History as a rational actor model emerges where certain individuals “were exploiting the white presence to 
promote personal and factional advantages within those communities” over time, often to the political and 
cultural detriment of other Indians. As an example, see: Richard P. Metcalf, “Who Should Rule at Home?: 
Native American Politics and Indian-White Relations,” Journal of American History 61:3 (1974): 653.    
26  Theda Perdue, "Mixed blood" Indians: Racial Construction in the Early South, Mercer University 

Lamar memorial lecture ; no. 45. (Athens; London: University of Georgia Press, 2003), 68-69. 
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Perdue meticulously explains how many southeastern tribes, who traced their kinship and 

their cultural belonging matrilineally, had increasingly accepted and culturally integrated 

the progeny of white men and Indian women into their communities. A person who 

inherited a clan from their mother and who lived with the tribe was accepted as a tribal 

relative. Perdue emphasizes the power of matrilineality in the maintenance of Indian 

culture amongst ‘mixed blood’ people versus the signs of change that white accounts 

often emphasized. This is an important shift in the way historians read American Indian 

culture change and identity since cultural persistence amongst people of mixed descent is 

stressed.  

Perdue’s study boldly “confounds the color line” that was imposed by Indian 

officials and reiterated by certain historians over time, by asserting the primacy of 

indigenous culture in the making of identity over the encroaching ebb of racial and 

cultural logics affiliated with the discourse of civilization. Yet, the discourse and 

internalization of “civilization” prevailed within the ranks of certain tribes through 

regulatory channels of schools, churches, and texts distributed within certain tribal 

networks. While older vestiges of cultural persistence continued among the Wyandots 

beyond the removal period, such as their spoken tribal language, the histories by Richard 

White and Gregory Dowd point to a colonial past of remarkable cultural syncretism and 

shifts for the indigenous collective of Wyandot people. Primary evidence points toward 

the making of a heterogeneous tribal complex for the Wyandot by the 1830s in light of 

American nationalist advances. Therefore, rendering William Walker simply as white or 

as Wyandot becomes problematic. Walker chose allegiances and affiliations that were 
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comparable to the rudiments of the “civilized” white citizen. The hallmarks of the 

civilized meant that Indians learned to speak and read English, attend Christian worship, 

and accommodate the time-discipline that emerged with the Market Revolution as part of 

an expected cultural transformation of the individual. To accomplish this cultural 

washing of the self, Indians had to interact with whites, both for instruction as well as 

continuously in varied forms of public life. Yet, Indian removal threatened to physically 

separate all Indians, civilized or not, from whites so that the public space for interactions 

between “civilized” Indians and whites were stifled if not completely extinguished. When 

Indian removal treaties were finalized, the projected public space for “civilization” that 

expected legal equality for Indians alongside white citizens broke down.27  

Personal self-definition took cultural center stage for antebellum white Americans 

in “an age of self-reliance, but also of self-control and self-improvement.” These driving 

individual concerns were partly the product of “A combination of weak institutional 

constraints and the market revolution, which multiplied occupational and consumer 

options, provided favorable conditions for widespread personal autonomy” according to 

historian David Walker Howe. Howe points out that white Americans “voluntarily” chose 

new communal affiliations and identities. Walker’s own sense of self mutated along with 

that of white Americans in response to Anglo-American national and frontier ideologies 

at times in his life. Walker claimed new identities in order to bridge the perceived legal 

and cultural boundaries that separated the Wyandots from the Americans. It was new 

                                                           
27 On some of the eighteenth century colonial and cultural shifts that influenced the Wyandot, see: Richard 
White, The Middle Ground; Gregory Dowd, War Under Heaven: Pontiac, The Indian Nations, and the 

British Empire (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 2002). Theresa Strouth Gaul, To Marry an Indian: The 

Marriage of Harriet Gold and Elias Boudinot in Letters, 1823-1839 (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2005), 6-7. 
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voluntary attachments to evangelical Protestant ethos, voluntary organizations, national 

party politics, new careers, and a moral code of behavior concomitant with Christian 

evangelicalism that marked the culture of individualism for antebellum whites according 

to Howe. Looking over aspects of Walker’s public life, all of these facets of new self-

definition were chosen at times. Although he lived on the Wyandot Reserve in Ohio and 

Kansas, Walker negotiated with whites by choosing many similar affiliations, as forms of 

either personal or collective brokering. After removal, Walker continued to look eastward 

to make sense of the structural changes that enveloped the Wyandots in the Indian 

Country west of Missouri.28 

Lucy Armstrong also brokered many different identities, but they were less visible 

and public due to her sex and particular background as the daughter of a white missionary 

family. Because she was a white woman born outside of the Wyandot community, and 

then eventually fixed to it by marriage to the well-educated Wyandot lawyer John M. 

Armstrong, the context of these experiences limited her public roles outside of the 

community as well as to some extent within Wyandot political life.  

Lucy Bigelow Armstrong was the daughter of Wyandot missionary Russell 

Bigelow who served at Upper Sandusky during the 1830s. Her parents were among the 

growing ranks of itinerant Methodist preacher families who moved fairly regularly 

amongst frontier communities. Lucy came of age among the Wyandot, and she appears to 

have embraced her father’s church and religion as well as the Wyandot community, 

especially its language and network of social relations of Christian Wyandots. The 

                                                           
28 David Walker Howe, Making the American Self: Jonathan Edwards to Abraham Lincoln (Cambridge, 
MA.: Harvard University Press, 1997).  
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precise conditions of her youth experiences, courtship, and marriage are not well-

documented, but what can be determined is that she remained in the Indian community 

after her marriage. That included removal westward with most Wyandots in 1843.   

The “civilized” Indians not only had to create their personal worlds anew in the 

West upon removal, but also had to re-negotiate the legitimacy of civilization discourse 

itself, since it had not sheltered tribes from dispossession by whites. Wyandot William 

Walker’s writings reveal that being “civilized” as national expansion again advanced 

could only be accepted by the nation if Indians fully adopted the logical end of the 

discourse itself: to become white citizens. As for Lucy Armstrong, who was a woman 

who had been white and then accepted nominally as a Wyandot, she continued to 

perceive that many Wyandots could attain a level of “civilization,” but separated that 

identity from whiteness and full-fledged citizenship as the schemes of territorial 

incorporation were plotted, negotiated, and confronted by those in Kansas.29 

For Indians of mixed descent, to become “civilized” corroborated with affiliations 

in institutions and practices that were created and perpetuated by white Americans. After 

the removals, it became increasingly difficult for all Indians to posture as a “civilized” 

hybrid. To David Roediger and other scholars of whiteness studies, if an American, 

immigrant or otherwise, borrowed or joined practices that substantiated the privileges of 

white race superiority, such as suffrage, or prejudicial alliances that worked to 

marginalize Blacks or Indians for the sake of advancing other forms of white privilege in 

                                                           
29 As just one example of how 19th-century removed Indians internalized “civilization” as a marker of their 
identity compared to other Indians, see: David La Vere, Contrary Neighbors, Southern Plains and Removed 
Indians in Indian Territory (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2000).  
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antebellum America, then these individuals’ identities and practices worked as “ways of 

whiteness.” Whiteness, as pejoratively established by this body of scholars, means that 

persons became connected and imbibed cultural affiliation with white American 

mainstream institutions, practices, and affiliations in opposition to those that they 

associated with Blacks and non-white races. Civilization discourse in the mid-nineteenth 

century called for a similar trajectory, where Indians would integrate into white society 

by changing their cultural practices in imitation of white Americans. It was the perception 

of one’s physical look as phenotype, not cultural practices that eventually undid this 

conjoined path of race and “civilization” in light of new impositions upon the tribes by 

the state. Choosing “civilized,” if that meant slaveholding or American citizenship, 

became contested exactly because these paths meant that certain other Indians could not 

or did not want these privileges, meaning colonial terms for change. Collective 

dispossession and other varied forms of colonialism by the state that coincided with 

“civilization” discourse simply resulted in cultural and political forms of resistance by 

Indians alongside forms of imitation. To some extent, as the opening of Kansas 

haphazardly worked to colonize Indians and their lands, identities became contested 

amongst the Wyandots along these lines as political choices had to be made.30 

Increasingly, it was not simply shared cultural practices or kinship that steadied 

Wyandot Indian identity, but the political positions individuals chose or aligned with as 

                                                           
30 David R. Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the Working-Class, Second Edition 
(New York:  Verso, 1999), 1-15. Also see: Noel Ignatiev, How the Irish Became White (New York: 
Routledge, 1995), 1-10. Theda Perdue provides a critique about this “language of blood” in the works of 
historians Angie Debo, Arrell Gibson, William McLoughlin, and Claudio Saunt in: Perdue, "Mixed blood" 

Indians, 98-101. For a discussion of  how  such biological notions of race and identity from the nineteenth-
century continue to influence contemporary Indian identity debates see: Eva Marie Garroutte, Real Indians: 
Identity and the Survival of Native America (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 38-60.  
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state expansion developed. When this happened, individuals such as Lucy Armstrong and 

others conflated certain Wyandots’ cultural practices and political positions with certain 

dominant American notions of race and vice versa. They made sense of the galvanizing 

political and legal changes that affected their lives partly by the language of race that had 

enveloped them.  

The writings and testimonies of William Walker and Lucy Armstrong cannot 

speak to the entirety of the Wyandot tribe’s experience in Kansas, but do reveal much 

about these authors’ temporal views and identities as they relate to the people and events 

around them. Walker traveled widely in the states on tribal business as well as to 

purchase or build personal property. What allowed him to do so freely with whites was 

that he “passed” as white and that he was a male. In antebellum America, as Indians were 

constantly affixed to the margins of the state, to separate places, Walker continued to 

negotiate and cross racially affixed boundaries as a hybrid figure. He could do so because 

he “looked” white. While the process of American colonization attempted to separate 

whites and Indians over geographic space, Walker exerted “situational identities” to fit 

his own individual or his community’s collective needs at times. Yet, his identity as a 

“civilized Wyandot” became unstable even as he attempted to control what that meant. 

Lucy Armstong, who had married a Wyandot man, could not so easily transcend these 

same Indian-white barriers. She had to contend with the forces of social acceptance by 

Wyandots as well as the subjection of women from public authority in mainstream U.S. 

culture. As a married woman and mother who lived in rural areas, she largely assumed 

the immobility of the private sphere of the home common to the Anglo-American 
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patriarchal family tradition that had taken shape among the “civilized” Wyandot. From 

the few documents related to her married life, it appears that she actively negotiated and 

supported her husband’s official public efforts as a lawyer and statesmen for the tribe and 

stayed attuned of regional and national news events because she was highly literate. After 

her husband’s untimely death in April of 1851, she had even fewer pathways to public 

authority as a widow, especially regarding the politics of the male-dominated tribal 

council. The American racial and gendered ideologies that encompassed the Wyandot in 

Ohio and Kansas influenced each person’s negotiations. The rational actor model that pits 

individuals as agents of tribal resistance or destruction is not clearly applicable toward 

the complex and multiple identity choices that such Indian people faced. On the Ohio 

frontier and particularly in Kansas, there became no space for such solidity. While both 

William and Lucy had to negotiate their “race” with both Wyandots and whites from an 

early age, it was the impending creation of Kansas that ultimately limited their choices 

between multiple ethnic and racial identities.31   

Like many Americans of the time, as well as a growing number of Wyandots in 

Ohio, William Walker’s Christian ties and beliefs were central to his own projected 

identity to others. On his way back from the first Wyandot exploring expedition in 1831, 

                                                           
31 William Unrau portrays the political life of Kansa Indian descendant Charles Curtis as another 
elaboration and representation of how “mixed-blood” tribal members associated with the dominant society 
to the detriment of Indians during a later period in: Unrau,  Mixed-bloods and Tribal Dissolution: Charles 

Curtis and the Quest for Indian Identity (Lawrence, Kan.: University Press of Kansas, 1989).  Richard 
White, "Using the Past: History and Native American Studies," Studying Native America, ed. Russell 
Thornton (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2002), 231. For instructive examples of American 
Indian biography that demonstrate the negotiation of Indian identity within national and tribal contexts 
during this period, see: Jennifer Brown, "’A Place in Your Mind for Them  All’: Chief William Berens," 
Being and Becoming Indian: Biographical Studies of North American Frontiers, edited by James A. Clifton 
(Chicago: Dorsey, 1989), 204-225. Laurence Hauptman and L. Gordon McLester III, Chief Daniel Bread 
and the Oneida Nation of Indians of Wisconsin. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2002.) 
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while at Saint Louis to conduct tribal business, he purportedly met three Indians “from 

the Flat-Head Nation” at the agency who had traveled the breadth of the continent to seek 

out Christian missionaries, an idea they had received from a “white man in their country” 

according to Walker.  These men accompanied French fur trappers down the Missouri 

River and lay sick at the home of Indian Superintendent William Clark at the time of 

Walker’s meeting. Walker was a member of the Methodist Episcopal Church, begun as 

the Wyandot Mission at Sandusky by 1819. He informed “his brethren” about the 

exploring venture and his visit with these “Flatheads” in a letter to the Christian 

Advocate, the official newspaper of the Methodists during early 1833. In this letter, 

Walker takes on a particular identity in light of his reading audience. First, he notes that 

“The country we explored is truly a land of savages.” By stating his encounters with 

Indians in the West in this way, in colloquial racial language used by white Americans, 

Walker takes on an identity as someone who is “civilized,” not “savage” while trying to 

relate on equal footing with white Methodists. He described the Flathead Indians’ 

appearance first, attempting to make them less exotic than such an English label cast 

them. His description of Clark’s interaction with the Indians was concise, yet it was more 

telling about Walker’s reach for commonality with his readers’ views of Indian-White 

relations at the time, than a revealing account of the actual events that transpired: 

He [General Clarke]...proceeded by informing them that what they had 
been told by the white man in their own country, was true. Then went into 
a succinct history of man, from his creation down to the advent of the 
Saviour; explained to them all the moral precepts contained in the Bible, 
expounding to them the decalogue. Informed them of the advent of the 
Saviour, his life, precepts, his death, resurrection, ascension, and the 
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relation he now stands to man as a mediator-that he will judge the world, 
&c.32 

 
Thus European ascendancy in North America and the hegemony of Christianty in 

spiritual terms were tied together, as generally conceived in national expansionist 

language of the time. Walker, from this one letter, seemed to imbibe the rhetoric of 

“civilization,” a Christian Indian calling for evangelizing efforts among other Indians. 

His re-telling of this encounter resulted in an exchange of optimistic letters about the 

prospect of a mission amongst the Flathead that eventually led to the founding of the 

Methodist Episcopal Church’s mission in the Oregon Country by late 1834.33  

Walker’s letter to the paper’s editor, Gabriel Disosway, a man who had helped 

fund the Wyandot Methodist Mission in Ohio, was written one year after Walker’s trip. 

In other words, Walker’s promotion of missionary work here was preconceived and tied 

to a case against Wyandot removal. He forged ties to the white Methodist establishment 

to further broker for his position rejecting removal of his tribe from Ohio. In the process, 

he solidified the existence of the civilized/savage dichotomy for his reading public. 

                                                           
32 William Walker to Dear Friend, January 19, 1833, In Christian Advocate and Journal and Zion’s Herald, 
March 1, 1833, Vol. VII, No. 27, From David A. White and Henry Raup Wagner, Plains & Rockies, 1800-

1856: One hundred twenty proposed additions to the Wagner-Camp and Becker bibliography of travel and 

adventure in the American West: with 33 selected reprints, News of the Plains and Rockies (Spokane, 
Wash.: Arthur H. Clark, 2001), 266-268. 
33 Daniel Lee and J. H. Frost, Ten Years in Oregon (New York; 1844, Fairfield, Wash.: Ye Galleon Press, 
1968), 109-111, 122-126.  No surviving writings exist as to William Walker’s further thoughts on 
missionaries in the Far West or about his knowledge of the establishment of and subsequent killings at 
Whitman Mission in 1847. By that time, he had been relocated west of Missouri himself with the Wyandots 
and his predominant concerns, as explained herein, looked increasingly eastward in direction and 
orientation. Walker’s efforts are noted as a parcel of the Protestant nationalist expansionism that led to 
cultural misunderstandings and violence at ABCFM’s Whitman Mission between local Cayus Indians and 
missionaries in: Cameron Addis, “The Whitman Massacre: Religion and Manifest Destiny on the Columbia 
Plateau, 1809-1858,” Journal of the Early Republic 25.2 (2005): 231, 221-258.  
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Disosway spoke more frankly in his opposition to removal in his letter about both 

matters, one that coincided with Walker’s on the newspaper’s front page. This was just 

one of many noted instances when Walker paired “civilization” and white allies with his 

conception of tribal interests and identity. 34   

William Walker’s initial moves to stymie removal did not hold back the repeated 

treaty talks with Wyandots in Ohio by federal officials in 1834, 1836, and several 

meetings between the years 1837-1842. The Wyandot Nation was forced to negotiate 

removal time and again. Indeed, William’s brother Joel led another delegation in 1841 to 

the West to determine a suitable location for the Wyandots upon their impending 

removal. The partisan divides amongst Wyandots that these repeated overtures created 

are not entirely recoverable. Certainly there was intense disagreement amongst cliques of 

Wyandots over removal, just as there was amongst many other tribes in the eastern states. 

Walker served as Principal Chief of the “Wyandot Nation” in 1835-1836. Before the next 

round of treaty talks he was un-elected and did not hold any formal position on the 

executive or council of the tribal government. The new tribal government could be 

considered as a male-dominated meritocracy in concept and a constitutional democracy 

in form. Men voted each year for such positions as Head (or Principal) Chief and a 

Council and later added an elected legislative oversight committee. The solvency and 

representative nature of the government during its first years is difficult to ascertain. As 

                                                           
34 For more about Walker’s and Disosway’s use of Methodism to prevent removal as well as further the 
missionary field, see: Albert Furtwangler, Bringing Indians to the Book (Seattle, WA: University of 
Washington Press, 2005), 23-33. Note that William Walker was not an “Indian agent” at this time. 
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whites and the federal government opted for removal of all Indians from Ohio, the 

dynamics of the tribal council and their initial stand against removal, particularly as local 

pressure by white locals in and around Sandusky intensified. Walker, although fairly 

wealthy and well-connected to whites in the new Crawford County area, opted to depart 

with the tribe upon removal.35 

Political pressure simply led to the winnowing away of Wyandot reservations 

during the 1830s. The Big Spring Reservation was ceded in an 1832 treaty, the 

Brownstown settlement in Michigan was allotted to several families, and so many 

Wyandots either coalesced at the remaining Upper Sandusky location or some went north 

to pan-Indian locations in Canada West, not far from Detroit. The Wyandots at Upper 

Sandusky, including the large Walker family, were the last holdouts. William Walker was 

not a signee, indeed it seems as if he was purposefully ostracized, but when the ink was 

dry and the plan put into motion, he and nearly all men who would hold positions in the 

Wyandot national government over the next generation, were awarded 640 acre land 

grants in Section 14 of the 1842 treaty. These “floats” would later be claimed by the 

named individuals or their heirs, including John Armstrong’s wife Lucy, when opening 

Kansas created a necessity for claiming them. This stipulation signifies how the federal 

government attempted to finalize the removal by granting individual favors to willing 

chiefs and factions amidst the removals.36  

                                                           
35 Connelley, The Provisional Government, 12. 

36 Kappler, Indian AffairsVol. II, 536. 
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Some of the cultural and political positions related to the coming of American 

institutions and removal talks were increasingly made sense of and expressed in racial 

terms among the Wyandots. Walker noted shortly after removing to the West: “oh spare 

me the task of Recording the death of my old and long tried friend Warpole. He truly was 

my friend. When he used to assail and attack everybody else of the mixed blood, he never 

would attack me, but on the contrary defend me.” Warpole, and possibly the future 

Principal Chief Tauromee, were the only Wyandot full-bloods (so claimed here) who 

were awarded a land grant in the 1842 treaty. Clearly, there were racial delineations or 

categories that Wyandot people adopted. These racial designations were not stable or 

static necessarily, but were symbols employed to make sense of cultural, political, and 

class differentiations within the tribal complex. Walker, among others, had found his 

leadership and negotiating position as the “civilized” challenged on the basis of race on 

more than one occasion.37  

William Walker and leading Wyandot men remained steadfast in securing treaty 

rights by the government after their collective migration via steamboat to Westport, 

Missouri, in the fall of 1843. A total of seven hundred and seven persons made the trip.     

Upon their arrival, they found that treaty goods as well as promised funds could not be 

obtained when needed upon arrival. The first concerted efforts by most families aimed at 

building new domiciles and farms. In one of Walker’s first letters back to his mother, he 

reported the suffering for many Wyandots but averted these worries in urging his mother 

to join them: “You need not be afraid to come. You will not be subjected to the exposures 

                                                           
37 William Walker to Mother, October 29, 1843. William Connelley Collection, Kansas City Kansas Public 
Library (hereafter cited as: Connelley, KCKPL). Box A, File 70. Kappler, Indian Affairs: Vol. II, 536.  
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our poor Wyandott friends were. Sleeping in the rain and eating unwholesome food.” 

Walker did not share the same fate because “he was glad to have savings.” These 

observations relay the clear class divisions and a hint about his individual cultural 

orientation in Ohio prior to removal. He commented: “Well, in the first place, we all are 

as hearty as Bears...I am now busily engaged in cutting and hewing logs and getting other 

materials together to build a house over the Kansas River, a distance of nearly four miles. 

We have a camp there and work all the week and come home Sat evening...I am driving 

with all my energies to get my house up and get into it before cold weather. I have three 

hands besides Meritt and this week we calculate to have all our logs hewed.” It was 

Walker’s ability to accrue cash wealth that allowed his family not to suffer from poor 

diet, disease, and perhaps death, as well as begin to build a new home, during that first 

month. He had a decided advantage compared to Warpole and some fifty to sixty people 

who died within the first six months on the Kansas River. Many other Wyandots simply 

did not amass personal wealth like the Walkers, Armstrongs, and certain other “civilized” 

families.38  

Another lingering problem related to the removal was the issuance of the 

improvement payment. The tribal council wanted to make sure that the government paid 

for property that many believed had been unfairly taken in Ohio. Most simply put, an 

improvement was the economic valuation of personal property owned. In 1844, Walker 

traveled to Washington to secure the payment as pledged under the treaty. No payment or 

headway was made. Home-building, a new natural environment, annuity payments, and a 

                                                           
38 William Walker to Mother, October 29, 1843. William Connelley Collection, Kansas City Kansas Public 
Library (hereafter cited as: Connelley, KCKPL). Box A, File 70. 
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lack of commitment by their first agent and the government in general were all significant 

tribal concerns. Yet Walker realized the power of capital in making a secure home west 

of Missouri. According to the first valuation of improvements made by appraisers, 

Walker’s improved property in Ohio was judged to value $4203. The vast majority of 

Wyandots’ improvements were worth less than $300.  The proper payment for 

improvements amounted to a recognition of individual Wyandots’ “civilization” or more 

appropriately stated, individuals’ ability to amass wealth for themselves. Walker was 

entitled to its full value, as would be the same for any American citizen justly 

compensated under law for the taking of personal property. He even wrote his own 

nephew, then a student at the U.S. Naval Academy, so that he too could apply pressure on 

the Indian Commissioner to resolve this payment. His brother Joel went back to Ohio in 

1846 to rectify the final business of several Wyandot estates in person. The Wyandots 

found themselves wrangling to receive what had been promised by the 1842 treaty. 

Walker and the Wyandots would not be paid the majority of their improvement money 

for five years, after prolonged debate and multiple appraisals of their former lands. 

Walker rejected the payment for several years because federal authorities initiated their 

own appraisal three years after the removal that offered only half of the original appraisal 

for William’s own estate. 39  

The administrative blundering and unrealized treaty promises spurred the tribal 

council to attempt to take back power over their treaty rights. By early 1845, they blamed 

their agent W. Phillips, who had moved from Ohio with them, for their hardships. 

                                                           
39 “Abstract of Improvements,” 1843. NARA, RG 75, M234, Reel 950, Fr. 512-518. 
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Matthew Walker, another brother of William, was appointed by Head Chief Henry 

Jacquis and the council to question Phillips and locals about the agent’s conduct. The 

sentiment of these leading Wyandot men was that Phillips had failed to provide as their 

agent because he believed they were “bad people,” that he held “hostile feelings towards 

the chiefs and people generally” and that he spoke “harshly against the Wyandotts” in 

public.40 In other words, the council put the agent on trial for bearing racial prejudice and 

subsequent incompetence. They had written Washington and the Indian Superintendent at 

St. Louis to receive approval for their “enquiry” of Phillips. In the procedure and 

testimony, it becomes clear that the council utilizes Anglo legal conventions to retain 

power over their legal rights. Matthew and his fill-in, William, raised questions and 

substantiated with testimony Phillips’s oft-missing, inept, bigoted, and overall 

incompetent relationship with the council. All types of verification of the agent’s hostility 

towards individual Wyandots and towards his expected duties were substantiated in this 

three-day hearing. Alongside repeated occasions of personal insults, Phillips apparently 

refused to “attend the last [treaty] payment” as well as refusing to tap the provision fund 

when asked by the council. The result had been to retard the construction of homes for 

many Wyandot. He would not assist the tribal council as they tried to thwart material 

deprivation upon their relocation. These efforts to expose Agent Phillips by the council 

and the Walkers resulted in his dismissal.41   

                                                           
40 Hearings of the Wyandot Council, June 1846. NARA, RG 75, M234, Roll 950, frs. 241-243, 261. 

41 Ibid., “Testimony of James Wheeler,” Jan. 8, 1845. Fr. 256. James Wheeler was the Methodist 
missionary who had moved from Upper Sandusky to Wyandot, I.T. in 1843. He admitted to William 
Walker that Phillips lived “about 6 & ½ miles” from the Wyandot settlement. Francis Cotter, a Wyandot, 
testified that while on business at Phillips’ office, the sub-agent “had been in bad humor...he told me if I did 
not clear out he would cut my throat or send me to Fort Leavenworth.” Fr. 265. William Clark, a Wyandot, 
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Walker inherited nearly all of his own Indian connections both in Ohio and in 

Indian Territory through his birth and kin network amongst the Wyandot. It was his easy 

passage both inside and outside of the community, through his parentage, education, 

appearance, talkativeness, and political acumen that he forged new connections with 

whites. In these respects, he could be viewed as a cultural broker. His role in the trial of 

Agent Phillips would lead to such a conclusion. He was one of the “repositories of two or 

more cultures...changed roles at will, in accordance with circumstances” and he “knew 

how the ‘other side’ thought and behaved, and they responded accordingly. [His] grasp of 

different perspectives led all sides to value them, although not all may have trusted 

[him].” Although Margaret Connell-Szasz’s definition of a cultural broker applies to 

certain works of William Walker, Walker’s formative experiences, his changing 

“circumstances” and contemplated “perspectives” did not always lead him to broker for 

the Wyandots along a continuum. He was not always a “intermediary.” Walker learned 

first-hand about the power of the expanding state, and after the removal transpired, he 

recognized that forces beyond the boundaries of the tribal community influenced his own 

life most forcibly. The political and ideological conflict over slavery that was moving 

west of Missouri in national discussion led him to take definitive positions by the late 

1840s. He faced choices amidst “necessity” that led him toward “the other side,” towards 

                                                                                                                                                                             

also testified that Phillips on another occasion had told him directly that “I will order the troops from Fort 
Leavenworth to send you Canada folks back.” Fr. 267. Ibid., “Testimony of James Wheeler,” Jan. 8, 1845. 
Frs 257-258.  
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whiteness and citizenship as the Wyandots were subsumed by questions related to 

American national expansion and slavery.42   

While Walker served a variety of functions for the tribal council, including being 

the Secretary as well as an elected member of the Legislative Committee in the decade 

after removal, the pull of the Americans was a constant. First, his religious leanings wed 

him to national discussions over the meanings of Methodism. In his first years in the 

Indian Country, he attended a range of Christian missions for services. Also, political 

debate in national newspapers led him to reckon with the contestation over American 

nationalism then taking place. Walker perceived these events as internal rather than 

external to himself. The terms of Methodism and national politics, largely determined by 

white Americans, shaped how Walker conceived and staged his own public identity at 

times. Yet his greatest concern was serving as a protective patriarch for his own 

immediate family. 

By 1847, William Walker and his family of five had built a home and farm on 

Jersey Creek, nearby the homes of his sisters and brothers. He had married Hannah, a 

white woman from Ohio, when he was twenty-four. By this time, their three daughters 

lived in the household. His two surviving sisters, Maria and Nancy, married two brothers 

who lived near Sandusky, the Garretts, both white Americans who also became adopted 

Wyandots. His brothers Isaac and Matthew also lived nearby with their white wives. The 

Walkers had all married whites and brought them into the Wyandot Nation and 

community. According to a “Census of the Mission Branch of Wyandots” of 1843, 

                                                           
42 Margaret Connell-Szasz, “Introduction” in Between Indian and White Worlds: The Cultural Broker 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1994), 6.  
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Walker’s farm production and livestock were not exceptional compared to neighbors nor 

was his aggregate wealth for the previous year. Indeed, Silas Armstrong who also had a 

“European” wife held aggregate wealth three times that of Walker’s, and James 

Washington, who did not have “European” in the household, was four times wealthier 

than Walker in valuated property. So while there was certainly economic stratification in 

the community, Walker was not at the apex of the economic hierarchy after removal. His 

wife and daughters were marked as literate, unlike the standing of women in nearly all 

other Wyandot households. The women of the Walker household were busy in modes of 

household production such as knitting, sewing, and butter-making. From records made by 

the census-takers and from his own remarks about his personal life in his diary, William 

appears to be the head of a white frontier American household. 43 

Another census taken by Indian Agent Richard Hewitt that same year also 

recognized Walker as fairly unexceptional in his economic standing, yet less distinctly 

“Indian.”  In fact, Hewitt slated William as a “European or White male head” of the 

family.  The perception of race, meaning the actual racial category based on phenotype, 

meant that Walker seemed to pass as a white man in the agent’s estimation. There was 

little doubt that William Walker and his family looked the part of “European or White.” 

Less is revealed here and elsewhere about the nature of everyday social interaction 

                                                           
43 “Walker Family History," William Walker Papers, Kansas Collection, KCKPL, A49. 
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between the Walkers and other Wyandots. What neither of these two census takers 

recorded was that William Walker owned an African-American slave.44  

On the first day of the new year of 1847, Walker traveled some twenty-five miles 

east to Harrisonville, Missouri, for an estate auction. While there, he purchased “one 

certain negro woman slave for life aged about thirty five years of moderately dark 

complexion called and named Dorcas of the property of said estate to have and to hold 

said slave...forever” at the price of $380. There are no explicit remarks about what 

propelled Walker to purchase Dorcas. Walker crossed many cultural borders in his 

lifetime. His trip to Missouri on this occasion led him across another. Walker confessed 

“If I have erred in this act, may God in his infinite mercy forgive me, though I feel no 

condemnation for the act. I shall endeavor to come up fully to what was said by the 

auctioneer who sold her, who said, when it was announced that I was the purchaser, 

‘Now Dorcas, you have a good and kind master.’" The language of Christian benevolence 

describing his purchase and use of Dorcas reflects how Walker relocated white ideologies 

about religion and slavery to the local level at Wyandot. From these sparse words, 

Walker expresses the paternalistic justifications that emanated in southerners’ biblical 

defenses of the institution. 45  

A voracious reader of both religious and political texts, Walker must have been 

familiar with the Methodist Church South’s ideological defenses in their recent split at 

the UME national convention, as this was a topic of public concern for all Methodists. 

                                                           
44 James Washington et. Al. to Commissioner, October 9, 1847 in John G. Pratt Papers, KSHS, Topeka, 
KS. Roll 5, Frs. 306-314.  
45 Entry, January 1, 1847, in Connelley, The Provisional Government, 194.  
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Locally, the Methodist missionary James Wheeler had traveled west to re-establish the 

mission in 1843, but family affairs in Ohio led him to leave the Wyandots without a 

preacher during 1846. A minority number of Wyandots petitioned the federal government 

to appoint a new minister from the Methodist Church South at this time, which set off a 

lengthy conflict between many Wyandots, non-Christians, old Methodists, and South 

Methodists alike. Ultimately, a cleavage resulted over the standing of Methodism 

amongst the tribe, much as it did among white Americans, and resulted in the 

construction of two Methodist churches and congregations in the community for several 

years.  

Ironically, James Finley’s history of the Wyandot Mission in Ohio names 

Walker’s own parents as those who welcomed the services of the first Methodist preacher 

to the Sandusky Wyandot community, a free African-American named John Stewart. 

Stewart arranged to meet another Black man amongst the Wyandots, a former captive 

named Jonathan Pointer, to help interpret his preachings. There was a series of conflicts 

over the legitimacy of Stewart’s teachings as in conflict with Wyandot expressions of 

their own religious faith and practices during these first years, 1814-1817. For a time, 

Stewart left the community as a result of traditionalist challenges. After moving about as 

an itinerant preacher then formally licensed by the Methodist Church, Stewart returned to 

formally establish the Wyandot Mission in 1819. Although Stewart died in 1823, Pointer 

continued to serve as an interpreter at religious meetings at the mission. Black men 

formed the crux of the first mission among the Wyandot. William Walker Jr. was likely 

absent at school when the contestation over the place of Christianity in the community 
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transpired. Jonathan Pointer’s captivity, his conversion, and his interpreting skills defined 

how Blacks as well as many whites were included amongst Wyandots before and just 

after the War of 1812. At some point Jonathan Pointer, the Black interpreter, became 

dislodged from his role at the church. Several leaders challenged his authority by 

questioning the validity of his interpreting skills at a church meeting. He resided 

separately at nearby “Negrotown,” and upon the Wyandot removal to Kansas, he 

remained in Ohio. Racial barriers seemed to be constructed in Ohio as well as within the 

Wyandot community over time as the tribe continued to face a myriad of new changes in 

their daily lives. William Walker either chose to forget or ignored this first chapter of 

African-American participation in the Wyandot mission.46  

William Walker’s purchase of Dorcas made him a slaveowner, a category of 

distinction fast becoming contested within the United States. William also noted that he 

soon tried to purchase a second slave, a man by the name of Benjamin from an 

acquaintance in Independence, Missouri. There is little information about how the 

Walker family and Dorcas interacted privately. Apparently, she was able to freely travel 

across the Missouri river to the town of Kansas (early Kansas City) in order to make 

purchases for the family and visit with relatives there. She served as a domestic servant, 

and to Walker, became another member of a productive household. In January 1854, he 

wrote a letter that openly advertised “Nebraska…this Territory” wherein he provided a 

glowing image of a picturesque household: “Sure enough I’m in my own domicile, at my 

                                                           
46 James B. Finley, The History of the Wyandott Mission at Upper Sandusky, Ohio (Cincinnati: Wright and 
Swormstedt, 1845), 74-81. William Hart, “‘To Interpret Faithfully...Whether You Believe it or Not’: 
Jonathan Pointer, Black Interpreter to the Wyandot, 1791-1842," Unpublished Paper, American Society of 
Ethnohistory, Annual Conference, Nov. 14, 2005. 
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own comfortable fire side. Yes, I faix there’s Mrs. W. seated cosily in her arm chair and 

the girls one reading the latest Novel….My negro domestic enters and announces ‘the 

Thermometer 10 degrees below Nero.’” Dorcas had become another component within 

the “civilized” and domesticated setting that Walker believed would now be one among 

many as the Americans soon moved to open the region for settlement. From this one 

letter, slaveholding was regarded simply as another accommodation to his notion of 

civilized refinement. Yet, from the time that he purchased Dorcas, this particular version 

of “civilization” became another facet of tribal contention.47  

The affiliation with the Ohio conference of the United Methodist Church that 

sprang from the first mission, and the preaching by their pastors over time, clearly created 

social tensions about the issue when the national Methodist Church split over slavery 

after 1845. In late February, while in Council, discussion over the “Negro question” took 

place and concluded that there was “no law prohibiting our negroes from emigrating to 

this country,” according to Walker’s diary.  

Several tribal members owned slaves. That May, Walker remarked that “Rev. 

E.T. Peery’s family, successors of J.W., moved over to-day.” The Peerys were 

missionaries who had lived elsewhere in the Indian Country since the 1830s, became 

close friends with the Walker family, and owned “a slave boy” who Walker occasionally 

used to help him on his farm when other labor could not be obtained. Then in early 1847, 

Walker purchased Dorcas. He spoke about “abolitionism” on several occasions to other 

members of the community, and he received letters from a “Deacon Wheeler full of 

                                                           
47  Entry, February 25, 1847, in Connelley, ed. The Provisional Governor, 195.” W. Walker letter, Jan. 19, 
1855, ibid., 64-66. 
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abolitionism,” but he, through his reading of newspapers such as the National 

Intelligencer and his conversations with peers, dispensed with abolitionist sentiments 

curtly in his diary by pointedly calling it “fanaticism.” The substance of the debates about 

the morality of slavery was not documented, but Walker clearly favored prevailing 

political and religious arguments that defended slavery as a morally and legally viable 

institution.48   

It was clear that Walker did not like either the preacher or a part of the church 

membership at Wyandot during the 1840s. He did not favor the “exhorting” of Wyandot 

Esquire Gray Eyes who worked to fill the vacancy of a full-time pastor after 1846. He 

attended Catholic Church in Kansas City and on more than one occasion he “Went to 

Church. [where] a Tuscarora preached.” As he later recalled, he and several other like-

minded men in the community decided to sponsor their own church by 1848.  Plans were 

set in motion to fund and build a new church. In March of 1848, the National Council 

held a special session to meet with those Walker deemed to be the “disorganizers.” By 

late August, Walker “Sent for S. Armstrong for consultation about the schism and the 

cantankerous capers of the abolitionists…[and] a National Convention at the camp 

grounds for the discussion of the question, North and South” was called. Walker then 

served as the Secretary for this convention. After “animated discussion…a preamble and 

resolution adopted by which the Nation declared for the South,” he reported. Walker does 

not mention whether an official vote was actually registered at the meeting. The three 

primary men who dissented in the outcome were noted to be J.M. Armstrong [the 
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husband of Lucy], George I. Clark, and Esquire Gray Eyes. All of the men named to 

favor ‘the South,’ including himself, his brother Matthew, and the Principal Chief F.A. 

Hicks owned slaves. Several days later, Walker notes that “the church members were to 

be assembled at the new brick Church to vote on the question ‘North or South,’ but 

unfortunately the members refused to attend, and so ended the affair. A rather severe 

rebuke to the agitators.” Walker’s belief that a new church had been authorized through 

democratic channels of the tribal government, one in which some chose not to recognize 

or participate, signals that he failed to realize how the tribal political complex did not 

countenance compromise on slavery.49  

By October, members of the North Church chose other channels than the tribal 

council to have their case heard about federal sponsorship of their mission. They 

published an article about the Wyandot Council’s contravention of the Church in The 

Western Christian Advocate. Upon reading their letter and plans, Walker wrote “A 

preacher, it seems, is appointed by the Ohio Conference, to come in here and sneak about 

like a night burglar or incendiary to do harm and not good. What is it that religious 

fanaticism will not do! The seceders have stolen the church records.” Walker clearly 

believed that those committed to the North Church unscrupulously went beyond 

reasonable protocol of the tribal authorities and were “seceders” and “fanatics” who were 

in the wrong. In no way did Walker engage in philosophical or ideological debate with 

himself over these matters in his diary. Within a week, Walker “Went to Church and to 

our astonishment found the Presiding Elder of the Quasi Northern District, a Mr. Still; the 
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Deacon, as a matter of Grace, asked him to preach, which he attempted to do. ‘Sorter’ 

preached. The Church was then divided, South from the North.” The North Methodists 

operated within the national organization of the church to install a new minister. Within a 

month, Walker’s faction of the Church South had “Rev. J. Thompson Peerey, our newly 

appointed missionary, moved into the parsonage” and “held the first official meeting of 

the Church south.” The next day Walker reported “Mr. James Gurley, the preacher sent 

by the Ohio annual conference to preach abolitionism to the Wyandotts, has just arrived.” 

Two congregations emerged and held services at different times in the new building. 

Over several years, the debate and social strife as related to the mission and slavery 

created and intensified divisions between Wyandots.50   

As hostility over political control of the church unraveled, the feud was 

personalized by Walker and certainly by others as well. Walker noted that “J.M.A. 

[Armstrong] set out yesterday to Kickapoo to regulate the Northern Church matters. ‘He 

is some.’ A second Martin Luther. A real reformer.” Walker’s labeling of his opposition 

on the matter of the church clearly articulates how American cultural forces fanned out 

into dissension. Walker favored a conservative outlook on the matter of slavery and 

government. His labels about ‘fanatics,’ ‘abolitionism,’ and ‘reformers’ reflect those 

labels that emanated out of the national Democratic press in the states at that time. In the 

late 1840s and 1850s, abolitionists were one group of outsiders from the American 

mainstream. Being labeled an abolitionist was rife in national political circles as a 

derogatory slur, against the grain of social conformity, and namely against that which 
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ennobled whiteness in political discourse. The labeling of others within the community as 

race fanatics reflects how the church matter became a conflict over identity and 

“civilization” for many Wyandots.51  

By January of 1849, as wrangling continued, Walker recorded that there were 

“non-professing members, who decided that both missionaries should be expelled from 

the nation.” Walker pointedly summarized his role: “Made my report, and closed with a 

speech, defining our position, and closed with a solemn warning to the northern faction.” 

There were Wyandots who then rejected the terms of the church debate entirely, harking 

back to earlier objections to the mission itself during the 1820s. The tribe was split into at 

least three factions over the federal sponsorship of a mission in the community.52  

A series of ministers tended to each church congregation after 1848. Apparently, 

social unrest over the matter was so divisive that several ministers chose to depart or 

refrain from active missionary duties at Wyandot. In June of 1849, Rev. James Gurley of 

Ohio, who had formerly served as the missionary, reported: “Whether I shall resume my 

station amongst the Wyandotts or not, will depend much on the impartiality of disposition 

possessed by the persons who may be appointed to office in the Nation, should a violent 

proslavery man succeed to the subagency, and any of the Walkers be appointed U.S. 

Interpreter, I fear it will be useless for any minister, who may be deemed ‘Northern’ – to 

attempt to labour there with any assurance of peace or security.” William Walker would 

be hired to replace J.M. Armstrong as the tribe’s Interpreter that year. His views and 
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actions behind all the political maneuvering to defend slavery were feared to be “violent.” 

Gurley’s predictions here reveal the depths of the cleavages and subterfuge over the legal 

standing of slavery west of Missouri for the tribe just as slavery in the West came to 

galvanize the national body politic with Wilmot’s Proviso after the U.S.-Mexican War.53     

Over the remaining years of his journal, Walker continued to  remark occasionally 

upon the presence of slavery in the community, such as when a local slave named Henry 

“went missing” or had to be captured, as well as communications with varied opponents 

of slavery, such as the “canting Northern Abolitionists” whom he termed “the most 

contemptible, hypocritical, canting set of fellows that ever disgraced Christianity.” Later 

that same year he noted “that Doctor Clipper, the Northern Preacher, and his lady arrived 

on Tuesday last. He succeeds Rev. James Witten as preacher in charge of the pitiful 

faction here.” A month later, Walker moved to remove the new preacher: “Drew up a 

petition to the Council praying that body to restrain Dr. Clipper from opening a 

Missionary Establishment in our territory as unnecessary and useless.” The other faction 

of Methodists wanted formal and complete separation as a congregation from the South 

Church, while Walker used the pathways of tribal politics to stymie recognition by 

federal authorities during early 1853.54  

John M. and Lucy Armstrong’s interpretations of events related to the church split 

were decidedly different from those of Walker. In early 1849, when the debate subsumed 

the entire community, John Armstrong’s letter of complaint to the Indian Commissioner 

                                                           
53 James Gurley to Hon. Thomas Ewing, June 15, 1849. Pratt Papers, KSHS, Roll 5, Frs. 392-393; U.S. 
Congress, 31st Cong. 2nd sess. House Executive Document No. 27. “Employees – Indian Department,” p. 6. 
54 Ibid., Connelley, ed. “The Journals of William Walker,” in The Provisional Government, 358, 360, 367, 
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not only questioned whether slavery was legal in Indian Country, but also attempted to 

speak to the moral obligations that bound the U.S. to the Wyandot Indians. “The 

missionaries of the Church South bring their slaves right in among us and engage in the 

traffic before our eyes [the Peerys],” wrote John Armstrong.  There are now about twenty 

slaves in the Shawnee and Wyandotte Territories. It has a very bad effect upon the real 

Indian it confirms him in his preconceived notion that labor is dishonorable.” By pointing 

to the effect on ‘the real Indians,’ a term that Walker never employed, Armstrong makes 

the first of many accusations that particular individuals in the community were not ‘real 

Indians,’ namely those who sided with Walker and the new Church South.  Also, 

Armstrong’s critique clearly insinuates that the tribal council’s move to install the 

Methodist Church South was simply an unrepresentative political maneuver to appease 

the self-interests of a select few in power. Implicitly, Armstrong’s letter reveals that 

slavery was not an appropriate form of “civilization.”55  

Slavery worked to disengage the ‘real Indians’ from inclinations toward 

individual responsibility for their own labor and productivity, and therefore against one 

dimension of the nascent Protestant work ethic central to “civilization” discourse. To 

Armstrong, the future of “civilization” was still all-important for the Wyandots, yet it was 

an ongoing process that continued to be played out amongst the “real Indians,” something 

that had not happened for all. Walker’s ways of discussing the events regarding the 

church and slavery reflected his own long-term series of choices and allegiances with 

whites. His particular attention to building a patriarchal, productive household over time 
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reified a cultural trajectory that set him at odds with John M. Armstrong, Lucy, and 

others in the community who appeared to be drawn by their church’s northern reform 

impulse. Time and again, John and then Lucy Armstrong would purport to represent the 

interests of people who appeared to be downtrodden, such as runaway African-American 

slaves or the nearby dispossessed Munsee Indians, and those not represented by the tribal 

council, while Walker’s journal reveals that he was increasingly incensed by Indians who 

were “drunkards,” the religiously devout who were “fanatics” and his ethnic help who 

were “lazy” or “uncivilized.”56 

William Walker’s estate at “West Jersey” was a place where private and public 

blended frequently. The Armstrongs lived just east of this estate. Walker employed many 

white and Wyandot workers to build his smokehouse or cultivate his farm and stock, but 

often articulated disgust at their unreliability. Some of his frustration may have stemmed 

from his own unsteady state of health, but a pattern emerged in his comments about his 

control over his labor and property. Walker placed ethnic labels on most of the hired 

“hands,” particularly when they failed to return to work. For instance, in August of 1847, 

he remarked that “John Lynch commenced work at $14.00 per month.  A real son of the 

‘Emerald Isle.’” Three months later he noted “My Irishman left me without leave or 

license and that at a time when I most needed his services. My curses on the ungrateful 

wretch; I understand he is at Kansas paying his devotions to that most potent of all deities 

                                                           
56 Lucy Armstrong to Commissioner, January 4, 1849. Lucy Armstrong Papers, KCKPL. Among the 
neighboring Delaware tribe, only a small number proscribed to the several Christian missions, but there too 
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outright unrest and violence over the standing of slavery within the mission as at Wyandot. See: Perl W. 
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to us poor sinners.”57 Walker’s anti-Catholic barb weds a popular ethnic stereotype to this 

man’s perceived unreliability, the common discourse employed by native-born white 

Americans to this set of new immigrants in the late antebellum era. While Lynch actually 

returned to work for Walker during the following year, there were plenty of others 

spoken of in this same way. “My execrations upon that sacre menteur coquin of a 

Frenchman, Pierre Ballenger, for not coming to work for me as he promised,” vented 

Walker.  In his diary, Walker’s expressions about his hired help, set cultural expectations 

unmet by perceived deficiencies. In late 1852, he cited “Old Connecticut [Henry W. 

Porter] was found by our niggers lying in the mud about fifty rods from the House stiff 

and nearly dead…He is without exception the greatest glutton – beast, and the most 

uncivilized white man I ever saw.” Walker labeled nearly every person whom he met at 

Wyandot by their place of or ethnic origin, invoking derogatory American slang. Such a 

statement here seems inevitably wed to whiteness and power. “Old Connecticut” proved 

to be Henry Porter who too happened to be an itinerant laborer and a boarder of the 

Walkers, until his drunken behavior got him evicted. Walker built a patriarchal household 

supported by paid and unpaid dependents and mandated the organization of productivity 

on his property to establish a sense of his own autonomy, all indicative of his cultural 

outlook.58       

William Walker employed Wyandot men to help him with his farm and orchard 

over the years as well. In the heterogeneous Wyandot community, there were some men 
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who did not plot out working farms as cash producers. There were plenty of young men 

who were not market savvy nor who had established the same base for economic support 

as Walker. After the treaty of 1855 went into effect and tracts of land were parceled off to 

individuals, certain Wyandot minors’ lands were placed under the care of “competent” 

Wyandot guardians. Walker took in and served as legal guardian for George Coon, 

among others, a boy of eleven in 1859. Walker put the boy to work on the farm, having 

him garden, haul timber, and do other chores. By 1866, as he had noted at times during 

the early 1850s, Walker complained that he could not find “good help.” That June, 

Walker noted “I have this morning, dismissed my ward, George A. Coon. He has become 

so trifling, lazy, loaferish, and vagabondish that I cannot keep him any longer. He was 

constantly leading my two little boys into scrapes, and leading them into vicious habits.” 

Coon, although part of his household for a time, did not fit Walker’s needs or vision for 

his own shrinking world. Walker had made similar comments about Wyandot James 

Bearskin for being a “vagabond” as “hired help” in 1854. Walker employed the very 

verbiage about the work habits of Wyandot Indians used by many Whites about Indian 

men’s so-called divergent behavior. When Walker could not control his hired farm labor, 

under that close scrutiny of property holding befitting of a Mason who was required to be 

“industrious in his calling or business,” he categorized them in ways that conformed to 

the racial markers of whites. A day after the orphaned young man was fired, Walker 

noted that “Geo. A. Coon came and took his clothes away. Says he has employment in 

Shawnee.” He never mentioned him again. While Lucy Armstrong’s everyday comments 

about her neighbors do not survive in the historical record, it seems easy to reconcile that 
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she did not attack locals in these same ways. Indeed, Walker’s racial comments, 

compared to Lucy’s protests on the behalf of the indigent or enslaved, illustrate the 

divides over the meaning of “civilization” that came to inform Wyandot group identity 

during the making of Kansas. 59  

Not only did slavery and the Methodist church schism absorb the community in 

1848, but that summer Walker realized that Congress would soon change the direction of 

Wyandot political standing after attending the Fort Leavenworth treaty council. The first 

bill to create “a territory west of Missouri” was sponsored by Illinois Rep. Stephen 

Douglas that same summer. Local signs of eminent change reverberated locally with the 

California Gold Rush the next year. After the Fort Leavenworth talks, Walker authored a 

statement for the Legislative Committee which iterated that the Wyandots should renew 

their diplomatic role as “Keepers of the Council fire” that tribal leaders had forged “over 

one hundred years ago.” He recorded “whether in peace or war this league maintained a 

unity of mind and action in all important measures. On the happening of any important 

event interesting to them, it appears from past history, that the Keeper of the Council fire 

was the member whose duty it was to apprise the members by a confidential runner 

bearing the official wampum, of the nature of the information received.” In the letter 

about the events over five days at the council, historical connections amongst many of the 

removed tribes were to be restored as politically useful in the wake of any new national 

policy. Removal had occurred because of “injurious and demoralizing effects of being 

surrounded by a dense white population” so the “Red race” was sent to “a new country 

                                                           
59 “Diary Entry,” June 14, 1866, Journal of William Walker, 1866-1869, MS 734, KSHS, Topeka, Kansas. 
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west, to be assigned them by the Govt. and to be theirs ‘as long as grass grows and water 

runs.’” Walker asked “The next and present apprehended change is that of purchasing of 

us emigrant tribes the  lands assigned, or rather sold to us to be our perpetual 

home’…What are the tribes to do?”  Quandaries about the tribe’s standing in relation to 

others and the expanding United States were stoked by Walker’s reporting of the Fort 

Leavenworth talks.   

Walker’s Legislative Committee report found that “the propriety of sending the 

messenger with the Wampum to the tribes composing the confederacy and such other 

tribes as emigrated from the East as we may be upon friendly terms with, apprising them 

of the apprehended change with a view of consultation upon the propriety of uncovering 

the great council fire.” There was clearly a yearning to restore a pan-Indian confederation 

in 1848 and the ritual of renewing the fire undoubtedly took place. With the 1851 passage 

of “An Act to Make treaties of Cession with Indian tribes West of Missouri” by 

Congress, and Commissioner Manypenny’s 1853 visit to explain the new course of 

Indian policy for land cessions, the tribes worked to respond to another contemplated 

dispossession by the United States. Walker penned his summary statement about the 

renewal of the Great Covenant chain in the early 1850s, yet the Wyandot council, Walker 

included, forged their own path to deal with American expansion. By 1852, he was at the 

forefront of a movement to organize a new American territory west of Missouri.60  

                                                           
60 “Statement of Gov. Walker of events leading up to the organization of Nebraska Territory,” n.d. William 

Walker Papers , KCKPL, A43. On the history of Wyandot involvement with and explanations of the “Great 
Council Fire” also termed the Great Covenant Chain in earlier histories, see: Richard White, The Middle 

Ground.  
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The outstanding tension in Indian policy was whether tribal sovereignty, here 

meaning recognized treaty rights by the national government, would be re-negotiated and 

protected in the face of western expansion or would “civilization” be finalized via treaty 

to make Indian individuals citizens and private land holders. The Wyandot Council, as 

well as Walker, ultimately came to favor the second path toward citizenship. The final 

purchase of the Wyandot reservation area from the Delaware Tribe was a lingering issue 

over the late 1840s. Walker, in his diary, suggests he preferred that the Wyandots become 

citizens under a new treaty that would finalize the payment for the Wyandot Purchase 

during May of 1850. He foresaw radical changes on the horizon as a treaty deputation 

went to Washington that summer: “This may be the last Semi-Annuity we will receive 

from the United States, for, if the President and the Senate should confirm our treaty it 

should certainly be the last. As after that event we Wyandots will become citizens of 

Uncle Sam’s states. A truly new era in the history of the Wyandott Nation.” This 

proposal did not materialize upon the treaty’s final ratification, but it seems clear that 

Walker and others favored full incorporation of the tribe and its domain in a new U.S. 

territory. Walker believed that the Wyandot and other Indians could take control over a 

new territory’s affairs for their own best economic and political advantage by becoming 

citizens. By moving in this direction, Walker reveals that the Wyandots were “civilized” 

enough to make the inevitable adjustment given the expansionist tome and signs 

emanating the U.S.. Other Wyandots, possibly a majority, did not agree to this projected 

path.  
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Walker’s claim to fame, according to his biographer William Connelley, came as 

a result of his efforts to turn the Indian Country into a territory where all Indians and 

whites would be “citizens of Nebraska territory.” Walker eventually was appointed as the 

first “Provisional Governor” after a “Territorial Convention,” and two elections for 

delegates were held during the fall of 1852 and early 1853. In organizing these elections 

and declaring themselves a government, Walker, local whites, and certain Indians in the 

region aimed to mold Indians into democratic participants as U.S. citizens. Even though 

Indians were explicitly prohibited under the Constitution and federal law as non-citizens, 

who lived on lands ‘not taxed,’ this grassroots movement worked to fulfill the long-

standing discourse related to Indians’ “civilization” by making them the  political equals 

of Americans. It was the first act of popular sovereignty before that legal doctrine 

emanated and wavered so forcefully with Douglas’s Kansas-Nebraska Act a year later. It 

was also a favorable signal to certain western politicians that the “civilized” Indians were 

ready to enter into equal standing with American citizens as the nation further expanded, 

clearing tribal title as obstacles to national expansion. Indeed there were competing 

policy precedents set in motion by these efforts. The proclaimed government, fit with its 

own Convention’s constitution, was never formally recognized by Congress or other 

national authorities, nor was its elected delegate to Congress ever seated. Yet these 

concerted aspirations for incorporation served to change the separate legal standing of 

Indians and therefore set off fierce debate amidst the subterfuge of territorialization in the 

U.S. House of Representatives and within the Wyandot community.61  

                                                           
61 Connelley, ed. The Provisional Government, 22-42. 
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A perusal of Walker’s Nebraska territory’s election returns points to the 

participation of a limited number of Indians on several other reservations, but by no other 

“rolled” Indian men outside of the Walker, Armstrong, and Garrett families amongst the 

Wyandots. At the local election at the Wyandot Reserve, only thirty-seven men were 

counted as voters and no other names from the tribal roll later meted out by the Treaty of 

1855 were listed. So while Walker may have gained some fame as the territory’s first 

appointed governor “by the people,” this notoriety worked within local white circles only, 

not within the larger Wyandot Indian community. Despite the limited immediate impact 

this first territorial movement gained, it foreshadowed the terms that the Wyandot 

Council and other tribes would soon have to contemplate in a new round of treaty talks.62 

During June of 1854, in his last surviving diary entries before the Civil War’s 

conclusion, William Walker complained about the tribal council’s inability to reclaim 

their ferry to cross easily to Kansas City as well as about “our worthless tribal 

council…A pretty set of fellows to want to maintain a separate government.” While 

Walker became irreverently cranky at times due to the obstreperous weather conditions 

that wreaked havoc on his crops, and his fragile health, his comment here clearly signals 

ongoing factionalism in the Wyandot Nation’s diplomatic negotiations in the face of a 

new Indian policy. In typical Walker tone, he castigated opposing political views in 

rather harsh terms. It seems that on the eve of the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska bill, 

                                                           
62 Ibid., 383-392. 
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Walker no longer considered the Wyandot Nation as a viable sovereign entity that would 

continue beyond the changes made by the Americans.63     

The manipulations for American citizenship and landed incorporation by Walker 

and powerful interests derived from realist perspectives about nationalist expansion and 

Indian dispossessions. This cohort of Wyandots worked to escape their marginal position 

as Indian subjects, having previously experienced the jarring reality of Ohio removal 

ordeals. Whether political or economic in motive, the clique, Walker included, worked to 

seize control over sweeping legal changes to deflect both individual and collective 

material deprivations for the Wyandot. If the Wyandots became citizens, they could 

manage to own their own homes, create renewed financial stability by controlling the 

sales of their lands despite the loss of the treaty annuity, represent themselves in local 

politics, and serve as founding brokers in the structures of a planned municipality. 

William’s brother Joel Walker and neighbor Silas Armstrong, two men who were elected 

to the tribal council, as well as founding partners in the Wyandot Land Company favored 

this trajectory. The 1855 treaty that was eventually constructed did indeed result in 

creating American citizenship for the Wyandots.  While there had been contractual 

stipulations in several Indian removal era treaties that allowed for certain named Indians 

to be allotted and granted citizenship, never had a whole tribe been the Commissioners’ 

arrival within the year, for Walker and others, “civilization” discourse was at an end. Its 

finality was achieved by the conclusion of negotiations and the drafting of the treaty of 

1855 by the Council and federal negotiators.  

                                                           
63 W. Walker “The Journals of William Walker” in Provisional,Connelley, ed., 406. 
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However, the power play by certain western politicians and the circle of Wyandot 

elite that included William Walker actually circumnavigated Indian Commissioner 

George Manypenny’s efforts to protect tribal landholdings. The Treaty of 1855 then 

undermined the position of many Wyandot Indians who did not share the same cultural, 

economic, or racial outlook as Walker. As in cases of more contemporary colonized and 

decolonizing peoples who seek new identities in the face of state impositions, William 

Walker and the Wyandot elite moved toward what they believed to be “a successful 

escape from the colonizing gaze and self-repositioning within the new relations of 

power.” The ‘re-positioning’ though threatened the identity of the Wyandots as a separate 

people from the Americans. Piled atop the already fractured sense of community by the 

introduction of slavery, lingering strife over the authority of the mission, and continued 

debate over “civilization” and Indianness as it applied to individuals in the community, 

Lucy and other Wyandots came to view these men no longer as Wyandots culturally, but 

as whites who had betrayed the larger, “real” community.64  

Increasingly, Walker divorced himself more and more from regular tribal council 

activities in 1854 and thereafter. Although a tribal council continued to meet after the 

Treaty of 1855 which legally “dissolved” the tribal complex in the eyes of the state, 

Walker continued to build alliances with non-Indians as well as concentrate on the 

welfare of his own nuclear family. For instance, Walker made a series of adjustments 

when his youngest daughter Sophia returned from an extended stay with his wife’s 

                                                           
64 An example of the ways that colonized peoples negotiate and ‘re-position’ their identities as their former 
colonizers, in light of persistent and new state impositions in a global context of forced migration, see: 
Taku Suzuki, “Becoming ‘Japanese’ in Bolivia: Okinawan-Bolivian Trans(national) Formations in Colonial 
Okinawa,” Identities 13 (2006): 455-481.Quote, 472. 
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relatives in Ohio as a married woman. She married David Clement of Hardin, Ohio, in 

early April of 1853. Walker admitted that the marriage was a surprise in his diary, which 

he neither attended nor condoned. The newlyweds arrived at Wyandot in late June and 

settled in Kansas City. David Clement made warm remarks about William Walker in his 

diary as Walker apparently approved of the pair’s decision to move closer to him. David 

Clement crossed the river frequently to help with Walker’s farm. Walker constantly 

complained about farm help, and this new male family member filled Walker’s need for 

household production. So, Walker built cultural bridges with his white in-laws during this 

transitional period at Wyandot, when political changes and upheaval were severely 

changing the social landscape of Indian Kansas. 65 

Throughout 1856, the treaty commissioners surveyed, evaluated, and worked out 

final locations of the allotments for most Wyandots who became citizens under the treaty 

throughout 1856. The tribal council held hearings to verify the membership rolls it had 

collected for the two treaty commissioners, so that the allotment could proceed. 

Contestation over membership pervades the records in these membership hearings. One 

dominant criteria established in the hearings was that a person could not claim tribal 

membership if he or she had not been a continuous resident on the Wyandot lands. Most 

of those who were expunged from the tribal council’s roll, required by the 

commissioners, were often Wyandot women who married and lived elsewhere. Marriage 

to a non-Indian or someone of another tribe weeded Wyandots from land patents. 

                                                           
65 Diary Entry, April 27, 1853 in “Journal of William Walker,” in Connelley, ed. The Provisional 
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Another sector of the population that came under scrutiny before the council were 

white men who had intermarried, one of whom was Sophia Walker’s husband David 

Clement. According to William Walker, who took the side of his son-in-law as his 

“attorney and agent,” Clement’s claim was rejected “by virtue of a clause in the so called 

new Constitution, which provides that male persons marrying into the Wyandott Nation 

shall take no more than his wife’s share. Apart from the unjust and unwise provision, the 

claimant stands upon a perfect equality with others similarly circumstances, who have 

been admitted to full and equal benefits; for this is the only item in the shape of law that 

created a distinction.” Walker further protested, “This clause, as understood, has the 

effect of disqualifying the man so marrying from the exercise of a full and proper control 

and guardianship of his children by such marriage; as he is debarred from a control of 

such money and property as they may inherit from the nation.” Walker thus claimed that 

the recently amended Wyandot Constitution, said to be created by an unrepresentative 

body, should be “Declared…inoperable and void.” This move by Walker reveals his 

abiding loyalty to his family over the council.  This had developed as relations in power 

and composition changed, and it was symbolic of how Walker sided with his family and 

their personal affairs rather than the trust of the council or good of the Wyandot Nation 

during these years. The revised tribal constitution that worked to protect Wyandot tribal 

property from newcomers was slighted by Walker. His comments regarding the 

membership hearings and controversy after the Treaty of 1855 illustrates his unwavering 
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commitment to individualism in the name of equitable citizenship for all. Eventually this 

particular membership case would be resolved in favor of Clement.66  

David Clement makes note of initiating Wyandots Matthew Mudeater and Silas 

Armstrong into the Masonic Lodge during 1857, two men who had served on the tribal 

council with Walker. Again, these Wyandots joined Matthew and then William to the 

Masonic fold to strengthen their political and economic ties to new white neighbors. In 

1857, William Walker was the Secretary for Wyandot Lodge #3 of the “Ancient York 

Masons,” and Clement served as its Steward. Interestingly, Walker had also been the 

long-time secretary for the Wyandot tribal council, but became the secretary for the new 

Masonic Lodge at Wyandott City after the tribe was “de-nationalized” under the terms of 

the 1855 treaty. Ultimately, the Walker family’s connections to the Masons with their 

“industrious,”“fraternal” order of men of “good moral character” and “believers of an 

Eternal God” once again illustrates how William moved toward accommodation with 

whites, extending his familial circles in the process, as the older Wyandot community 

became spatially and collectively fragmented.67   

Walker’s restored relationship with Sophia through her husband David Clement 

led Walker to become briefly involved with the Lecompton Constitutional Convention 

and the pro-slavery faction in territorial politics. According to an 1857 letter, he wrote 

“My youngest daughter, who has been my ensendary (sic) has left me. She is married to a 

                                                           
66 On the procedure for developing a final roll, see: John McCoy and B.F. Robinson to Hon. G.W. 
Manypenny, Dec. 8, 1855, NARA RG 75, Special Files, M 574, Roll 62, frs. 186-188; Ibid., “Excerpt of 
Wyandot Council Minutes,” frs. 235-295; “Statement” by Presley Muir, William Walker, and D.V. 
Clement, May 8, 1856, NARA RG 75, M234, roll 809, frs, 392-393.  
67 David Clements Diary, 1856-1857, Small Collections, Microfilm Edition, KSHS, Topeka, Kansas. 
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gentleman connected with the Surveyor General’s office and is residing at our capitol, 

Lecompton, as distance of sixty five miles. I am elected a member of the Constitutional 

Convention for this miserable and unfortunate territory.” Walker’s words are telling 

about the way that his life worked. His youngest daughter’s husband allied and took a job 

with the pro-slave government at Lecompton and so he also followed them there by being 

elected. Walker’s phrase “miserable and unfortunate territory” reveals that he may have 

been disgusted with the level of political factionalism and the plausible doom of the pro-

slave side by this time.68 His stay in Lecompton was short. The Lecompton government 

was forced to relocate several times during 1857 due to the violent challenges of the 

territory’s oppositional Free State government and was largely supplanted by popular will 

during 1858.  

William Walker and Lucy Armstrong rationalized the changes at Wyandot in 

terms of competing values tied to national discourses about race and slavery. They were 

members of two different Methodist congregations. Walker participated in and defended 

the institution of slavery while Lucy abhorred it on moral grounds. Both later provided 

their memories about the cause and course of the violent summer of 1856, when the 

larger conflict in Kansas territory seemed to play out locally during the church burnings 

on the reserve. In 1859, when the federal commissioners for Kansas Claims visited the 

area, Walker and Armstrong relayed the history of events in strikingly different ways.  

What finally broke Walker’s abiding loyalty to slavery was not only the 

unraveling political power of the pro-slave faction in Kansas, as the war on the ground 

                                                           
68 William Walker to Lyman Draper, April 25, 1857, Lyman Draper Manuscripts, Wisconsin State 
Historical Society, Microfilm edition, Series U 11, Reel 4. 
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prevailed in this direction, but that resistance to slavery suddenly emerged in his own 

close quarters. As past resentments over slavery worked their way into factions over 

support of the treaty, Lucy Armstrong’s own 18-page unpublished “History of the 

Wyandot Mission” helps provide some explanation as to why William Walker’s support 

of slavery and its political arm in Kansas waned. According to her telling, in 1854, after 

the Methodist - North mission appointed another new missionary and presiding elder, 

“Twelve persons returned from the church-South, one of them was Matthew Mudeater – 

a Wyandot Chief, and another was Mrs. Hannah Walker, the wife of William Walker, the 

Provisional Governor of Kansas [Nebraska Territory].” The specific reasons for these 

former members’ return to the congregation are not cited. However, Lucy notes that 

Hannah’s re-entry “was rejoiced when an English speaking class was re-organized after a 

lapse of seven years.” This pointed recollection marks how culture and language played a 

part in the 1848 rift in the Church. With the establishment of the Church –South mission, 

the old congregation seemed to be left with those who favored religious services in the 

Wyandot language, as had been done since the original mission in Ohio was founded. 

While there had been a place for both Wyandot and English languages in the services 

before the schism, the clear-cut cultural rift that Walker helped to establish as he attained 

slaves and supported pro-slave ideology may have forcibly split Christian Wyandots 

between those who clung to Wyandot language use in everyday Indian life and those like 

Walker, “in whom white blood prevailed” who did not. The church split and the later 

violence of 1856 can be interpreted as a conflict over Indian cultural identity as much as a 
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reproduction of the ideologies tied to the North and South Methodist churches and 

sectionalism itself. 69   

At the same time that the tensions over slavery were building toward violent 

conflict within the Wyandot community, several leading Wyandot men worked beyond 

tribal council meetings to counter the integrationist agenda advanced by the Walkers and 

the Wyandot elite. During 1853, while Walker worked with white politicians to attempt 

to create the first territorial government of Nebraska, he made slighting references to 

Indian negotiations then taking place. The Senecas who lived south in Indian Territory 

had re-established diplomatic ties with the Wyandot council and certain community 

members, since at least 1850. It was the discussions “to renew the Council Fire” that 

awakened these historic and diplomatic ties. Yet Walker penned a response in his diary 

about a December 1853 Wyandot council meeting where attended “seven Senecas, a 

deputation of Shawnees, and one of Delawares” that seemed resistant to further enlarge a 

pan-tribal chain of diplomacy and resistance to new state plans for the Indian Country. 

After “John Hatt, the Wyandott Principal Chief opened the usual ceremonies,” the 

“Senecas delivered a speech.” “They were responded to thro the Shawnees, that the 

council fire had been rekindled in the West five years ago last October” but told that they 

had not been invited  because “they did not belong to the Ancient Confederacy of N.W. 

Indians, but to the Iroquoise Confederacy; therefore could claim no rights, nor have any 

voice in it.” Walker’s characterization of history here hints at the ongoing debate over the 

Wyandots’ past and future. Walker characterized the Senecas as figuratively outside of 

                                                           
69 Lucy Armstrong, “History of the Wyandot Mission,” p. 3, William E. Connelley Collection, KCKPL, 
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the historic Council Fire alliance in part because leaders of several tribes were continuing 

to develop a bloc of resistance to federal plans. Walker now rejected a pan-Indian 

confederation because he sensed increasing Wyandot community opposition to the path 

of integration and incorporation that he actively worked to mobilize.70   

In February of 1857, a formal treaty was concluded between “Little Tom Spicer 

and John Mush Chiefs on the part of the Seneca Nation and Tauromee, John S. Bearskin, 

John W. Grey Eyes, John Hicks, and Michael Frost on the part of the Wyandott People.” 

A bounded territory within the Seneca treaty lands was granted to the ‘Wyandot People.’ 

This treaty allowed for a recognized tribal reserve for those Wyandots who were upset 

and torn by the terms of citizenship condoned in the recent treaty and who wanted to be 

free of white impositions. The Wyandot elite and the subsequent commission created by 

the terms of the 1855 treaty spurred Wyandot migration southward. Many Wyandots, 

whether labeled as citizen or Indian, and who were deemed “competent,” an amorphous 

term that was equated with “civilized,” sold or simply ignored their allotted land rights so 

as to migrate toward other places in Indian Country. A more formal rendering of the same 

treaty was re-drawn in 1859 under the witness of the Neosho Agent James A. Dorn, but it 

was not ratified by the Senate at the time. Its wording specifically recognized the two 

tribes’ historical and diplomatic amicability in Ohio, as the Senecas now returned a favor 

due to the Wyandots’ current “misfortune” in Kansas. By 1860, two hundred and fifty-

five Wyandots appear on the “List of names of the Wyandott who have emigrated to the 

Seneca Nation and country” as a result of this tribal agreement. Although many of this 
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number would return to Kansas in response to initial material hardship or due to violent 

threats stemming from the Civil War in “Seneca Country,” more Wyandots would 

migrate back there after the war’s conclusion. In 1867, a revised version of this original 

treaty would be signed and ratified that affirmed that the Wyandot would “begin anew a 

tribal existence” with their purchase of lands from the Seneca Tribe in Indian Territory.71 

By the early 1870s, Lucy Armstrong and William Walker would be two of the 

few citizen Wyandots who remained in Kansas. The subterfuge created by opening their 

reservation to whites after allotment, the subsequent mass trespass and harassment, the 

establishment of two new riverfront cities on the reserve, the loss of the treaty annuity, 

schemes of local taxation, and new economic alliances that left many without competitive 

capital advantage, all worked to drive even many of the citizen Wyandots south to their 

new reserve in Indian Territory over time.  

During 1856, the U.S. Congress created a claims commission to offer financial 

relief to Kansas settlers for losses of property suffered during the lawlessness 

accompanying the sectional conflicts, a financial recovery that worked to soothe the bitter 

resentments of civil disorder experienced by the territory’s new citizens. Testimony of 

damages among Indians, most of whom were not citizens at the time, was recorded by 

Shawnee Agent James Abbott several years later. The Wyandots, as did most other tribes, 

                                                           
71 “Articles of Agreement,” Feb. 10, 1857, NARA RG 75 M234, reel 810, frs. 346-347; “List,” ibid., 348-
351; “Agreement Between the Seneca and Wyandot November 1859,” in Vine Deloria Jr., and Raymond 
A. Demallie, eds., Documents of American Indian Diplomacy: Treaties, Agreements, and Conventions, 
1775-1979, Volume I (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1999), 709-710. By October of 1861, there 
were 113 Wyandot reported to be on the Seneca lands by C.S.A. Treaty Commissioner Albert Pike: “Treaty 
with the Seneca and Shawnee,” Oct. 4, 1861, ibid., 657; Abelard Guthrie to Comm. Charles E. Mix, August 
30, 1862, RG 75 M238 Roll 812, fr. 271;  “Treaty with the Seneca, Mixed band of Seneca and Shawnee, 
Quapaw, Etc., Feb. 23, 1867” in Kappler, ed., Indian Affairs: Laws and Treaties, Vol. II, p. 960. 
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suffered from squatters and the varied threats of violent conflict that took place.  In late 

1861, Walker recalled: 

Some time in May 1855, a mare and colt were stolen...the mare and colt 
were taken from their usual range by white people, as deponent has reason 
to believe, and taken as far as the Delaware Indian settlement, on a stream 
called the Stranger, and there either abandoned, or they got away. The said 
mare and colt were afterward taken up as strays by a Delaware Indian, 
name not recollected now, and deceased. But before deponent could send 
a messenger and the proof of ownership, in order to recover the[m], the 
latter were stolen from the Delaware by a company of emigrant 
Mormons.72        

 
The circuitous route of his stolen animals seems strange in light of claims testimony by 

other Wyandots. Certainly, the $80 value was smaller than most. While Walker mentions 

‘white people’ first may have stolen his horses, their ultimate disappearance resulted 

from ‘Mormons.’ 

In contrast to other Wyandot Indians’ testimony, most of which cited repeated 

thefts and larger losses by “persons unknown,” Walker’s story about his stolen property 

appears benign. For instance, Mary Kayrahoo Jr. testified that she lost six horses by 

“persons unkown” during 1858 and 1860. However, she claims that several horses were 

“stolen, as she believes, by a soldier in the service of the United States” during 1860 and 

that during the following year three of her cattle were “stolen, as she believes, by a 

butcher in Wyandott City,” a grand total of $675 in value. Most Wyandots, like 

Kayhrahoo, either pointed directly to or insinuated that locals, namely whites in the 

region, stole their property, particularly in years after the more well-known bouts of 

political violence had ended in the territory. From a perusal of the claims testimony, 
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Walker lost less than most other Wyandots. This final evidence from Walker during the 

territorial years reflects and symbolizes how his choices of adjustment, whether that be as 

a citizen, property holder, or Mason, sheltered him personally from the onslaught that 

befell the Indian communities, that left him standing apart from so many others. 73 

 Walker’s writings reflect a man fighting to reclaim stable political ground and 

individual security amidst uncertainty. His political push, alongside a particular clique of 

Wyandot men, for the tribe’s acceptance of African-American slavery and wholesale 

integration as citizens in Kansas was beset on all sides by internal debate as well as by 

larger schemes of dispossession. In negotiating his relation to Americans over the mid-

nineteenth century, he rarely held a lasting political position or loyalty over time, a 

trajectory that ran counter to the logic of others in the community who placed Wyandot 

Indian political and cultural identity first, greater than the myriad of forces of the 

Americans. Walker was a Methodist, but then became a member of the Methodist 

Episcopal Church - South, amongst the minority of Wyandots who chose this allegiance 

during the 1840s. He was the son of a man, William Sr., who had once defended a free 

African-American man’s standing to serve the Wyandot tribe as a minister. Yet William 

Jr. purchased a slave and held her as his domestic servant for nearly a decade. He refuted 

the policy of Indian removal and then sided with one of the policy’s avowed proponents, 

Thomas Hart Benton of Missouri, to advance a new Nebraska Territory where the 

Wyandot Nation would cease to exist. He had been active in Wyandot politics and a 

defender of tribal sovereignty and then agreed to dissolve it and thus his legal standing as 
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a Wyandot, according to the treaty terms that he supported. These collective decisions 

would then play a role in the separation of most of the Wyandot tribe from the “citizen” 

Wyandots like him, after the 1855 and 1857 treaty terms were separately created for the 

tribe’s future. Walker’s decisions during this pivotal period resulted in his estrangement 

from many of the people who had surrounded him as a community since his birth. 

Lucy Armstrong would continue to live in Kansas near the Walkers during and 

after the Civil War, but not entirely on her own terms. While her fervent anti-slavery 

position in relation to national and local changes persisted, little else remained the same 

in her life. As a widow and not always privy to the conundrum of legal changes that 

enveloped her home at the new Wyandot City, she first relied upon her brother-in-law 

Silas to finalize her title to allotted lands with the treaty commissioners in late 1856. She 

had apparently fled Kansas for Ohio with her immediate family after the series of 

upheavals created by the church burnings, treaty allotment, and unsteady state of Kansas 

political affairs by December of that year. She also developed communications and 

worked to lobby for Wyandot political rights with the Secretary of Interior and others 

from there. While her memories of the 1856 burning of the churches at Wyandot 

remained tinged with bitterness as well as persistence in the cause of freedom, it was 

Silas Armstrong, upon whom she depended to salvage her land rights while absent from 

the fray. Silas had long sought the same avenues toward American whiteness as had 

William Walker in his adult life. He was actually implicated for the instigation of the 

armed conflict that summer, not publicized by Lucy in her later accounts about the 

destruction of the missions. Silas was a prime mover on the Board of Commissioners for 
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the new Wyandotte Land Company and committed to integration of the community. He 

would later serve as Principal Chief of the Wyandot in the tribe’s final official recognized 

years in Kansas. Amidst the tumult of events in late 1856, he reassured Lucy that her own 

future was secure: “I have managed to get all your lands immediately round your house 

with the acception of one Share in a Tolerable good shape. I have let you have a part of 

my meadow & a part of my pasture…I have done the best I could for you and family I 

have done as tho it was for my self…We are now ready to lay out our town all that you 

can do for us will be thankfuly Rec’d.” Again, Lucy, despite her commitments to her 

family and the northern cause, largely had to place her trust over her future into the hands 

of such men. It was this network as well as her valued property that would support her 

young children that offered the family material security during these years. Silas’s 

dealings for profits in town company business almost left her homeless, but she later 

acquired property title near her former home for the refuge of her immediate family. 74  

Long after the Civil War played out and a city was built atop the Wyandot 

reserve, Lucy Armstrong continued to tell anyone who would listen how the fight for 

“freedom” first began in Kansas among the Wyandot Indians. Undoubtedly, on this point, 

the known facts reveal this truth. The Wyandots were there first, split by the national 

debate and schism taking place within the Methodist Church and nation, and the first to 

contest the future of slavery and freedom amongst themselves before the national crucible 

of “Bleeding Kansas.” Yet her speeches about the holy cause of freedom omitted the 

intimate and real costs as well as the fate of most Wyandot Indians. From the 
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perspectives and actions of William Walker and Lucy Armstrong, the road to “freedom” 

from slavery reveals that a contestation about Wyandot Indian identity as related to 

collective and retained treaty rights, “civilization,” and forms of cultural continuity 

versus change all played out. This contest left the Wyandots fragmented in many ways 

and then outside of Kansas altogether, apart from both William Walker and Lucy 

Armstrong. Walker and Armstrong viewed the coming of Kansas in decisively different 

ways that reflected their lifelong negotiations of race, gender, and religion while being at 

the same time both white and Indian. By the end of the war, Armstrong and Walker lived 

separately from many of the Wyandots with whom they had spent most of their lives. It 

was a separation, that in her later life, Lucy Armstrong did not reveal or explain to the 

public in her commemoration speech about a free Kansas. That separation was the price 

of freedom which most Kansans and Americans did not wish to hear.  
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CHAPTER 2: CHRISTIAN OR INDIAN?: NEGOTIATING TRIBAL/GROUP 

SURVIVAL ON THE MIDDLE BORDER 

 

By early 1857, the Moravian missionaries stationed at their dwindled Renew 

Mission near Fort Leavenworth, Kansas Territory, believed that Frederick Samuel, a 

long-time Christian Indian and devout “helper” for the Church, had finally strayed from 

the collective will of the congregation and his commitment to Jesus Christ. During the 

summer of 1856 he had negotiated to sell the mission community’s four sections of land 

to the highest bidder, one A.J. Isacks, Kansas Territory’s recently-deposed Attorney 

General. Isacks, a Democratic appointee and pro-slave partisan, was only one in a series 

of territorial politicians speculating in Indian lands, and he had offered over $40,000 for 

the small Christian Indian reserve. He had subsequently outbid a collective of Free State 

partisans that included abolitionist “General” Samuel Pomeroy and Free State movement 

leader Charles Robinson, who first held open negotiations with several Christian Indians 

to purchase their patent, granted under an 1854 treaty. After the unusual land sale 

between a citizen and an Indian, a course of action long prohibited by federal law, the 

Christian Indians’ homes and livelihoods again hung in the balance. The purchase 

became another in a series of external threats that threatened the Moravian church’s 

original plan as a closed, utopian Christian mission, pitted missionary power against 
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Indian authority, and finally forced the community to relocate for the third time in a 

decade.75  

Frederick Samuel had stopped taking communion, did not heed the advice of 

long-time confidante and missionary Gottlieb Oehler on secular matters, and had fallen 

into a “sinful life” by drinking and carousing in nearby Missouri white settlements by 

1856. Yet it was not simply a fall from grace or a bribe of money that merely explains 

Samuel’s commitment to sell the land to Isacks. Even though Frederick received a cash 

payment and a trip to Washington City to make the transaction appear consensual before 

both the Indian Office and several Congressmen, there was a litany of impositions that 

made Samuel agree to re-affiliate and relocate the several remaining Christian families. 

Isacks successfully lobbied for a special bill to approve the transaction in Congress. Not 

only does this process reveal the powerful economic incentives at stake in the making of 

Indian-white relations, such as railroad development for the West, but it also exhibits the 

complex lengths to which American citizens would go to control the economic and 

political landscape there. Samuel and the community had experienced a series of threats 

and encounters with white settlers since the opening of Kansas. With this turn of events, 

the missionaries were left divided, the Christian Indians’ collective rights and future 

became uncertain, and federal Indian officials constructed ad hoc solutions about the 

group’s future legal status and welfare. The path of the Christian Indians in the mid-

nineteenth century appears convoluted, not clearly “Indian” in its cultural separateness, 

not empowered by recognizable treaty rights in relationship to the federal government, 

                                                           
75 Paul Ricksecker to Brother Jacobson, February 6, 1857 in Records of the Moravian Missions to the 
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and not spatially distant from other Indians or white society. Although different in form 

and context than other tribal histories in the region, how the Christian Indians and their 

missionaries were forced to re-negotiate and define their legal rights and the terms of 

their own collective identity represents the manner in which the state and its settlers 

worked to divide Indians in Kansas Territory. The terms of the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 

May 1854 not only created a contest between Americans over the principles of “self-

government” and the future of slavery, but fostered processes of dispossession of 

American Indians that in turn invoked negotiations by all Indians over their collective 

rights, their common bonds, and their legal futures as Indians in the region.                  

The Westfield Mission was sponsored by the Moravian Church and established as 

early as 1837 in the “Delaware Country,” to serve the “Christian Indians.” Situated 

several miles northwest of the junction of the Kansas and Missouri Rivers, it was one in a  

series of missions sponsored by the “United Brethren” based in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, 

to serve the Delaware, Munsee, and Mahican Indians. Over the course of the turbulent 

mid-eighteenth century, as these tribes were dispossessed and displaced, the Moravians 

followed them west, from their first mission at Shekomeko in New York to the Ohio 

River Valley. At the same time that these first missions dispersed, the Moravians looked 

outward toward other peoples in their worldly quest to bring the word of God to “new 

fields” around the world. They eventually sponsored the New Fairfield Mission in Upper 

Canada after one in Fairfield, Connecticut, was burned by American partisans during the 

War of 1812. This particular mission was the final remnant of the Church’s many efforts 
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to build Christian communities among the many Native peoples of the Eastern 

Woodlands. 

Although a series of devastating wars and displacements turned the Moravian 

missionaries and their small congregations into exiles from the expanding United States, 

there were several cultural continuities that prevailed for those who fled to New Fairfield 

Mission along the Thames River in Canada. On the continuum, the several hundred 

Christian Indians who clung to mission village life were never spatially removed or 

completely separate from “pagan” Munsee and Delaware Indian settlements. The mission 

was originally stationed some forty miles downriver from “Munseytown.” Over the life 

of many of the missions, there was a constant flux of population between the immediate 

Church village and what the missionaries most often called “Munsee Town.” At the 

short-lived White River Mission in Indiana from 1799-1806, the New Fairfield Mission 

on the Thames from 1792 onward, and at the Westfield Mission in Kansas from 1839 

until 1853, the missionaries continued to note the presence of non-Christian Munsee 

Indians in and around their towns. While missionaries continued to host interested 

Indians, “Indian strangers,” and the extended relatives of Indian church members, they 

also continued their efforts by the missionaries to promote a closed, hierarchical Christian 

community. At times, differing imperatives by Indian people and the missionaries 

clashed to break the Church’s figurative and religious authority.76   

Most of the Munsee and Christian Indians who eventually moved to the Indian 

Country lived either at New Fairfield Mission or at Munsee Town along the Thames 
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River. During the 1830s, the Delaware tribal council in the West allowed for another 

native group, the Stockbridge then living in Wisconsin to settle on the eastern portion of 

the greater reserve. Some of the Munsee at the New Fairfield Mission had written 

contacts with the Stockbridge. From later written accounts by missionaries, Munsee and 

Stockbridge located in Upper Canada, Wisconsin, and at Cattaraugas Reservation in New 

York were invited to become part of the larger Delaware confederation west of the 

Missouri River. It is highly probable that the basics of western learning, such as reading 

and writing English among acolytes in Moravian missions, and at several early American 

boarding schools, produced literate messengers in each of these tribes and places. 

Migration as well as communication between kin continued which enabled contacts and 

invitations to proceed in the face of Indian removal and negotiated divisions at New 

Fairfield and several eastern reservations. The Christian Indians, some Munsee, and the 

Stockbridge all became voluntary relocatees, those not forced to relocate at the behest of 

galvanizing U.S. treaty commissioners during the Jacksonian removal era per se, but 

Indians who migrated as a result of their long-time associations with relocated Delaware 

and Stockbridge people.  

By November of 1837, Jesse Vogler and Christian Miksch and their “Indian 

Congregation” arrived to establish the Westfield Mission on the Kansas River, Missouri 

Territory. At St. Louis, Superintendent Harvey reported “A party of Delawares consisting 

of 72 persons under an old chief named John Killbuck arrived here from Moravian Town, 

Kent County, Upper Canada, on their route to the lands of the same tribe west of this 

State, in accordance with repeated invitations given them by the former head Chief of the 
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Delaware Nation named Anderson and since his death by other principal men.” Two 

years later, nearly one hundred Munsee who had lived in Canada and then with the 

Stockbridge in Wisconsin made an arduous boat trip to the same area at their own 

direction and expense.  

Of the nearly two hundred Indian people who came with the missionaries, six died 

en route. The first person to be buried near the newly established mission of Westfield 

was John Henry. His obituary, as written by the missionaries, reveals the extent of 

Moravian Indian disruptions and migrations in the early republic and also its complex 

success too. Henry became well-educated, bilingual, and committed to religious 

‘scripture’ over his long life. However, his role as a continued “Interpreter,” not as a 

trained minister by Elders at Bethlehem, is a clue to the limits of indigenous participation 

and leadership within the missions. His role as Interpreter is also an indicator of the 

vitality of the indigenous language use within Moravian missions over time. While Henry 

appears as the model convert in his obituary, the seams of difference are revealed by it as 

well. These fissures of division would grow as the continued attempts to create an 

encapsulated world at Westfield would yield to the mission community’s inevitable and 

repeated contacts with surrounding Indians and whites nearby.77    

The varied Native groups who settled on the Delaware Reservation near the bend 

of the Lower Missouri River had divergent relationships with European settlers and 
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institutions over the previous several generations. Moravian Indians’ material 

“improvements” such as “farms enclosed with good rail fences and… comfortable hewn 

log cabins” was one manifestation of difference. Upon correspondence about the 

insecurity of land tenure and improvement in relation to the Wyandot purchase, Indian 

agent Rich Cummins reported that “A large portion of the Munsees, are orderly members 

of the Moravian church (United Brethren); may be considered as civilized, and among the 

most industrious Indians in the country. This situation is peculiar and precarious.” These 

noted differences about “civilization,” yet consequential lack of political and legal rights 

for the Christians were indicative of cultural and political divides among Delaware, 

Munsee, and Moravian Indians on the reserve. After a decade of establishing their own 

communities, the non-Christian Munsee and Moravian Indians were no longer welcome. 

Cummins relayed Christian Indian complaints that “they are often insulted and taunted by 

the Delaware young men, as occupants and squatters on lands to which they have no right 

or claim.” Tensions born of cultural shifts and difference lingered. The “civilized” 

Christian Indians, among others on the reserve, were not recognized as Delaware by the 

tribal council or by preexisting treaty as administered by the Indian Office. This 

“precarious situation” set the backdrop for social divisions in and around the Westfield 

Mission. In their fifteen years of residence prior to the creation of Kansas Territory, the 

looming presence of Delaware tribal power alongside moments of federal indecision over 

their standing troubled the permanency of the Munsee, Christian, and Stockbridge 

peoples.78  
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According to records left by the missionaries, Moravians lost many members 

from their “Indian Congregation” at Westfield. The root of the disaffection among the 

“Christian Indians” centered at first upon one “Gideon” and “Gideon’s Band” in the late 

1840s and early 1850s. To the several missionaries who were stationed at Westfield, 

Gideon Williams was noted with derision because he fomented resistance to the 

confining terms of church membership and missionaries’ proscribed rules. To be a 

Church member, a person had to be baptized, attend to proscribed church and secular 

duties, and abide by the rules of the Moravian Covenant. Among the number of 

commitments to the covenant was the prohibition of “ungodly” behaviors, such as the 

abatement of hunting and consumption of alcohol. The only way to live a godly life of 

good works and deeds within the Moravian community meant that members had to 

abstain from this list of particular sins. Of course, the rules of the covenant were broken 

by members over time and it was the missionaries who usually excluded those who “fell 

from grace.” These stringent rules enforced by missionaries bred discontent for those 

who had been excluded. At some point during the 1840s, Gideon Williams was excluded. 

Unlike some others, he apparently was not inclined to be brought back into good favor by 

                                                                                                                                                                             

Agency, NARA, RG 75, M234, Roll 302, fr. 38; Rich Cummins to Thomas Hartley, LR-FL, Roll 303, fr. 
319. Also see “Memorial of the Christian Indians,” Ibid., frs. 334-341. Stockbridge Indian John Newcom 
characterized these same difficulties: “We have since suffered much trial and inconvenience by living 
among the Delawares. The Delaware tribe is so kind of lawless, that it is very difficult to raise Hogs in their 
country. They think that we are so much beholden to them by living on their lands that we would not 
venture to complain of the wrongs that we may suffer from them.” John W. Newcom to President Taylor, 
March 29, 1849, LR-FL, Roll 303, fr. 416. 
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his peers. He eventually asserted political leadership among Indians to separate from the 

mission.79  

Gideon had been baptized near the time of his birth in December 1801 at the Old 

Fairfield Mission. His parents William and Henrietta were both Indians and members of 

the Moravian Church. His future wife Sophia had been baptized there during that same 

year. The couple then had three children who were all baptized in the church as well, two 

at New Fairfield during the 1820s, and the last, being Lizetta, was baptized at Westfield 

in 1844. Yet, when missionary Rev. David Zeisberger Smith arrived in November of 

1850 at Westfield to join Rev. Gottlieb Oehler, he was shocked to find that “52 in our 

connexion (sic) besides small children have gone over to the Methodists!...It is presumed 

by designing men that if they could get a large number of our people over to the 

Methodists, then they would by that means get the annuity, which our Indians use to get 

into their power.” The disaffected Indians were tired of the control over treaty monies by 

the Church and its strict authority over their secular lives. By 1850, Gideon wanted to 

establish a treaty relationship between the Munsee, as a tribe, and the federal government, 

akin to the other tribes in the Indian Country. Other mission competitors provided one 

way to ward off Moravian influence as well as appease Christian believers. Smith noted 

that “as the male portion have everything to say among Indians, they have mostly tried to 

get the men over on their sides and they have succeeded in getting all except four, who 

still adhere to Frederick.” Gideon persuaded many men in the community to identify as 

                                                           
79 The letter written by leading Church Elder Andrew Benaude at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, discusses the 
rules of behavior that parallel the general terms of the Moravian Covenant for the mission: Andrew 
Benaude to Our Indian Congregation at Westfield, Sept. 15, 1848. MMR, Reel 22, Item 8, Box 181, Folder 
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“Munsee Indians” rather than continue to affiliate with the mission as “Christian 

Indians.”80  

Gideon Williams worked to gain a separate following by wresting Moravian-

affiliated people from their covenanted rules, mainly temperance. Alcohol had continued 

to be a constant concern in the missionaries’ diaries and correspondence. The means of 

“temptation” were preached against, yet the worldly ways of the Missouri frontier 

surrounded them. The liquor trade was prohibited in “Indian Country” by the Intercourse 

Act of 1834, and penalties were strengthened under an 1847 amendment, yet no 

consistent or practical means of enforcement existed. With the fur trade all but dormant 

on the eastern edge of the Plains, white traders followed profits by selling liquor for cash 

proximate to tribal annuity payments. Border towns had many short-lived “grog shops” 

that served Indians who lived adjacent to Missouri. After criticism of the system in 

Congress by Indian Commissoner William Medill, states’ rights defenses by local 

petitioners and House members from Arkansas and Missouri sidetracked discussion of 

real reform. With increased traffic and settlement in the trans-Missouri region, alongside 

political debate over the terms of national expansion after the Mexican War, the 

Intercourse Act issue was never addressed. The Delaware tribal council did make 

complaints for better controls, but to little avail. Liquor was commonly sold to Indians in 

Missouri and at sites in the Indian Country.81  

                                                           
80 David Z. Smith to Rev. A. Benaude, Nov. 25, 1850, MMR, Roll 24, Item 9, Box 1852, Fldr 2; David Z. 
Smith to Hon. Luke Lea, Aug. 11, 1851, in RG 75, M234, Roll 364, frs. 46-50  

81 David Z. Smith to Br.  Jacobson, August 23, 1851, in MMR, Box 1852, Item 8, folder 3, Roll 22. 
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Drinking alcohol was earthly sin for all to the Elders and Missionaries of the 

Church of the United Brethren, and church precepts were not flexible here involving 

Indians. Usually members who were found to be drinking alcohol would be publicly 

shamed and then excluded from church membership. Most likely, a vote or simple 

executive declaration by the missionary of the ban on the member would be made at a 

church meeting. It had long been the case that those who lived in the mission town who 

violated the covenant were banned from living in the immediate community. Although 

sinners could ask for restoration, then pardoned and re-admitted as members by the 

Brethren of church members, this approval usually had to be won by a demonstration of 

temperate and model behavior over time. Gideon, as a near lifelong member of the 

Church (he apparently had fled Fairfield during the War of 1812 and was re-admitted at 

New Fairfield Mission in 1819), certainly knew how to manipulate the rules and situation 

towards his own ends. Gideon drank publicly with others in full view of the mission 

community. During the summer of 1851, Gideon “kept jugs of liquor at his house” and 

“Many [were] tempted strongly by gideon to drink, by taking the cup to them and inviting 

that they should drink as a mark of friendship” according to Rev. Smith. These were not 

only acts of personal defiance to mission authority, but also the means by which Gideon 

strengthened his own stature among other disaffected men. To drink alcohol together was 

to make a Christian Indian into an Indian man. It offered men a sense of personal 

autonomy from Moravian strictures, a rite of individual power akin to the freedoms of 

manhood likely witnessed among other Indian men on reserves nearby, such as at the 
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larger Delaware villages to the west, or at nearby Shawnee towns, where Indians seemed 

less constantly policed than by the Moravian missionaries next door.82  

Gideon Williams did not simply work to persuade other local men at the mission 

to separate from it, but he also voiced his complaints about the missionaries to the local 

Indian agent, who then developed his own impressions about the mission. From Rev. 

Smith’s remarks about Gideon’s overtures, the missionary clearly believed that Gideon 

was spreading accusations “So palpably false and so contradictory to historical events 

that it seems almost a waste to answer them.” Highlighting Gideon’s maneuvers, Smith 

noted that the Moravians had been depicted as those who “always tried to coerce and 

transact all our National business” according to Gideon’s rhetoric. Smith then simplified 

the role of the Westfield Mission by declaring that “we having nothing to do with the 

Munsee tribe of Indians, more than that we are willing to preach to them if they choose to 

come to hear us.” He emphasized that his airing of the “historical record” would clarify 

and exonerate the missionaries from any wrongdoing. It was this history that not only 

revealed some of the terms of discord but also how group affiliation and identity had 

become negotiated and contested.83 

In the face of growing opposition, Rev. Smith noted that the “’Christian Indians’ 

have been and are still the objects of our special case,” thus insinuating that the mission’s 

long-time congregants “do not comprise a particular tribe of Indians, and have never had 

a political organization, properly speaking.” The Moravian Indians “lived in settlements 

by themselves…governed by such laws and regulations, necessary to the well being of a 
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purely Christian community, regulating the outward conduct and life of every inhabitant 

of the settlement.” To Smith, Christian Indians were de-tribalized and older tribal 

affiliations were either broken or replaced. To create and regulate the ‘conduct’ of the 

community there were “executive authorities to carry out these regulations [that] were not 

the Missionaries, but the Indian Helpers, who were selected from among the best men in 

the Church and appointed also for the purpose of assisting in keeping religious meetings, 

interpreting, etc.” It was not white missionaries but active members of the Indian 

congregation who upheld the meanings and memberships in the community.84  

Frederick Samuel complained that the Wyandots’ purchase of the land between 

the rivers in 1848 was the backdrop to recent factionalism and that the new Munsee 

faction had simply stolen the Christian Indians’ annuity. In his memorial to the Indian 

Commissioner in June of 1852, Samuel spelled out his version, and likely that of the 

missionary’s, about the history of the dispute. “The head men thought it would be best to 

wait with the application for a new home, until it would be decided by survey that our 

improvements were in the Wyandott tract…Some Munsees, who had been sharing in our 

annuity for a number of years, seceded. These with the Munsees scattered in the 

Delaware nation united, made a chief of their own number and began to be a separate 

nation, who had prior to this time no existence in this territory.” Gideon’s claims were a 

historical farce to Frederick and the missionaries.  “Many rightful claimants however got 

nothing” when Gideon successfully created the impression that his Munsee tribe should 

retain the annuity to federal Indian officials. The Christian band empowered missionary 
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Gottlieb Oehler to go to Washington to straighten out the legal mess on their behalf. 

Gideon sent a petition to counter those representations. By the summer of 1852, Gideon 

had won favor and the annuity from the local agent, but that recognition was still being 

deliberated upon by the Indian Office. Samuel and the Christians desired a new home on 

another reserve of some 12,000 acres “because our brethren still remaining on the River 

Thames intend to come to us. Eight of them came last week.” Samuel also proposed that 

any “Munsees” could re-join their community if they abided by “our rules,” meaning the 

religious and political authority of the missionaries and the Indian “Helpers.” The petition 

also requested that Oehler be retained upon their relocation to a new home. While they 

would eventually recover the annuity, none of these other propositions were addressed. 

Yet how Gideon led the Munsee to “secede” from the Church explains how the conflict 

over Indian identity during these years became so contentious.85      

Gideon, with the help of “lawyer and scribe, the Mohegan Newcom Esq.,” 

(Stockbridge) wrote “A Memorial to Congress... against the United Brethren and their 

Missionaries” and also complained a great deal to the Indian Agent about “the Moravian 

Missionaries who had nearly preached the Munsees to death.” He sought control over 

treaty annuities for the tribe by luring men away from membership and then by using 

them to support his petition of grievances against the mission. Smith reported: 

Last night Gideon and Levi paid us a visit. The former came he said to ask 
me as a friend, how many members we had. We told him, that judging 
from his former actions, and as he had falsely reported to the Govt. lately 
that we had only six members, he did not ask the question from any good 
motive and that therefore I did not feel disposed to tell him, but would be 
very careful how I would speak to him on such subjects, since he has only 
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tried always to pervert everything we said...I then spoke to him about his 
wicked heart etc. He answered me that he did not come this evening to 
speak to me about the Christian way. He then accused me that I now acted 
differently from a Missionary, who was to preach, but I wanted to be like 
Chief and insinuated that I must be a bad man.86 
 

Not only are Gideon’s political tactics revealed in Smith’s remarks about this encounter, 

but so too are Gideon’s apparent motives to reject the Moravians once and for all. When 

Gideon rebuffed Smith’s moral condemnation with the accusation that he ‘wanted to be 

like Chief,’ Gideon claimed that the missionaries crossed boundaries between their 

religious duties and worldly, material influences over people’s lives. The rules, behavior, 

and authority of the missionaries conflicted with his interpretation of ‘the Christian way’. 

Gideon had grown tired of Moravian paternalism. He maneuvered to restore the Munsee 

Indians as a viable tribe in the eyes of federal authorities, rather than as “Christian 

Indians” at the disposal of the missionaries. Gideon apparently believed that the 

Moravians were to blame for his tribe’s reduced population and lack of political control.  

Gideon’s criticism that the missionaries ‘preached the Munsees to death’ is more 

difficult to reconcile. The “internal concerns” of “spiritual good and the salvation of your 

immortal souls” meant constant policing over Indian behavior against sin as “a duty 

which we owe to our savior and to these poor deluded souls, strongly and seriously to 

strafe (sic) against such a course,” according to the Moravian Brethren. The constant 

rhetoric and rules related to earthly misconduct and fervently noted in missionary 
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Gottlieb Oehler’s reports over time, likely grew tiresome for individuals who were 

touched by material hardships and felt to be in an insecure position vis-à-vis the 

Delaware, Wyandot, and neighboring white Missourians. The missionaries’ sermons and 

rules could not and did not stem the “external” tide of disease, threats, and “temptations.” 

By 1851, Gideon worked fervently to convert others to be Munsee by edicts precisely 

opposite of those professed by the Church. At some point, his anger went beyond mere 

argument over legalisms, alcohol, and a separate annuity. Tensions mounted between the 

two factions during 1852 to the extent that Oehler later deemed it as a time “when the 

war broke loose.” Gideon openly threatened Oehler with physical violence and moved to 

get rid of the missionaries by force. He even discussed a plan with several Delawares, so 

that a “war chief” would assassinate Oehler. Learned secondhand, Oehler later explained 

that “Munsees” had spoken with several Christian Indians to make it appear that he was 

“after their property.” At a later meeting the unnamed Delaware “war chief” admitted to 

Agent Thomas Moseley and to Oehler that he had no intention of acting on Gideon’s 

requests. The final violent solution did not come to pass, but antagonisms lingered as new 

political pressures came to bear on the Westfield Mission.87 

Forces beyond Westfield and “Muncie Town” worked to intensify the 

factionalism in and around the mission. The Moravians were informed by the Wyandot 

Council that the tribe wanted the mission to be moved elsewhere in March of 1852 and 

                                                           

87 Gottlieb Oehler to Br. Jacobson, Feb 25. 1852, MMR, Roll 24, item 2, box 1852 folder 4. 

“Today the head chief of the Wyandott Nation told me that they have in council resolved to have the 

Christian and Munsees removed.” in G. Oehler to D.D. Mitchell, Supt., March 11, 1852, MMR, Item 4 Box 
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the eminent eviction was extended until that fall. The Wyandot leadership effectuated a 

treaty in 1850 that finalized the boundaries of their reservation and payment to the 

Delaware for it. The Wyandot Council then moved to evict the mission on these lands 

and “informed” those who were not Wyandot “citizens” to leave. According to Moravian 

Elder Jonathan Jacobson, who was apprised of events at the mission by Oehler and 

Smith, the pending transition between tribes kept “our Indians in a state of great 

suspense,” when farms were subject to forfeit so that “many became discouraged and 

some troublesome.” This general insecurity fueled Gideon’s continued outrage and 

lingered for all connected to the mission by the summer of 1852. 

The Moravians hired their own legal representation to negotiate a land transfer. In 

one federal memo, after the transfer was made final through federal arrangements, it 

remained unclear if the Moravians would be paid for their church property and other 

improved lands. In the end, the Wyandot evicted then never paid the Church. As for the 

mission building, the Wyandot Council initially asked the Moravians to simply “haul it 

away if they wanted.” With the stress and insecurity of moving during the spring of 1853, 

the church remained standing on Wyandot Isaiah Walker’s claim. It either became the 

source of lumber or was converted as public space for Wyandot events. No compensation 

was offered by Walker and the Wyandots when Rev. Smith and a party of Christian 

Indians visited the place several years later.88  

                                                           

13 Kappler, Indian Affairs, Vol. II, 587-588. “Gideon in Washington,” G. Oehler to Br. Jacobson, August 

18, 1853, MMR, Item 10, 1852, fldr 5, Roll 22.  
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In the midst of these pressures, the Moravians countered Gideon’s efforts to claim 

and control federal monies by using their contacts across the United States to lobby 

federal officials for the retention of the annuity. They hired attorneys “Bryan and 

Cochran” in Washington to analyze past treaties in order to produce a legal brief. Gideon, 

on the other side, temporarily persuaded the local agent and others about the legitimacy 

of the “Munsee claim” and redeemed at least two annuity payments by 1851, and even 

managed to visit Washington in 1853 to counter the Moravians’ own case. For those 

members of Congress and the Indian Office “the difficulty [was] to ascertain who [were] 

the persons, entitled to share in the allowance…there are many who belonged to the 

Christian Indians who have withdrawn, on account of some stringent regulations, adopted 

by the Missionaries and it is considered that they have not forfeited their rights, by so 

doing.” Yet, the Moravians skillfully utilized historic legal documents and channels of 

authority in Washington to their advantage to retain control of the roughly $400 annuity 

by late 1852. It stands to reason that the Moravians’ continued commitment to 

“civilization,” a path of racial authority they utilized when making their case, and their 

ability to attain legal consultation of all written records worked to their advantage. While 

Gideon could consult with the treaty-savvy Stockbridge John Newcom about legal 

interpretations as well as utilize connections as an Indian with Delaware leaders, these 

proved ineffective to win over the Indian Office. The Christian and Munsee would have 

to share.89 

                                                           
89 Frederick Samuel et. Al. to Hon. Luke Lea, June 10, 1852, NARA, RG 75, Entry 529A- Records 
Relating to the Claims of the Christian Indians in Kansas Territory, 1852-1857, Box 1, Fldr 1; Jonathan 
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Despite their final victory in retaining an annuity, as opposed to the “heathen 

Munsee,” the Moravians could not stop their impending eviction. The retention of the 

annuity abetted the re-establishment of another mission on the Delaware Reserve, several 

miles north from Westfield nearby Fort Leavenworth. The bounded sense of place 

aspired to by the Moravians, both material and spiritual, had been split by political 

cleavages and continuing insecurities in the face of territorial expansion. By late 1852, 

with the final relocation of the mission eminent, missionary Gottlieb Oehler simply 

wanted out. He had persistently defended the Christian Indians’ separation from Gideon’s 

band in the vicinity of Westfield and on several trips to Washington in their behalf. By 

1853 he felt that his efforts had largely failed. 

Gottlieb Oehler, as the missionary, was at the center of the conflicts between the 

Christians and Munsee. His reverent opposition to Gideon was filtered by Frederick 

Samuel and others who remained committed to a separate mission and identity. Oehler 

was born in 1817 and raised in the province of Wurtemburg, Germany. He emigrated to 

Salem, North Carolina, and then Bethlehem in affiliation with and training as a Moravian 

minister. He met his wife in the Church at Salem. Moving toward the mission field as a 

trained minister was one of the first of appropriate steps toward ascension in the age-

ranked Church hierarchy. To win approval as a missionary, and thus gain leverage in the 

Church hierarchy of positions at Bethlehem, Oehler not only had to remain devoted and 

exemplary as a trained missionary in service but also had to increase the numbers and 

permanency of the mission to a council of elders. In remarks on his service and thus his 

own merits at Westfield, Oehler recalled “When I came here they were broke up in 
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parties and some times one party would wish me…to carry out their plan in opposition to 

the others.” What should have been primary preaching and leadership of the Moravian 

ethic by example proved impossible in hindsight. His duties turned into a never-ending 

series of negotiations filled with “suspicion” by all sides. He continued “At last the one 

party showed their spirit too plainly as to be mistaken as from whence he came…Then 

the war broke loose and you are aware of how it waged until this day.” Gideon’s 

maneuvers were said to be the work of Satan, pure evil in causation. Oehler’s faith in 

Church discipline, the mission’s possibilities, and his own abilities were in full-blown 

disarray by this point. The shocks that came with face-to-face challenges and the lack of 

public support from either the agents or nearby whites reduced him to personal and 

spiritual crisis by late 1852. Oehler believed he had lost ‘the war’ for the Christian 

Indians’ own spiritual redemption with the eviction of the mission.90    

While Oehler made sense of Gideon’s challenges in terms of good and evil, he 

also began to rationalize the conflicts over identity and political authority by linking 

“bad” behavior to his own and the corporeal body of the community’s physical health. 

Oehler occasionally remarked that the Indian community’s health waned, struck by 

disease or untimely death when Church members fell into sin by breaking rules of the 

covenant. He himself had been struck with “bilious fever,” over the past summer, a 

malady that was fairly common among residents of the Lower Missouri River at the time. 

The challenges to his authority by Gideon’s men were implicitly the cause. The 

factionalism led to not only moral decline but physical debilitation. Oehler complained 
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that “I look around and see these poor benighted and stiffnecked people in their minds - 

my heart fails, I say to my Savior frequently here I am a poor wretch at best days. I can 

speak a little to them, but…how shall I do more? My body is so often weak and my mind 

darkens even my spirit.” Oehler, in this deprecating description, expressed feelings of 

personal failure and spiritual crisis so as to remove himself from service to the mission. 

“This in view, you will not censure me for wishing for a place, where I might be healthier 

and where I might be able to be more active and the burden be changed?” He requested 

that “If it be the Lord’s will I will even go to Australia.” Near the end of his rambling 

about his failures, after he reiterated that “all the powers of darkness were put in motion 

to drive me from here,” he expressed the desire to start a mission in Oregon at his own 

expense in company with several leaving from the Home Mission Society.  During 1853, 

he made plans for his family to leave the mission as the community was to be evicted 

from Westfield. It seems that he ventured to the hub of Moravian life at Bethlehem, 

Pennsylvania, for a period of time thereafter. Both he and the remaining congregation 

were largely adrift in a legal and collective sense by mid-1853.91  

As a limited civil war among Christian and Munsee Indians raged during the early 

1850s, the quandaries about Moravian Indians’ legal Indian identity lingered. Gideon did 

attempt to build relationships with the Delaware tribal council and there were 

communications between several parties about the possibility of all Munsee and Christian 

Indians simply becoming Delaware tribal members as the creation of Kansas appeared 

imminent. Frederick Samuel refused to ask the Delaware Council for such a 
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recommendation at Rev. Smith’s suggestion, rather backing Gottlieb Oehler’s side trip to 

Washington as their lobbyist. Gideon’s increasingly confrontational tactics, some that 

included heavy drinking, likely won few favors from the Delaware or from local Indian 

agents by 1853. Agent Thomas Moseley who initially sided with Gideon’s complaints 

against “all missionaries,” eventually was forced to save face and his own position after 

the missionaries informed higher authorities of their version of Gideon’s actions. Both 

the mission’s will to survive years of open antagonism and the Munsees’ inability to be 

recognized as a separate treaty tribe or as treaty Delawares underpinned tensions for 

many in the area as the opening of Kansas Territory loomed. 

Agent Moseley met with the Munsee and Christians over several days during 

October of 1852 to try to resolve their long-standing differences. Apparently, Gideon and 

those affiliated Munsee rejected unity and continued to believe that their separation was 

fundamental to their future existence. Moseley did negotiate with the Christians who 

requested the purchase of a separate parcel of land elsewhere on the Delaware 

Reservation, some 10,000 acres, akin to the purchase made by the Wyandots. Moseley 

estimated that such a transaction would cost nearly $30,000. D.D. Mitchell, Acting 

Superintendent at St. Louis, reasoned that the “seventy-eight” counted Christian Indians 

in Moseley’s latest census did not warrant such an expensive purchase. Despite the 

infeasibility of cost, the main objection to granting the Christian Indians a large stake in 

the Delaware reserve or the Indian Country, whether legally viable under past treaties or 

not, proved to be that most policy-makers believed that tribal land tenure was soon to be 
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eradicated. Mitchell articulated how local frontier whites’ pressure worked to undermine 

the Christian Indians’ request:   

The second and strongest objection to the proposed arrangement is the 
very brief period of time during which it could exist. In less than three 
years, the conditions of the   tribes of the western border of Missouri will 
be totally changed: either by making them citizens; and confining each 
family to a reasonable quantity of agricultural land or by colonizing them 
farther west...Should Congress fail to act - the more restless, and lawless 
portions of the frontier inhabitants will take the matter in to their own 
hands, and settle the country in their own way; using the rifle as an 
argument quite satisfactory to themselves. During my recent tour on the 
frontier, I was assured at every town, village, and farm at which I stopped 
that such were the fixed determination of the people.92 
 

Reading the mood of the ‘frontier’ and the substance of national discussion about 

expansion, Mitchell’s prediction proves to be the most prescient and politically realist 

about the nation-state’s plans for American Indians at mid-century. Political 

irresponsibility or hesitancy by Congress that did not soon satisfy white westerners’ 

desire for cheap lands that threatened to bring on a race war. This prediction not only 

warned Indian agents from devising local solutions to local conflicts between Indians, it 

boldly pronounced a growing national consensus about the future of Indians in the 

western territories. Reduced landholdings and quick integration seemed to be imminent 

and inevitable in this line of reasoning. Indian land rights were the obstacles to a new and 

peaceful system of territorial organization in the making of this consensus about the 

future of the Indian Country.  

Mitchell’s two-sided logic, allotment or removal, appeared to be the mandate for 

Commissioner Manypenny’s treaty-making venture to the Missouri border during 1853.  
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Tribal leaders, informed by their past histories of dispossession and ‘perpetual’ treaty 

rights, fiercely bent Manypenny’s original heavy-handedness into the production of 

smaller reserves with some limited form of allotment. In final form, most of the new 

treaties forged between the years 1854 to 1856, proved how tractable, meaning 

democratic, these treaty negotiations became. The legacy of Jacksonian benevolence, 

where tribes could reject or at least shape the terms of diminished returns in treaty 

negotiations, was fostered by Manypenny’s treaties. After a long line of letters and 

petitions by the Moravians and Gideon, followed by their eviction from Westfield in 

1853, a now-informed Manypenny convinced, or possibly coerced, the Delaware to 

provide the “Christian Indians” four sections of land during treaty talks in 1854. Despite 

tribal leaders’ emboldened commitment to their sovereignty in the face of expansion, 

‘frontier’ white violence came with the compromised popular sovereignty in the Kansas-

Nebraska Bill.93 

In the summer of 1854, Moravians Paul Ricksecker and past missionary David Z. 

Smith returned to establish the relocated mission of “New Shekomeko” alternatively 

called “Renew,” yet it was troubled from its inception. One of the last showdowns 

between the Munsee and the Christians was noted in August of 1854, several months 

after Kansas Territory was opened to white settlement. Missionary Smith recalled “Last 

Sunday five young Munsee men of Gideon’s clan endeavored to set at defiance our rules 

in regard to the introduction of whiskey...threatening to resist and even to use firearms, if 

the brethren attempted to hinder them in their wicked purpose.”  Smith believed that “The 
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object of these evil disposed men was to ‘break down this Moravian Church.’…About 9 

o’clock PM the drunkards again entered the settlement and on their way through rang the 

Church bell in defiance.” Smith’s interpretation of “defiance” clearly reveals the extent to 

which the antagonism between “Munsees” and “Brethren” had grown and intensified. 

These acts of open rivalry reveal an embattled collective identity struggle between 

Indians who had been long affiliated with one another. The five named ‘evil disposed 

men’ lived apart from the mission and shared the same ‘defiance’ as a part of ‘Gideon’s 

clan,’ a badge of their oppositional identity as Munsee. The acts of ‘defiance’ were met 

by resolute tactics of time-worn resistance by the Christian Indians: “During the day 

several jugs, full and empty, were broken by the united exertions of the Brethren.” This 

last noted conflict came just as white squatters moved onto the Delaware Reservation.94  

By 1855, several hundred Munsee and Stockbridge moved south in order to claim 

treaty rights and lands of their own elsewhere. As a result of ongoing contacts with the 

nearby Stockbridge and dissatisfaction with the Moravians’ brokering away their 

autonomy and annuity, Gideon Williams and his “band” enjoined a separate identity and 

place as Munsee Indians on “The New York Indian Lands” near Fort Scott, just over one 

hundred miles to the south of the new mission. There they would join other voluntary 

relocated Native peoples who had come from New York, Wisconsin, and elsewhere over 

several decades to claim their own separate Indian rights and identity.    

                                                           
94 David Zeisberger Smith to Dobson, July 26, 1854, MMR, item 2 box 1852 folder 6, Roll 2;  Hon. Luke 
Lea, August 11, 1856, RG 75, M234, Roll , fr. 52. “John Noah, John Young, Quotschemunk, Rotten Leg, 
and Partridge” do not appear on: “Census Roll of the Christian Indians,” October 26, 1852, RG 75 M 234, 
Roll 364, frs. 366-367.   
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The Christian Indians who remained near the Missouri River by late1854 were 

thirteen widows or single mothers and their children as well as thirteen married couples. 

In total there were thirty-four Indians and six whites who comprised the Renew Mission. 

Not only had the Christian band’s numbers been reduced by Gideon’s movement, but 

they had also been plagued by several years of material want and hardship. In May of 

1853, after moving several miles north of Westfield, a sickness inflicted the community. 

Rev. Oehler, before his departure, noted “It appears to be a series of misfortunes,” not 

God’s wrath, that has diminished the Christian Indian community. “They got sick 

because they had no home, they got sick because some had to camp right in the open air 

and winter sat in upon them,” and others crowded into a few small shelters at their new 

location where “enysifilas” [sic] spread among them. While Oehler had formerly linked 

the rejection of Church rules or spiritual complacency to health problems, his recent 

lobbying in Washington on behalf of Frederick Samuel and the community as well as his 

personal observations of their material hardships led him to believe that “the 

Government” was largely to blame for the community’s problems. Despite Rev. Oehler’s 

grim predictions and his resignation, several requests by Frederick Samuel convinced the 

Moravian Board of Missions to re-sponsor the Church. When the missionaries returned, 

Smith noted that the community had “given way to despondency and fallen into sin.” 

Smith reported that “Frederick has been the only one who has held out faithfully in this 

season of trial.” Alcohol consumption was noted. Jacob Henry, once the reliable 

interpreter, was reported too drunk to serve at church meetings. Several married couples 

were also noted to be drinking. Out scouring the Delaware Reserve that summer for 
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Indians formerly connected to the Moravians, Smith noted: “We had a conversation with 

an Indian; Leonard and his wife Philipina. They live 19 miles from here. He was formerly 

a Helper at old westfield, but by continually going hunting, he fell into a bad way, and 

had to be excluded. Of that he might take heed to the exhortation and return as the lost 

sheep to the flock of Christ, the good shepherd.” The missionaries appeared flexible in re-

building their flock.  Re-establishing former connections and building trust while also 

appeasing the Moravian Elders’ own established codes of conduct was no easy task. They 

invited back any and all of those they found formerly connected to the mission, despite 

past infringements of Church rules. Those still attached by kinship, pragmatism, or 

sincere belief were those people who had survived the disease outbreak and Gideon’s 

final emigration movement of the band. Over half of the “Christian Indians” counted in 

1853 then were not present at the mission two years later. The opening of Kansas 

Territory in May of 1854 made matters even more complicated.  During that summer, 

whites arrived in and around the set of several homes and the small church that made up 

the reconfigured mission community.95  

A few weeks after Smith and Ricksecker returned, Smith noted “So far we have 

succeeded in keeping squatters from making any claims of importance on the 

reserve…although the neighboring prairie is dotted with shanties and tents of squatters.” 

Smith challenged one “white man by the name of Kinz” who “had been here before our 

arrival driving in stakes and putting up some logs as a claim on our Mission” by notifying 
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him “whether the Indians moved or not, I had a better claim to it than he and I was going 

to maintain it the last.” And yet vocal challenges or legal reproofs would only go so far. 

In early September, Smith reported “In the morning a white man was here, boasting of 

sending a petition to Congress to get the Christian Indians from here.” For many whites, 

as squatting on Indian lands in eastern Kansas Territory became prevalent, they believed 

that the federal government would soon re-negotiate Indian land tenure out of the 

territory. The Delaware Council remained intransigent towards these ends, yet squatting 

and speculation became a constant problem. Not the annuity payment, nor federal re-

assurances, nor a visit by newly-appointed Kansas Territory Governor James A. Reeder 

to the Christian Indians deterred local white squatters. Just two days after Reeder’s visit, 

Rev. Smith noted “A German squatter named Dietz, who had bought a log house of a Mr. 

Jennings” and who had in turn purchased that plot from Paul Oehler, the itinerant brother 

of missionary Gottlieb, “hauled the logs” from that house elsewhere. After warned that 

“the house [and those logs] belonged to the Christian Indians,” Dietz was said to have 

countered that “he had bought them and that he cared for neither the Commissioner, nor 

the Agent, nor any other man.” This sort of conduct, in open hostility to Indian land 

rights, meant that squatters had to be handled in some way by Indians and the 

missionaries to safeguard the community’s fields and homes. Selling claims and reneging 

federal authority became the principle manifestation of social conflict.96 

                                                           
96 Visit of A.H. Reeder, Diary of the Indian Congregation at Shekomeko, 1854, Nov. 13, 1854, MMR, Roll 
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Item 2, Box 183, Fldr 1. Whites’ rationale for squatting: “In reference to the character of the claimants in 
the lands of the Delawares, there are many citizens of Missouri and other states …who have made claim 
under the expectation of a change in the late treaty with the Delawares and the eventual sanction of the 
Government; others have doubtless been influenced by the misrepresentation of designing individuals.” A. 
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 The 1854 Delaware treaty stipulated: “The Christian Indians live in the country 

herein ceded, and have some improvements. They desire to remain where they are.” The 

place chosen by Frederick Samuel and homeless Christians in 1853 was likely the site of 

residence of several Stockbridge families who had recently departed the area, a strip of 

land that lay between two creeks, south of the military reservation in what was termed the 

“Delaware Outlet.” The larger tract was sold and then opened for settlement by the terms 

of the treaty, and from these public auctions, grew the new town of Leavenworth City. 

However, the Christian Indians “by patent…subject to such restrictions as Congress may 

provide” now could claim “a quantity of land equal to four sections, to be selected in a 

body from the surveyed lands, and to include their present improvements.” Although it 

did not nearly approximate their earlier request, Manypenny’s treaty secured for the 

Christian band lands of their choice; the treaty did not require that they again relocate. By 

1855, the boundaries of the four sections had not been partitioned by federal authorities. 

That May, Rev. Smith requested that the Indian Office conduct “an immediate survey” 

that would incorporate the homes and “mission field” since “the shape” of their allotted 

patent was not definitively drawn. The external influences of the Americans, who came 

to reside all around and even within their own prescribed boundaries, continued.97  

Another among a number of challenges confronting the missionaries was the 

Indians’ aversion to the Church’s covenanted rules, particularly regarding intemperance. 

While drinking had become the Gideon’s weapon of political choice, it remained the 
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everyday form of temptation, or recreation, for the Indians who remained. The Killbucks 

and Samuels, among others, lived their everyday lives by farming as well as conducting 

shopping trips to towns across the river or at nearby Delaware City, where alcohol and 

frontier public amusements were common. In 1855, the missionaries resorted to “holding 

Council” with all local Indians “to deliberate upon the best way of putting a stop to 

drunkenness and fornication prevalent in our Indian settlement” during the fall of 1855. 

After another council the following day, “it was agreed that Frederick with 3 Brothers 

should visit those who made themselves guilty of the above offences and announce to 

them that whoever continues therein must leave the place.” That Indian “brothers” should 

enforce the rules of the Church marked a transition from the days of old. The 

missionaries began a day school, held meetings for certain lots within the community 

such as “married and widows’ class meetings” as well as everyday religious services, yet 

they now recognized the limits of their own public authority. The threats of ostracism 

could not keep the small flock together. The repeated references to “fornication” hinted at 

challenges to the established modes of conduct under the Moravians’ watch. Sex before 

or outside of marriage was explicitly forbidden and obedience was expected of all Church 

members. The details of the “fornication” problem, either in substance or person, are 

omitted of the mission diary, yet complaints by several Indians about it to higher 

authorities eventually brought about the dismissal of the two missionaries, the return of 

Gottlieb Oehler, and revelation about the “lewd behavior” that had developed at Renew.98  
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After his dismissal from missionary service, Rev. Ricksecker eventually wrote to 

explain the troubled circumstances at the mission that had so confounded Moravian 

Elders. He explained:  

The Mission got among the better class of people into disrepute, for 
among the seven dwellings of our Indians, two became real brothels, 
constantly hounded by immoral men from Leavenworth. We did all we 
could to stop the evil, we spoke privately, individually, publicly, had the 
whole congregation together, we threatened, excluded, spoke with the 
mayor of Leavenworth and other influential men, but did and could not 
succeed in suppressing the evil; besides, during the excitement no law was 
observed and we found it prudent to be quiet.99  
 

Ricksecker’s words reveal how little public or regulatory authority the two missionaries 

wielded at Renew by the mid-1850s. What “real brothels” meant or how they 

reconfigured the community proves difficult to explain. White men employed at the fort 

freely consorted with several of Joseph Killbuck’s daughters. Two white men eventually 

married Polly and Josephina in 1859 and 1860 as recorded in the mission’s records. 

Intermarriage between whites and Moravian Indians had never been condoned or even 

common over the previous century. Therefore, complaints about the presence of 

interracial sex in the Killbuck household moved Moravian elders to dismiss Smith and 

Ricksecker. Since Gottlieb Oehler had continued to write Frederick, remaining close to 

several Church members in letters, he was re-assigned. Back at the Moravian mission at 

Renew, he encountered the same problems he had left several years previous: Indian 

neglect and the threat of dispossession.   

Frederick Samuel, “the longtime leader and exhorter” negotiated with the white 

squatters who arrived in and near the mission. Over the first two years at Renew, he 
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eventually worked out a feasible measure of coexistence in the face of threats and wanton 

settlement. While Missionary Smith was outraged by the squatters’ presence and 

behavior towards the Indians, Frederick eventually forged oral agreements over 

boundaries and limited rights with some ten white families who had pitched claims on the 

lands that came to be surveyed as ‘the Christian Indian tract.’ The local Indian agent, as 

in many other places in Kansas Territory, could not call on military force nor effectively 

prosecute such squatters, so he was of little assistance. Despite Frederick’s best attempts, 

there were times when squatters felled trees, moved animals, and partook from the 

Indians’ fields against the spirit or word of their verbal agreements. Frederick’s 

intervention then did not always meet with cordial negotiation. In defending his role at 

the mission by portraying the beleaguered Indian mission as futility, Rev. Ricksecker 

noted: “During the night of the 23rd November, Frederick and his family were greatly 

annoyed by some white persons, who for several hours shot into the windows of his 

house, till nearly all the panes were broken…Is this not proof that the white people will 

not rest, till the Indians shall leave this their present home & seek another?” Ricksecker 

appears to be justifying the reasons that had led Samuel had agreed to sell the Christian 

tract earlier in 1856. Whether by speculator or squatter, the Christian Indians were 

harassed to the extent that Frederick Samuel believed that the community must move 

elsewhere, whether with or without the missionaries’ blessing.100  

                                                           
100 P. Ricksecker to Jno. Jacobson, Feb. 6, 1857 in MMR, Roll 22, item 6, box 1853, fldr 2. 
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A.J. Isacks backed the acquisition of the Christian Indian tract for the 

Leavenworth, Pawnee and Western Railroad Company, not as a small-scale, independent 

land speculator. Railroad investors fronted the huge sum for the purchase of the Christian 

Indian lands and their sponsored trip to Washington so that the purchase could be 

approved by federal authority. This variety of land speculation was another manifestation 

of the land interests in early Kansas which confronted many Indian tribes. The railroad 

companies of the 1850s pursued the purchase of eastern tracts in the new territories to 

attract a foothold in the competition among investors so that they would appear to be in a 

better bargaining position to acquire western grants and rights-of-way in the race for 

transcontinental railroad development. Town speculation was rampant in early Kansas 

only as a means of serving the local trading interests of farmers.  It also served also by 

the national market for transportation between competing town companies. While the 

overland trail dry goods market had served as the economic foundation for cities such as 

Kansas City, the fate of many new towns in Kansas and beyond hinged upon whether 

early investors could attract viable railroad companies to lay tracks and hubs at their sites. 

The new trade then would develop and drive the town’s economic development. So the 

impetus for Isacks’s fairly risky and lengthy manipulations was motivated by such 

economic interests. Isacks’s lobbying for the purchase was just one of many 

manifestations of the railroad lobby that came to shape both local and national politics in 

Washington. Despite his extensive work to build it, the Leavenworth & Pawnee failed 

within five years and the Pacific Railroad Eastern Division bought out the remaining 

interest and accrued properties. With Congress’s own intervention into the matter and 
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final approval of the sale as opposed to simple executive order of the President as set 

forth in the treaty, by 1858, the beleaguered Christian Indian community was left again to 

negotiate a future home elsewhere by 1858.101 

By early 1859, the Christian Indian community’s future was uncertain. Their 

eviction loomed and their money remained in federal trust. Gottlieb Oehler and Indian 

Agent B.F. Robinson were instructed to negotiate a purchase of three sections of land on 

the Ottawa reserve by new Indian Commissioner and recent territorial governor, James 

Denver. The Indian Office during the Buchanan years, especially under Denver’s watch, 

supported new treaties not only to appease citizens’ demands for land, but also to simply 

purchase or swap Indian lands when illicit forms of dispossession occurred. Eventually, 

the federal government would ratify and recognize several tribes’ own treaties which 

endorsed land swaps between tribes after repeated squatter invasions or individual 

transfers by Indians occurred. Although Frederick Samuel had divested Oehler of control 

over land negotiations for the Christian Indians in 1857, the Indian Office again 

substantiated Oehler’s role in re-building a mission and the community elsewhere. The 

question confronting the Church and Oehler after the purchase was whether sponsorship 

of a mission to the Christian Indians was even viable. The Church stood to lose 

considerable investment in their improvements from the recent sale to Isacks. Oehler felt 

these losses personally. After Oehler negotiated with local agents about a possible new 

land deal at either the Sac & Fox or Ottawa reserves, it seemed evident that Denver’s low 

asking price made these considerations impossible. The tribal councils, upon 

                                                           
101 Hughes, Denver, and Peck to N.G. Taylor, Aug. 24, 1867, Letters Received-OIA, Delaware Agency, 
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consultation, reckoned that $5, or even $7, per acre was fair given the recent local land 

speculations as well as tribal land cessions under the 1854 treaties. At first, this position 

stalled a land swap and new home for the Christian Indians.  

Gottlieb Oehler reported that he was more concerned about his “appearance” as 

the Christian Indians’ “friend” by this point. Commissioner Denver and several local 

Indian agents believed he was the community’s most reliable and constant advocate. It 

was even suggested that his new mission near the Sac and Fox could finally break those 

tribes’ long-time resistance to any and all Christian missionaries. Yet Oehler was 

disaffected. He commented “I fear I might strike out on my own path…for the reason that 

there is such a poor prospect before us.” Despite his inclinations and actions to secure the 

Christian Indians a new home, Oehler again “wavered,” as he put it, in his convictions to 

continue the mission himself. Three children had died in January 1859, leaving the 

mission with only forty-one “souls.” Yet it was not “the Devil” or “temptation” in the 

community that now beleagered him, but the personal costs and material hardships that 

he had endured as the missionary. These complaints differed in kind from those made 

five years previous when he left Westfield. He had taken in eight to ten white students in 

the mission’s small school over the past two years, but complained that none of the 

“poor” families had paid their dues. There was a series of other economic burdens 

reported, all of which he had attempted to fund by his own means. Oehler now reckoned 

that he and his family stood to lose out economically by the constant threat of 

dispossession, migration, and poverty that marked the Christian Indians and himself 

while he served them. Such complaints and his actions to acquire his own farm near the 
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Ottawa reserve at Livingston, Kansas, were his final steps in dissociating from the 

Christian Indians and the mission. After Frederick Samuel’s supposed betrayal and years 

of drudging and ungratifying service, he no longer felt himself intimately linked to the 

“poor” community. Put another way, Oehler no longer felt he had a Moravian Indian 

heart by 1859.102    

Gottlieb Oehler’s personal struggles to unify and motivate the Christian Indians 

according to Church precepts and his own visions ended in failure. Yet it was his 

communications with federal officials about the acquisition for a new home for the 

Christians Indians that helped produce the Treaty of 1859. The remaining “Christian or 

Munsee Indians” finally joined other Indians once again, with the Black River and Swan 

Creek band of Chippewas from Michigan in east-central Kansas. Oehler’s commentary 

on the Christian Indians’ shifting position in relation to whites and Indians proves telling 

about how individuals’ hopes and visions of themselves evolved in different directions. 

Oehler believed he would always be a missionary. Several Christian Indians believed the 

key to their survival was the presence of the Moravian missionaries. In light of political 

pressures both near and far that threatened the physical and legal standing of the mission, 

these common aspirations and futures were transformed. Being a Christian Indian, as 

professed and enforced by missionaries like Oehler, became impractical if not 

unreasonable in the face of dispossession. Neither could the missionaries coerce or 

measurably maintain a bounded spiritual sanctuary where Indians could lead and 

                                                           
102 J.W. Denver to B.F. Robinson, Dec 14, 1858 in MMR, Roll 24, Item 2, Box 1853, Flder 5; Gottlieb 
Oehler to Br. Jacobson, Feb. 3, 1859 in MMR, Roll 24, Item 3, Box 1853, Fldr 5. 
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exemplify a model Christian lifestyle which many Indians or whites would imitate or 

accept.   

Frederick Samuel was the most consistent advocate for the Christian Indians, both 

as a religious leader and as a political spokesman according to the Moravian missionaries. 

His leadership in rallying community opposition to Gideon Williams’s Munsee 

movement wed him to the interests of the missionaries. He supported Gottlieb Oehler’s 

political lobbying on behalf of their treaty rights and separate status as Christian Indians. 

Yet, after many internal squabbles over the mission’s teachings and authority, Oehler’s 

departure in 1853, squatter pressures, and the overall diminishment of the community, 

Samuel no longer heeded Oehler’s advice upon his return. While he appeased the 

squatters through negotiations after being repeatedly threatened with violence on the 

lands near Fort Leavenworth, he finally rejected Oehler’s politicking which endorsed the 

retention of the Renew Mission. It was the threats of the whites and their continual 

invasions that drove Samuel to favor a land exchange deal. Samuel and other Christian 

Indians felt endured these invasions as Indians, while Oehler no longer seemed to suffer 

as one of them according to Samuel. Frederick Samuel was no ‘Government Chief.’ 

While some of the complaints about Samuel’s authority to sell the lands were questioned 

by several people in the community, and he did receive some material benefit from 

Isacks’s bribery, Samuel realized that the Christian Indians were pestered by the 

unremitting acts of the local white population, divided by the “temptations” and recent 

scandal, and unprotected by the Delaware National Council. In the end, selling out to the 

likes of A.J. Isacks did not personally enrich Samuel nor result in the permanent division 
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of the remaining Christian Indians. It temporarily left the families homeless and devalued 

the material efforts of the missionaries, but the monies and promises of the sale could be 

used to purchase a share in another reservation for the group. Due to the efforts of Oehler 

and the Indian Office’s response to Isacks’ seemingly backward-bending illicit 

manipulations, the few remaining headmen and the Indian Office soon sponsored another 

land purchase by treaty. Before the families moved south to join the Chippewa on their 

small reserve in 1859, Frederick Samuel died. In name, the Christian Indians remained 

together, but with another new home, new leadership, and a different missionary. The 

same social pressures and particular terms of negotiations over their Indianness 

remained.103 
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CHAPTER 3: “THEY STILL THREATEN TO DRIVE US FROM OUR HOMES”: 

NEW YORK INDIANS & COMPETING CLAIMS FOR KANSAS 

  

Mon-kah, known to the questioning Indian agent seated before her as the “Widow 

Gideon Williams,” spoke in halting phrases when questioned about her recent past. Her 

story about the destruction of her farm on the Little Osage River by squatters was told 

with the help of an Indian neighbor. She relayed that during July of 1859, “three white 

men…(one who is known by the name of ‘Pickles,’) came to her cabin and told her to 

leave or she would be hurt.” These squatters returned “the Saturday evening following,” 

so she fled to her neighbor Mrs. King’s home about a half-mile distant. Later that same 

evening, as she looked in the distance toward her own home, “she saw her cabin on 

fire….The next morning after her cabin was burnt ‘Pickles’ put up a cabin on her claim.” 

This man then attempted to sell off the vegetables from her farm “to a neighboring white 

man.” The ‘neighbor’ refused to do business with ‘Pickles’ because he had previously 

threatened him about his own right to reside in the area. In fear for her own safety, Mon-

kah moved to the town of Paola “where she had remained ever since.”104  

The path of Mon-kah’s family and aggregate community to Kansas and their 

violent displacement from their farms five years later illustrates a sequence of mounting 

tensions over land claims. Competing claims for land lay at the center of the Kansas 

conflict, not merely the standing of slavery or sectional ideologies. Certain whites 

                                                           

104 Testimony of Widow Gideon Williams, August 29, 1859, NARA RG 75, M234 Roll 532, Frs. 202-203.  

2 Nicole Etcheson, Bleeding Kansas: Contested Liberty in the Civil War Era (Lawrence: University of 
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believed they could simply force Indians, or other groups of claimants, away from the 

area and subsequently claim a pre-emption in land for themselves. The law would stand 

with them through the use of violence. People like Gideon Williams, his widow, and the 

New York Indians stood in the way of this vision of American freedom based on land 

ownership. In this chapter, the causes and course of the New York Indians’ coalescence 

as a collective “people” into this place of conflict will illustrate one of the many ways  in 

which Indians attempted to ascribe themselves with new legal identities in the Indian 

Country and early Kansas. White settlers such as “Pickles” increasingly thwarted their 

attempts to achieve economic independence and secure new futures after their relocations 

from the eastern states. Squatters scrambled to secure their own economic agendas under 

the law of pre-emption, empowered under the Kansas-Nebraska Act that worked to 

counter the claims of Indians and other whites. The threat and actual use of violence to 

secure property rights unleashed cycles of violence that help explain the fracturing of the 

larger body politic in Kansas Territory, but also helps to illustrate the ideological and 

practical tensions over federal Indian policies and treaty rights during the Civil war era.  

Contemporary American Indian and national historiography illustrate two 

dominant paradigms, one thematic, the other substantive. First, most American Indians 

experienced unrequited victimization at the hands of American citizens and by the 

policies designed to serve its citizens during the nineteenth century. Indians no longer 

held positions as powerful arbiters of American national development and were thrust 

aside by nationalist and racist ideologies. Second, we find few source materials about the 

everyday struggles of Indians, since few written records created by them survive. Here, 
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the New York Indians were a composite group who arrived as exiles from other 

reservation communities to establish a new sense of economic and political autonomy. As 

broken policies and avid expansionism moved state dealings with tribes from open 

diplomacy toward unilateral demands and military expulsion during the Civil War era, 

the most marginalized continued to develop adaptations to new colonial circumstances. 

Some of the New York Indians were literate and produced valuable written evidence 

about how the conflicts in Kansas involved Indians while others were persistent in 

seeking assistance from federal Indian agents. The sources show how many Indians 

experienced the coming of Kansas, articulated a place for themselves there, and 

attempted to influence federal Indian policy to meet their own newly fabricated 

agendas.105  

The political and armed conflict that centered on the slavery issue occurred in and 

around the Kansas River watershed at the opening of the territory in 1854. The hotbed of 

sectional strife lay on or nearby the several reservations within a stretch of about 50 

square miles. Most of the New York Indians resided within these boundaries. Therefore, 

                                                           

105 On interpretations of Indian-produced written records, see: Frederick Hoxie, “‘Thinking Like an 

Indian’: Exploring American Indian Views of American History” in Reviews in American History 29 

(2001): 1-14. Maureen Konkle, Writing Indian Nations: Native Intellectuals and the Politics of 

Historiography, 1827-1863 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2004). “The petitions and 

appeals represent a Native American contribution to the nineteenth-century debates over Indian affairs.” in 

Andrew Denson, Demanding the Cherokee Nation: Indian Autonomy and American Culture, 1830-1900 

(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2004), 4.  

105 E.B. Whitman and A.D. Searl, “Map of Eastern Kansas, 1856" (J.P. Jewett & Co., 1856) #1856-0014,  

Special Collections, Wichita State University Library, Wichita, Kansas; #1856-0014. James C. Malin, The 

Nebraska Question, 1852-1854 (Lawrence, KS: University of Kansas Press, 1953), 5-28.  
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the first race into Kansas by white settlers, from nearby Platte County, Missouri, and 

several other points of entry, brought whites onto these adjacent Indian reservations.106  

There was a contested plan to resolve future land disputes beyond Missouri and 

Iowa by passing a second Indian removal bill, “An Act to Distinguish Indian Title West 

of Missouri,” that never reached a final vote in the fractured House of Representatives 

during 1853. The same bill was attached as a rider on the Indian Appropriations Bill that 

same year. Although Congress was greatly divided about expansion for many reasons, 

political pressures to plainly organize new territories for white settlement fueled the 

executive branch to initiate a new round of treaty land cessions. Indian peoples eventually 

retained vestiges of their treaty rights to diminished land bases as the Kansas-Nebraska 

Act set territorial settlement in motion, as most tribes were unwilling to accommodate the 

Indian Commissioner’s initial overtures for wholesale land exchanges and removal. 

Although much questioned, scrutinized, and manipulated by arriving white settlers, 

Indians became players in the contest of settlement that unfolded.107  

Many of the tribes threatened by Indian removal in the eastern states reacted in 

varied ways. While pan-tribal alliances were weakened by the 1820s and Americans 

increasingly deliberated with separate “nations” at treaty talks, it can be argued that pan-

tribal networks among Algongkins of the Eastern Woodlands prevailed in several 

                                                           

106 One “Pan-Indianism” broken by the War of 1812 in the Old Northwest: Gregory Dowd, A Spirited 

Resistance, the North American Indian Struggle for Unity, 1745-1815 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 

1992). On the religious and political means of defining American Indian ethnogenesis: Gregory Dowd, War 

Under Heaven: Pontiac, The Indian Nations & the British Empire (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 2002); 

Gregory E. Smoak, Ghost Dances and Prophetic Religion and American Indian Ethnogenesis in the 

Nineteenth-Century (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006).  

107 William E. Unrau, The Rise and Fall of Indian Country, 1825-1855 (Lawrence: University Press of 
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instances alongside new vestiges of tribal nationalism. As tribal peoples became 

fractured, geographically and culturally, after the War of 1812, some Indians did not 

simply forget or remain completely isolated from kin and older associations as time 

passed. Although a pan-Indian confederacy or rival republic of Indians was a lost dream 

in the wake of Tecumseh’s utter defeat, several older connections among Indian groups 

were actually reinvigorated by Indian removal agendas. While some scholars assert that a 

process of “ethnogenesis” explains the corpus of Indian tribal identity in light of disease 

epidemics, colonial displacement, and consequent pathways of aggregation, voluntary or 

free migrations of select Indian groups discussed here forged new or renewed 

connections among tribal people even during and after Indian removal played out. For 

certain newly marginalized factions or groups, particularly those dissatisfied by new 

reservation circumstances, mobility to the new Indian Country offered them possibilities 

or re-connections with older allies. For some eastern Indians, being uprooted and then 

migratory became a way of life.108  

Within this diaspora, common to more modern global migration patterns, 

indigenous kin groups and bands split from the main body of a larger identifiable people 

or “tribe,” yet retained their ethnic monikers or labels of identity as well as kin 

affiliations, languages, and other common associations. The indigenous diaspora   

discussed here largely operated in response to the situational contexts of coloniaism. 

Usually, historic ties or relations between displaced groups were used to re-connect as 

larger groups when either the state or a dire situation forced them to adapt or migrate. A 
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larger mass of Indian people who came to identify themselves as “New York Indians” in 

Kansas Territory illustrates how such a process of diaspora worked. Migrations before 

and during the era of Jacksonian Indian removals were followed by periods of 

coalescence with older networks of tribal peoples for the sake of survival and security 

from the newer external threats of the Americans.109  

Some of the Native peoples who claimed to be “New York Indians,” a “meta-

identification created by the outsiders” or American treaty commissioners in this case, 

also identified themselves as “remnants of Several Tribes or Nations,” by tribal 

demarcation such as Oneida, and as “emigrant” tribes depending on the situation and 

audience. Such a signifier as ‘remnants,’ utilized by New York Indian leaders in an 1859 

petition for political effect, is problematic as a definitive marker of identity by historians. 

For instance, in this one petition, the authors employed the logic that ‘we are few in 

number and thus weak so we need federal guardianship of our rights.’ In contemporary 

usage, the word “remnant” confers the meaning numerically weak or even denotes “a 

small surviving group,” that can be interpreted as a group of people on the verge of 

extinction. The terms “immigrant” and “emigrant” also often are employed 

interchangeably in the historiography of Indian removal, and most often, are employed to 

distinguish between short-term versus long-term indigenous residents in specific regions. 

Unfortunately, contemporary usage of the same terms that were employed by nineteenth-

century policy-makers perpetuates problematic categories, such as common dualisms as 
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“wild” versus “civilized” and “immigrant” versus “indigenous.” The repetition of such 

categories by historians tends to make the motivations or forces behind Indian migrations 

benign. They reveal little about the complex pathways and political conditions that 

defined Indian migrations.110  

In light of several theories used to categorize American Indian group identity, the 

diaspora described here illustrates the movements by an identifiable group from their 

larger base or homeland toward a new place as a result of situational contexts and 

individual agency. This term does not necessarily imply that group migration was always 

externally forced or involuntary. Several generations of indigenous peoples migrated to a 

new multitude of social and physical environments alongside a variety of tribal neighbors 

or allies over the course of their lives. While Native leaders in the Early Republic 

continued to utilize “Nation” in relation to the American state, others were not bound by 

an overriding tribal nationalism or found themselves outside the recognized categories 

created by state authorities. By the 1850s, certain indigenous people who identified 

themselves as “Stockbridge,” “Munsee,” “Oneida,” “St. Regis” and “Brotherton” 

continued to affiliate with one another and accept the moniker of “New York Indians,” a 

treaty term employed to affix all of the Iroquois to a western position “beyond the 

Mississippi” and United States.111     

                                                           
110 The terms “immigrant” and “emigrant” were employed to distinguish between older (Osage) and later 
arrivals (Potawatomi), yet these designations become troublesome due to the way they are utilized within 
historical narratives in the context of Indian-white relations: “The Delaware and other immigrant tribes 
were greatly annoyed...by white emigrants passing through their country.” In Foreman, The Last Trek, 183. 
On the re-orientation of the tribal political complex as a nation during the early nineteenth century: Warren, 
The Shawnees and their Neighbors, 2-10. 

111 For the migrations of Henry Aupaumat and Stockbridge people and interpretation about Aupaumat’s 

pan-Indian Christian vision, see: Rachel Wheeler, “Hendrick Aupaumat: Christian-Mahican Prophet,” 
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Several historical examples of the flow of migration to “Indian Country” help 

explain the complex trajectory and workings of this diaspora. Over the lifespan of 

Stockbridge Indian diplomat and leader Henry Aupaumat, he and most of his tribe moved 

from western Massachusetts in 1785, to New Stockbridge and Buffalo in New York, then 

toward northern Indiana and finally to the vicinity of Green Bay, Wisconsin, 

(Menominee) by 1829. The Americans’ wars and fits of colonization had pressured them 

and some of their allies out of several pan-Indian villages. As long-time intermediaries 

between various tribes of the southern Great Lakes and white Americans, the larger mass 

of the tribe officially negotiated lands west of Lake Winnebago by the early 1830s. Henry 

Aupaumat’s adult life was committed to building a pan-Indian, Christian republic in the 

West based on the wisdom of white American leaders’ most noble ideals, according to 

historian Rachel Wheeler. Several federal policy-makers who argued for Indian removal 

by the late 1820s, also shared this vision of a pan-Indian state. After the War of 1812 

further divided Indian reservations onto smaller parcels across the Old Northwest, 

Aupaumat’s main body of Stockbridge found themselves deliberating for their own 

separate home in Wisconsin when the Indian Removal Act of 1830 was passed. 

Aupaumat failed to persuade either many Indians or frontier white settlers of the 

legitimacy of his egalitarian and Christian vision for an Indian state at that time.112  

                                                                                                                                                                             

Journal of the Early Republic 25.2 (2005): 200. On Stockbridge removal to the West and the “Emigrant 

Party,” see James Oberly, A Nation of Statesmen: The Political Culture of the Stockbridge-Munseee 

Mohicans, 1815-1972 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2005), 59-69.  

112 Kappler, “Treaty with Stockbridge and Munsee, 1839," Indian Treaties, Vol. II, 529-531; “Two Minute 
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While the collective of Stockbridge, Brothertown, and Munsee in Wisconsin, all 

of whom had lived together in New York and elsewhere, wrangled over removal 

overtures for several years, Stockbridge leader John Quinney emerged to derail plans to 

relocate the tribe from Lake Winnebago to the Indian Country by 1837. His proposed 

constitution, which received a majority of votes among Stockbridge men while other 

Indian affiliates such as the Munsee could not vote, anchored the political re-orientation 

of the Stockbridge as a “Nation” and stemmed the tide of mass removal. The fallout from 

this political transition left several leading families and their allies outside the rubrics of 

new tribal authority. This faction chose to migrate once again.  

The faction that favored relocation was the kin and ideological heirs to Aupaumat. 

Professed Christians and dissenters, Thomas Hendrick and Robert Konkapot, chose to 

vacate the reservation near Lake Winnebago to journey to lands “Southwest of the 

Missouri River,” in 1839. Following Wheeler’s interpretive lead, the final removal of the 

Stockbridge-Munsee faction, referred to then as the “Emigrant Party,” meant that this 

band opposed the new imposition of a Stockbridge “nation,” because it conflicted with 

the inclusive, Christian components of the deceased Henry Aupaumat’s vision and 

identity for his people. There were eighty members of this faction counted at the final 

treaty talks in September 1839, who supported relocation. Aupaumat’s widow, Lydia 

Quinney Hendrick and their sons migrated west with this group. Over the first ten years 

in the “Indian Country,” Hendrick and Konkapot and other Stockbridge-Munsees visited 
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and became short-term members of the Shawnee and the Potawatomi Baptist Missions 

and then were founding members of several sequential Baptist missions located on the 

Delaware Reservation. The relocation to the West derived from intensified schemes of 

Indian removal in Wisconsin Territory, factionalism over political control and the cultural 

imperatives and continuities promoted by Aupaumat. The vehement rejection of the new 

“Stockbridge Nation” by the collective then continued the chain of migrations from the 

eastern seaboard toward the American West.113  

There were a reported one hundred and sixty-nine Stockbridge and Munsee who 

moved away from the new Stockbridge reservation in Wisconsin by 1839. Some of the 

Hendrick-Konkapot faction apparently invited “over 200 Delaware and Munsee Indians 

from Moravian Town in Canada” to their camp first in Wisconsin and then to the west.114 

There were increased pressures for land consolidation in the Thames River valley by the 

Tories and other Canadian settlers of the Greater Lake Erie Peninsula. Besides the push 

factor of increasing Euro-Canadian settlement, there were pull factors at work as well. 

Moravian Missionary David Zeisberger Smith’s 1851 report to the Indian Commissioner 

recalled one of the paths of Munsee migrations to the West. “Between 1837-9, a division 

of 180 Christian Indians left Upper Canada, where all the Christian Indians had resided 

subsequent to 1824, having received a invitation from the Delaware Chiefs, living here in 

Nebraska Territory. Munsees invited in Upper Canada and Lower and at Cattaraugas” 
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chose a renewed life at the mission amongst the larger body of Unami Delaware already 

beyond Missouri. Historic friendships, kinships, and ideological ties among Moravians, 

Munsee, Stockbridge, and Delaware worked to bring people back together after removal 

unfolded.115  

Among the stream of Indians who migrated from New York to Wisconsin during 

the 1820s and 1830s was a majority of the Oneida tribe. This nation was divided into 

three leading factions by the 1820s, known as the Christian Party (First and Second), the 

Indian Party, and the Orchard Party. Treaty-making, cultural shifts, and political 

reconstruction within reduced enclaves all played their part in the making of these 

factions as schemes of dispossession in New York unfolded during and after the 

American Revolution. After the arrival of these factions at Green Bay during the early 

1830s, there were still lingering, disaffected groups who continued to arrive at the new 

reservation. A minority of Oneidas were disconcerted by the cultural direction and 

political leadership of leader Daniel Bread in Wisconsin. As early as 1838, this bloc of 

Oneidas requested a transfer to the West as the “Missouri Emigrating Party” under the 
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articles of the recently-signed Buffalo Creek Treaty. Due to entrenched tribal authority 

and their comparatively late arrival to Green Bay lands, “the Woodman party,” among 

this larger group of dissidents, also referred to as the “homeless Indians,” eventually 

favored moving to the West. These Oneida claimed to be part of “a mixed nation,” who 

wanted to exchange their rights on the Wisconsin reserve for lands “West of the 

Mississippi, to lands to be assigned them out of the reach of the White Settlements; and 

those malign influences” as well as due to “injustice, oppression & fraud” as a result of 

treaty payments that left them with little material support or control over the annuity 

monies. When a council meeting was arranged by Henry Dodge to determine Oneida 

support for removal from Wisconsin in July of 1845, this plan was opposed by the 

council of chiefs and by a majority vote. Less than one hundred of nearly eight hundred 

Oneidas favored removal from the Duck Creek Reservation. The proposed removal treaty 

was not signed. Nonetheless, the losing minority, comprised of the Woodman, Denny, 

and Skenadore families, among others, chose to migrate to the Indian Country at their 

own expense by the late 1840s. Daniel Woodman and Lewis Denny were amongst those 

petitioners who sought federal protection on the “New York Indian tract” in Kansas later 

in time. As late as 1856, one report noted that “Ten Oneidas from Green Bay reached 

their claims in September 1856...they are destitute and almost starving.” The flow of 

migration between the Wisconsin reservations and sites in Kansas carried on over two 

decades.116    
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After the landing of the main Wyandot party at western Missouri in the fall of 

1843, tribal leaders decided to settle nearby several aggregations of Munsee Indians 

already living between the Missouri and Kansas River. Several leaders simply housed 

themselves in the Town of Kansas, while many in the tribe camped across the river 

within the Indian Country. According to Lucy Armstrong’s recollection, the Wyandot site 

and subsequent dealings with the Delaware Council resulted in the displacement of the 

first Munsee families from the area. In 1846, the literate and “civilized” Wyandot 

William Walker casually mentioned that he brought “gifts” to visiting “Munsee women.” 

In 1848, Walker noted in his diary that he “Appointed a committee to investigate the 

causes of the drowning of a Muncie woman at Kansas.” However, ever thereafter, 

Walker’s comments are largely derogatory about the Munsee. In 1850, he made several 

entries about “Muncies stole horses” and as “thieves.” On another occasion, Walker 

noted that the Indian Agent passed “round about through Muncie Town” on his way to 

stop for a visit at Wyandot in 1848. From these several remarks, it is clear that there was 

a separate Munsee community living on the new Wyandot reserve by the early 1840s.117  

Most of the Munsee Indians who came west had lived at New Fairfield Mission in 

Canada or in villages nearby it after the War of 1812. They then came on their own 

volition, possibly to live away from Moravians among Stockbridge relatives by the late 

1830s. The Delaware tribal council allowed the Stockbridge and the Moravians to locate 

on the western portion of the greater reserve, which seemed to serve as a buffer between 

white settlements in Missouri and the larger settlements of Delawares. The Westfield 
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Mission was established upon the arrival of missionaries Jesse Vogler and Christian 

Miksch and their “Indian Congregation” in November 1837. Yet, as explained in the 

previous chapter, there remained bitter contention about the presence of mission authority 

among the Indians affiliated or formerly affiliated with the Moravians. The geographic 

split of the Munsee from the Christians evolved over a decade. By 1855, Gideon’s band 

had moved south to the New York Indian tract where they joined others to claim treaty 

rights among others.  

The Stockbridge, Munsee, and Christian Indians were not the only groups that 

congregated together near the bend of the Lower Missouri River after the removals. 

William Walker notes in his diary, “210 Senecas landed to-day from Cattarugas, 

Tonawanda and Buffalo, destined to the great Osage River” on June 9, 1846. A few days 

later he penned that leading Wyandots “Held a diplomatic interview with the emigrants, 

Senecas, from N.Y....An eloquent response from an old Seneca Chief.” About a year 

later, Walker remarked “Must attend the funeral of the Seneca Chief. Learned that the 

Chief died with the small-pox.” Since Walker did not travel over the next few days, this 

reference means that the “chief” lived nearby, and that some Seneca Indians, at least in 

part, resided around Wyandot for a time.118 

The “emigrants from New York” that Walker identified were a minority of 

Iroquois from several New York reservations, who after nearly a decade of pressures by 

federal Indian officials after the signing of the Buffalo Creek treaty in 1838, relented and 
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migrated to the Indian Country at federal expense. These continued pressures were best 

articulated by Israel Jimerson, at a council on the Cattaraugas reservation during June of 

1846: “Strong exertions were made to get up an emigrating party to go before the time 

fixed for council” by the “Removing Agent” at this time. Complicated to the extreme, the 

Treaty of 1838 that involved nine different tribes in New York called for land cessions 

and removal west, but was later modified after a series of tribal delegations 

countermanded these dictates by the federal government. The treaty did dissemble the 

traditional bastion of the Seneca at Buffalo Creek and lead to the marginalization of 

reservation land tenure at several other reservations. Its original intent was to purge all 

Indians from the state “to the Indian Territory,” even the Oneida who had previously 

relocated in Wisconsin. Even after amended, considerations about removal lingered.  

Not all of the Iroquois or Haudenosaunee in New York agreed with several tribal 

council leaders’ strident efforts to retain tribal domain in New York by 1846. William 

King, a Cayuga, disagreed with Jimerson’s stand against removal and charged that at a 

recent council “neither myself, nor White Seneca, nor Bill Shanks were here.” Not only 

were government agents pushing and pulling at different reservations on the removal 

issue, but King’s view “that it was and is better for the Indians to go west” remained a 

contentious part of tribal politics at several reservations. On this occasion, he reiterated 

his commitment to take some followers west: “I have nothing to do with the council. 

We’ll hold our council beyond the Mississippi.” The threats to tribal land tenure and 

political authority at the Cattaraugus and Allegany Reservations by the 1840s eventually 

led several leaders to favor relocation. King and some others wanted to be free of the 
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whites, the tribal councils and their politics, and more than likely, the general sense of 

powerlessness that they were suffering. Under his leadership, along with George 

Jimerson and others, and in the company of Dr. Abraham Hogeboom, over two hundred 

Indians traveled by steamboat to Missouri Landing in June of 1846. They “arrived at the 

Little Osage on the Military Road” via wagons by June 15th. Yet, within weeks of their 

arrival, William King’s vision for political independence or renewal in the West turned to 

nightmare.119 

Taken to a location near the site of half-built Fort Scott on the prairie-plains that 

summer, the Indians from New York were provided with loads of rations over the first 

several days, but little else. On the prairies, left to their own devices by Hogeboom, with 

little provided them for shelter or material infrastructure, many Indians began to sicken 

and die. “Intolerable mean water” and “the hot sun,” meaning exposure and water-born 

illness in a foreign climate, afflicted many. After several weeks of misery and death at 

their encampment, they moved south to the Neosho Agency upon the “pressing 

invitation” of the “Sandusky Indians known as the Cow Skin Senecas.” Long 

disconnected, those Iroquois formerly known as “Mingos” in the Ohio Country came to 

their aid. After two years of death and general hardship for most, the Indian Country 

became regarded to by several chiefs as “the land of death.” In one official count, 

seventy-four of about two hundred and fifteen emigrants from New York perished. Upon 
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notification of their hardships, the federal government helped sponsor a return of the 

survivors from their ordeal back to their New York reservations.120   

Only twenty-five of the Indians from New York from the first emigrating party 

decided to stay in the West. One who remained was William King. Two of his children 

had died on the New York lands and his wife Elizabeth chose to return to New York, 

only to return. She later recalled that, “Two years after they arrived there and had 

suffered much and many had died, a Dr. Wilson came there with two priests, and they 

took many of the remaining Indians back to New York.” The trauma of so much death is 

difficult to fathom, yet the Kings, the Foxes, and several others remained with the 

Senecas of Sandusky, and then eventually planted claims back on their original reserve 

on the Little Osage River. King would survive to become one of the several spokesmen 

for the New York Indians in the future.121   

By 1854, at least one hundred Indians had migrated nearly 100 miles southward to 

the Little Osage River from their previous settlements at the peripheries of the Delaware 

and Wyandotte Reservations.122 Over the next several years, hundreds more would move 

to the designated “New York Indian Tract” that had been first established under the terms 

of the 1838 Buffalo Creek Treaty. Although the Delaware Treaty of 1854 did provide 

four sections to the “Christian Indians,” the rights of Munsee, Stockbridge, or some other 
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Indians were not explicitly protected. From subsequent petitions by several figureheads, 

it is apparent that these leaders were educated, literate, and diplomatic in their networks 

of communications about federal law and establishing tribal land rights on the New York 

lands.123  

The several leading petitioners of New York Indians believed they were entitled 

to allotments in the Indian Country. Several spokesmen, such as Oneida Lewis Denny, 

can be found at reservations in New York and Wisconsin prior to 1839. At treaty talks in 

1845, Henry Dodge and other federal officials urged the Oneida to remove in order to 

gain 320-acre parcels as stipulated in the 1838 Buffalo Creek Treaty in New York. The 

Dennys and Woodmans brought this knowledge with them after these terms were again 

promised to the Oneida at Duck Lake Reservation in 1845. Stockbridge John Newcom 

too was a literate and able legal negotiator who seems to have been behind the Gideon 

band’s treaty communications between several diplomatic channels. Also, evidence exists 

that proves that certain Stockbridge and Seneca moved back and forth between St. Regis, 

New York, Wisconsin, and Kansas, during the 1850s. Whatever their place of origin, 

more and more peoples who were specifically excluded or ignored by recognized tribal 

councils, Indian agents, and the new round of treaties created in the wake of Kansas, 

joined the migration to the New York Indian lands. 124   
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The Buffalo Creek treaty, as later amended and ratified by Congress, offered a 

“permanent home for all the New York Indians, now residing in the State of New York, 

or in Wisconsin, or elsewhere in the United States” and “with full power in the said 

Indians to divide said lands among the different tribes, nations, or bands, in severalty” of 

the massive 1, 824,000 acres north of the Cherokee tract and west of the state of 

Missouri. The designated lands were delineated as the “future home” for “The Senecas, 

Onondagas, Cayugas, Tuscaroras, Oneidas, St. Regis, Stockbridges, Munsees, and 

Brothertowns residing in the state of New York.” If the 1840 ratified version was simply 

read by the likes of John Newcom, Gideon Williams, or William King, it would stand to 

reason that these rights were retained. These tribal designations fit the past as well as 

present identities of many small aggregates of Indian peoples in Kansas. 125   

By July of 1854, just after the Kansas-Nebraska Act was passed, there were one 

hundred and seventy-five Indians living on the New York Indian lands, one hundred and 

seven of whom had migrated to the Little Osage River within the past year. In their many 

petitions, written to federal agents over the course of five years, their spokesmen not only 

repeatedly claimed their specific treaty rights, but also sought redress of the great 

obstacle to these rights: white squatters. In one of the first of many petitions by the New 

York Indians, the terms of conflict were revealed: “Our white brethren have settled and 

are now settling everyday around us within the boundary granted us in said Article, 

building houses and already more than one hundred families of our white brethren from 

the states have settled on our lands destroying our timber and game, selling us whiskey, 
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and threatening to drive us off by force, taking our stock and running it off.” When 

several Indians attempted to confront the squatters and inform them about their treaty, the 

petitioners reported: “They threaten to shoot us and swear that they have as much right to 

occupy our lands as we have and if we don’t quit complaining and remonstrating then 

they will bring men enough to drive us all out contrary to Article 4th of said treaty.” The 

New York Indians’ efforts to build homes and farms were endangered as their rights to 

the land were ignored by new settlers. Even more interesting is that face-to-face 

contestation resulted in threats of mob behavior by “men enough to drive us out.” The 

Indian petitioners believed that the “treaty” should invoke redress by federal officials, but 

their letters brought no one to the field on their behalf. More than a year went by before 

Indian Agent Andrew Dorn received any reply from the Indian Office about these first 

formal complaints. 126 

At first glance, the New York Indians’ petitions resemble complaints about 

invasions and land rights from other American frontiers that followed a general pattern of 

Indian expulsion and displacement that had proceeded for generations. William King, a 

Munsee and Captain Moonhouse, a Cayuga, petitioned: “We emigrated to this country 

about ten years ago by officer of the US govenment and placed on these lands to be our 

future homes...they [the whites] have gone so far as to come in our fields with Guns to 

drive us out, and then did hall off our rails of our fences, they still threaten to drive us 
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from our homes, we live in much fear and have suffered much abuse from the settlers.” 

Any sign of improvement and enclosure by the Indians came under attack. The logic of 

these actions by the whites simply meant that force would be used to deny Indians’ legal 

standing. Despite the cultural inheritance of Indian-hating that many whites brought to 

Kansas Territory, however, it was not simply the same frontier region or times as lay in 

the past. 

 One of the problems that became apparent in early Kansas was that squatters 

simply did not know, or claimed not to know, where the boundaries of Indian reserves 

lay. All that many squatters knew from federal publications and the consequential hubbub 

of Missouri newspaper editorials during 1853 and 1854 was that the government was in 

the process of disposing of the Indian reservations through a new round of treaty 

cessions. Rumors about this progress and the terms of the treaties abounded. As 

explained in the first chapter, the leaders among many of the tribes openly resisted or 

subverted Congress’s demand that Commissioner Manypenny “secur[e] the assent of said 

tribes to the settlement of the citizens of the United States upon the lands claimed by said 

Indians, and for the purpose of extinguishing the title of said tribes” in these treaty 

negotiations. The settlers understood citizens’ property “rights” in terms of those 

proscribed under the laws of the American land system, which by the 1850s, meant that 

“Indian title” was separate, collective, and replete from the individual property ownership 

of citizens. Historian Theodore Steinberg explains that inherent to the “notion of 

property” is that one or more persons exclude others from owning that same bounded 

place. Setting boundaries for landed property further serves as symbols of control 
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between owners versus non-owners. Yet, the legal boundaries that separated the varied 

types of lands such as Indian reserve, individual Indian allotment, surveyed public 

domain, and unsurveyed federal land, among the many legal categories of the time, were 

neither published nor marked on the land by surveyors or any other arm of government 

during the first years of Kansas Territory. One survey map of 1858 showed that the 

delineated grid ended at the northern border of the unsurveyed New York Indian Tract. 

Since there was no Indian agent nearby the main body of New York Indians, and it seems 

clear that the Indian Commissioner Manypenny did not know there were Munsee nor 

several hundred other “New York Indians” in Kansas as late as 1855 despite two 

extensive trips in the region, both whites and Indians plead for legal clarification once 

they confronted each other. The factors regarding migration by the “New York Indians” 

from other regions have been explained, yet the cultural expectations that brought frontier 

squatters to Kansas needs further elaboration.127  

White settlers moved to Kansas in the belief that the territory was or would soon 

be public domain that could be entered, claimed, and then owned. Settlers acted under the 

logic of the Pre-Emption Law of 1841 that eventually applied to unsurveyed public lands 

under an Act of Congress passed three months after the Kansas-Nebraska Act. Squatters 

entered Indian reserves and unsurveyed lands during the summer of that year. Put most 
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simply, pre-emption meant that citizens could “squat” on a piece of land, mark it with a 

sign of improvement, commonly a pile of hewn logs, and then file the claim with the 

Land Office. In this process, the squatter would eventually pay the government price for 

the claim when the land came to market. The first entrant had to file a claim within thirty 

days and then prove by witnesses of the first date, location, and improvement of 

habitation to Land Office officials for the claim to be legally owned. Therefore, speed, as 

well as alliance, was valued by the American land system at this time. In its creation and 

application, despite prolonged debate and amendments related to it, pre-emption law 

continued to breed land competition between claimants during the 1850s. Squatters came 

to the vast majority of “agricultural lands” with diverse economic aspirations that ran 

counter to the Jeffersonian and Jacksonian legal commitments to create a land system’s 

design for “the actual settler,” meaning small, independent, family farms. While the sale 

and procurement of land claims developed in heated contention amongst new groups of 

neighbors, an explicit prohibition in the law meant that a claim could not be made or filed 

on Indian land. Where these laws applied lay at the nexus of conflict between white 

squatters and Indians.128 

Aside from the general confusion and contestation over physical boundaries on 

the land, pre-emption law brought with it a legacy as a system that failed to evolve with 
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the multitude of economic aspirations of the Market Revolution. Not all squatters simply 

wanted to make a claim pay for 160 acres at the standard federal rate to become sedentary 

corn and pig farmers, the dominant mode of agrarianism in nearby Missouri. Pre-emption 

had been forged by the ruling Jacksonian Democrats to organize as well as appease land 

hungry western white settlers, yet the rush to claim unsurveyed lands created space for 

conflict. Some westerners had their labor and little money, while others simply wanted to 

make money through the claims process, uninterested in family farming or sedentary 

dreams. From the limited correspondence by squatters on the New York Indian tract 

comes some semblance of the land claims process and the conflict that it fostered.  

Peter Wineinger pleaded to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1855 that “We 

the Citizens of Little Osage River near Fort Scott...came in here and purchased several 

claims from them for they had Little Improvements on their Claims...But now since they 

have obtained the Required price they are trying to make the few settlers Leave their 

homes.” Winienger and fellow squatters play the victim here, whether this interaction 

really happened or not, in order to gain some clarification if the New York Indians had 

“forfeited their treaty.” The portrayal of victimization of the poor illustrates how claims 

passed from one squatter to another. Some squatters acted as “improvers” with little 

economic prospect of buying their claims once they came to market. Improvers laid down 

economic foundations on certain tracts of land, bargained for a price for these 

improvements with new settlers, then moved onward to other locations to do the same 

thing until they amassed enough profit to buy their own land. Wineinger portrays the 

Indians as mere improvers who were on their way to another place, whereas he and “the 
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Citizens” wanted to purchase these claims lawfully. The buyers of improved claims could 

sell them for a higher price to others or stay five years until they could be purchased from 

the Land Office. Of course, those who purchased could work collectively to amass claims 

to vast acreages, then divide the land and sell it at a high price for profit. These 

“speculators” had long been the focus of complaint and at the heart of Pre-emption laws. 

There was a legacy in American political rhetoric that made it easy for westerners to 

claim the same type of injustices when any conflict over property rights developed. From 

this one letter, there are several ways to infer how pre-emption law set the context for 

conflict between settlers and Indians here.129  

Wineinger also employed racial designations to make his case. He highlighted 

that there were “some ten or twelve familys [sic] of Indians With some whites who claim 

to Be adoptions to those few Indians” in the vicinity of his claim. The remarks about 

Indians aligned with or intermarried to whites intended to portray certain citizens as 

manipulating Indian status to accrue land or financial benefits that unfairly countered 

honest “white” claimants. Associations between whites and Indians also carried the 

common cultural stigma that Indians were taken advantage of by vice-ridden 

frontiersmen to the detriment of both white settlers and Indians. Either way, free 

associations between Indians and whites were perceived to run counter to the emerging 

social order fostered by the Indian removals, where the two races lived in separate, 

bounded spaces. Racial insinuations of this kind were bred by the label “whites who 

claim to be adoptions” and amounted to attempts to justify the squatters’ legal claims. 
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Wineinger, after casting the Indians’ actions as duplicitous and unfair, notes “they have 

been hostile to the settlers who have purchased from them. There was 2 or 3 difficulties 

occurred almost in the loss of life.” From this view, the mixed group sold tracts to new 

settlers and then physically assaulted or expelled the whites who had improved the 

claims. Wineinger’s words portray the white settlers as victims of both an unsteady state 

of law and by varied manipulations of the New York Indians.130   

Just a few days after the petition by Wineinger’s “Citizens of the Little Osage,” 

William King and Jacob Moonhouse characterized their recent interactions with the 

squatters quite differently. “Last Monday...Captain Moonhouse and his people were 

assembled in Council, Twenty-five White men rode up all armed with guns with an 

instrument of writing” that pronounced: 

On a meeting of the Citizens of the Little Osage we formed the following 
Law: 
Article 1. That no muncy Indian nor White that Attaches himself to that 
Tribe shall be Allowed to stay on the Little Osage longer than the 10th of 
August. 
Article 2. And if they are not gone against the stated time they shall be 
drove at the point of the bayonet 
Article 3. And if they are guilty of any depredation before the stated time 
that they shall be drove forthwith by the Citizens of Kansas.131 

 
As “Citizens of Kansas,” the squatters presumed to drive out the Indians since the 

government was neither present nor responsible for this duty. Wineinger’s group created 

its own law to deal with the Indians’ treaty claims, squatter law that called for the 

physical expulsion of “muncy Indians.” The threat of the bayonet meant that mob “Law” 
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held sway over the countryside. Dorn, the Agent for the Neosho Agency some seventy 

miles south, followed orders from superiors to notify the squatters that they should leave 

the Indians’ immediate claims. Yet William King, Moonhouse, and other petitioners 

repeated their complaints about constant persecution by squatters over the course of the 

next year. 

In the spring of 1856, Dorn reported that “a delegation of the New York Indians” 

complained that “a party of white men” moved into their area, purchased a claim “of 

another white man…where two Stockbridge gentlemen were living with their families by 

the name of Cornelius C. Seth and John W. Newcom on improvements they made 

themselves.” Whites claimed lands that Indians lived upon and then sold them to other 

new squatters. Another group of men warned the same Indians that they should leave by 

“the end of this month” or force would be used to accomplish this removal. Squatters 

arrived and operated under the modus operandi of pre-emption law where certain tracts 

were expected to be purchased and paid for. Once a claim was purchased, a “party of 

white men” cleared that claim of any competitors within the boundaries. From the 

Indians’ own reports of abuse, Dorn related that, “In their present unsettled and hampered 

situation, they consider the intercourse law a dead letter as regards their equitable rights; 

or in other words that might makes right, they being the weaker party are obliged to 

suffer.” The words “might makes right” most simply define the nature of the settlement 

of Kansas Territory then taking place. Pre-emption law, in direct competition with Indian 

law, lay in the hands of competing mobs, largely independent of federal influence. These 

interactions regarding land conflict between white squatters and “New York Indians” 
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illustrate how the larger social template of territorial Kansas spun into a national 

discussion over a contest of legal rights. The squatters in Kansas set down their own 

claims and then their own laws to follow, violating other groups’ understanding of the 

law and their political standing in the process.132   

Alongside the legacy of pre-emption that fostered rivalries between settlers and 

Indians was the general upheaval created by the doctrine of popular sovereignty. The 

creation of Land Office registers was partial, contested between sectional partisans in the 

new territorial legislatures, and, for a time, intentionally neglected by both the Pierce and 

Buchanan administrations. The lengthy turmoil over political control in the territory 

lasted until 1859 that delayed the establishment of the federal land offices in some areas. 

The Pro-slave and Free State partisans vied as mobs to physically expel one another for 

both their own individual economic incentives for land as well as for collective political 

control over the terms of statehood. To some extent, these factors changed the 

complexion of Indian-white conflict in this place and time.133 

“Squatter sovereignty,” first articulated by Democratic Senator Stephen Douglas, 

the sponsor of the final Kansas-Nebraska Act, gained currency as the accepted term for 

territorial settlers seeking to control their own institutions, namely slavery, with “non-

interference” from the federal government. It became the political mantra of pro-slave 

whites who first elected a territorial legislature in Kansas Territory during 1854. Several 

land associations or claims clubs organized themselves based on this principle. Local 
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political control in these associations, not national parties, organized the terms for both 

claims to land as well as to sectional political platforms. Akin to the normative behavior 

of claims clubs in Iowa as illustrated in the work of historian Allen Bogue, these 

associations worked to force out new, settlers from the north (and Indians in some cases) 

to ensure title in the land claims process as well as political power. Soon, there were 

competing groups of formal claims clubs or simple neighborhood mobs who sought to 

control the process. Group cooperation to protect land claims was required in light of the 

Kansas-Nebraska Act and pre-emption. According to works on early Kansas by such 

historians as Paul Gates, William Unrau and Craig Miner, it was localized conflict by 

these competing interests for land acquisition that touched off periodic cycles of violence 

and consequent civil disorder in the territory. Dispossessions then could set off a series of 

retributive acts. The New York Indians were not simply facing another set of white 

settlers who wanted their land, but also the ideology of “squatter sovereignty.”134 

The political allegiances of many nameless squatters here cannot be verified. 

However, there is little question that a majority of squatters on the New York Indian 

tract, at least before late 1857, came from nearby rural Missouri. These pro-slave 

squatters settled along the Little Osage River and attempted to deprive several Free State 

squatters to their land claims. A Free-Stater by the name of “Enoch Osbourne...was 
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driven from his claim several times” before he received help from “some relatives in 

Missouri” who exacted their own threats. The same report calls for “a few good free state 

men to be placed on this creek” in light of rowdy slave sympathizers there. The area 

around Fort Scott and the Little Osage river valley was restless with political fervor to the 

extent that pro-slave white squatters drove off those who appeared to have differing 

political origins or leanings.  This was followed by a call from Free State partisans for 

colonization of the area for their own sectional party’s sake. Whites certainly drove other 

whites from their claims along the Little Osage River and nearby the New York Indians. 

The Indians were caught amidst this partisan ‘squatter war’ that configured settlement 

and displacement in early Kansas.135 

The area around Fort Scott became a hotbed of sectional strife between partisans 

during late 1857 and early 1858. According to Army scout J. Williams, who was sent by 

the territorial governor to “enforce law and order,” “Violence had started to run riot” due 

to the machinations of a Free State mob. These Jayhawkers, led by the bodacious and 

violent James Montgomery at times, were then displaced by “many of whom had been 

robbed and driven by Montgomery's bandits from their homes in the country, taking 

advantage of the swell of indignation, much roused the whole community, ‘pitched in’ 

for ‘retaliation’ as the word is in Kansas, meaning murder, robbery or expulsion, and we 

were, at once, in the midst of double work of outrage & lawlessness,” according to 

Williams. Montgomery had grown up in Ohio and Kentucky, and pursued carpentry 
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before marrying into a slaveholding Missouri family. He started anew with his young 

family in Linn County, Kansas Territory, in 1856, without slaves. Not long after breaking 

ground for a home, he was threatened and then evicted by a pro-slave mob. He gathered 

other outraged men in the area and subsequently fed this cycle of retribution between 

Free State and Pro-Slave mobs in southern Kansas. They were scattered from the Fort 

Scott area by federal troops in late 1857, but later returned to exact vengeance in the 

same vicinity. The subtext of ‘violence,’ ‘expulsion,’ and ‘lawlessness’ meant that both 

local settler groups as well as extra-local mobs attacked property and persons, driven by 

vengeance that coupled with political affiliation in one of the two sectional parties. As 

noted by Williams, taking authority back away from the will of these mobs was 

supposedly enforced by “troopers” who rounded up “these pro-slave law breakers,” but 

the federal response was limited and temporary in nature. Fear and animosity among 

settlers then prevailed. In light of these competing “sectional mobs,” the New York 

Indians continued to be confronted as another illegitimate set of competitors by groups of 

squatters.136     

By early 1858, leaders Cornelius Seth and William Killbuck, both Munsee 

Indians who had formerly lived at the Westfield Mission, traveled to conference with 

Territorial Governor James Denver about the dire conditions of conflict on the Little 

Osage. Denver reiterated how “whites have intruded” and “About seventy of their 

number have been driven away and forced to take refuge among the Delawares while 
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their houses have been destroyed,” in his report about the meeting. After many threats 

turned into acts of violence, Commissioner Charles Mix finally backed the Indians’ legal 

claims to 320-acre allotments as specified under the 1838 and amended 1842 Buffalo 

Creek Treaty.137 

Governor James Denver again ordered Agent Dorn to stymie the violence against 

the New York Indians on the ground. Dorn “ought to be directed to visit the Indian 

settlement on this tract and warn the whites against molesting them. By explaining the 

matter to the whites and showing them that the Indians will have the right in any event to 

select such lands as they may choose before the remainder can legally be settled, they 

may be prevailed on to keep away from the Indian claims.” Diplomatic settlement of 

competing land claims could be conducted by the Indian agent. Further, Denver 

suggested that the Indian Agent “ought to be authorized to call out the troops to remove 

the intruders in the event of a refusal...An example ought to be made of some of these 

persons. If one or two of them should be prosecuted and punished, you would have no 

more trouble from that quarter.” While this plan of action for defending the New York 

Indians sounds reasonable, it proved naive.138  

The Army had been called on repeatedly by Indian Commissioner Manypenny to 

remove squatters on the Delaware lands.  This request was flatly denied by Secretary of 

War Jefferson Davis, after an official investigation of the matter during 1854 and 1855. 
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The figureheads of the two agencies were at odds over the administration of federal law, 

resulting in the continued power and persecution of the squatter association there. 

Afterward, squatters on Indian lands were not removed by military authority in Kansas 

despite repeated requests by Indian Agents such as Dorn. Also, the use of the military to 

keep peace in Kansas had been called into question by an embattled Congress during 

1856. Constitutional questions as well as heated sectional charges boiled over in these 

debates, in light of recent armed conflict by sectional parties in the territory and Pierce’s 

use of the military to prevent the assembly of the Free State Topeka legislature. 

Executive decision to deploy the military “impartially” in Kansas proved difficult in light 

of the sectional mobs and ensuing political costs to the Pierce and Buchanan 

administrations. Besides Dorn’s warnings to several squatters, no real semblance of law 

enforcement developed. Governor Denver found out just how contentious the area was 

when he personally found himself threatened with violence while reconciling sectional 

mobs at a hearing at Fort Scott later that year. Denver finished his piece of advice on how 

to protect the New York Indians and concluded by noting: “If agent Dorn is not very 

active and decided, in the course of the next summer he will find his agency occupied by 

whites instead of Indians.” Agent Dorn, Denver, the Indian Commissioner, and the 

Secretary of Interior all sided with finalizing the New York Indian claims in their favor 

by 1858. The repeated pleas made by Indian petitioners and verified by Dorn finally 

moved the federal machine into action. Yet, the New York Indians continued to be 

troubled in the defense of their homesteads until the summer of 1859, when the “special 
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agent” arrived to identify them and initiate the process for their land patents. By then, the 

mighty “force of law” of the squatters had been unleashed.139 

As the threats and open acts of violence intensified during late 1857 and into 

1858, some harassed Indians simply fled north. Others stayed. Gideon Williams and 

Jacob Moonhouse went back to Wyandot to visit with Lucy Armstrong in January 1858 

and to strategize a different route for federal assistance. Through their long friendship 

with Armstrong, they managed to hire lawyers “to prosecute to final recovery from the 

United States the claim of the Munsee Nation of Indians” of unpaid annuities under three 

ratified treaties. The Munsee continued to be miffed by the lack of treaty payments to 

them in Kansas. This was a move of desperation on the Munsees’ part to attain money as 

well as render them federal protection at the New York Indian Tract.140   

Neither of the men lived long enough to see their particular treaty claims paid. 

John Newcom reported in June: “I should furthermore be at liberty to inform you now 

that Gideon Williams, one of our New York Indians on our New York tract, has been 

murdered this last spring by a straggling white man, who came there, to our said New 

York Tract and murdered him, without one least cause of provocation, and did not 

commit the said outrageous act of murder, ...but by wicked disposition.” No trial or 

federal investigation ensued. Lucy Armstrong later communicated that “Munsee Head 
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Chief Gideon Williams was killed when trying to defend his home by a white man.” 

Although the exact cause was not made known, she hinted that since the Munsee had 

moved, they had been “under hardship and deprivation” as “needy Indians.” According to 

Armstrong, it was the government’s inaction on their case that led to the deaths of Jacob 

Moonhouse, Williams, and others over that year.141  

After threats turned to acts of violence and then murder, the New York Indians’ 

formal pleas for land patents and protection proved futile. Hope dwindled, but the threats 

by squatters over the next year did not. The fullest accounts of these violent encounters 

were relayed by the testimony taken by A.S. Stevens when he arrived at Paola, Kansas, in 

June of 1859 to identify and interview the New York Indian claimants. Among these 

persons were three widows, including the widow of Gideon Williams (Mon-kah), Mary 

Captain, and the widow of Jacob Moonhouse. As already revealed by Mon-kah’s 

testimony, “three white men” threatened her to leave, watched her visit her friend nearby, 

then burned her cabin and sold off her foodstuffs from the farm during late July of 1859. 

She fled with the remainder of her family to Paola. Mary Captain recalled the mounting 

squatter crisis for her family in similar terms:  

In the year 1856, one John Ballow, a white man from the state of Missouri, 

camped on her claim under pretence that his children were sick, but made no pretensions 

towards claiming it; along about the 1st of April 1857, her husband John Captain died, 

soon after the death of her husband Ballow set up a claim to her land and made some 
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improvements, and in October of the same year sold it to one Dr. Neil for six hundered 

dollars without her knowledge; that Neil occupied said claims until some time in 1858, 

when he sold it to a Mr. Hartley; that all this time she was permitted to remain in her 

cabins and was not disturbed until about the time of the burning of Mrs. Williams house, 

when Mr. Hartley notified her that she had better leave the claim or she would be hurt, 

that men had come on two several occasions to burn her house; that he has interfered and 

prevented it, but that he could do so no more; that he did not want any Indians on his 

claim, and that if she did not leave there men would come and burn her cabin and her in 

it. 

The levels of deception whites employed to acquire Indians’ claims and properties 

are revealed by Mary’s personal history on the Little Osage River. Claims were bought 

and sold on the land she occupied without her consultation. After receiving some 

protection from one Mr. Hartley from a local mob, he eventually caved into the mob’s 

will out of fear for his own claim and life. Widowed Mary Captain then proved 

vulnerable to the mob, fleeing for her own personal safety, while Hartley continued to 

live and “improve” her claim. 

Many New York Indians fled for their lives from the law of the squatter mobs. 

Some simply asked the government for arrangements to return to their relatives still in 

Wisconsin. Cornelius Seth and his wife requested that “they are now so far separated 

from their tribe as not to desire to remain in Kansas. They would rather go back to their 

kinsfolk... instead of giving them 320 acres each in land, the Government will make some 

arrangement to pay them in money and let them leave.” Seth, who had repeatedly 
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petitioned the government for federal protection on the New York Indian tract from 

1854-1856, now wanted out of Kansas completely by late 1858. Due to his family’s 

struggling finances, he was confined to the “undisturbed possession of his claim” on the 

New York Indian tract until 1859.142   

The “Special Agent” who was finally appointed to resolve the New York Indians’ 

land claim and to mitigate the open conflict was Andrew S. Stevens, the son of Robert 

Stevens, the first appointed Attorney General of Kansas Territory and partner in 

Lecompton-based law firm Shannon & Stevens. Robert Stevens was a man who plied his 

interests and lobbied in Washington.  He exhibited his pro-slave Democratic sympathies 

and pushed for the clearing of Indian title so as to further real estate development among 

his cronies. In the spring of 1858, the elder Stevens moved in circles in Washington to 

“carry into effect all the stipulations of the New York Treaty...& that upon the 

stipulations being concluded, the lands be declared subject to pre-emption,” among other 

political projects. By 1859, while the elder Stevens’s political party hold on power in 

Kansas waned, his son was appointed as a party favor to do his bidding on the land 

project that had long retained his father’s interest. A.S. Stevens called and interviewed all 

New York Indians for enrollment at Paola in June of 1859, about 50 miles away from 

most of the Indians’ settlements. He then demanded that all of them meet again at 
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Quindaro later that summer for another count, some ninety miles away from the largest 

aggregation of New York Indian settlements on the Little Osage River.143  

Upon attendance at the second meeting, Cornelius Seth and Lewis Denny, among 

others, became suspicious of the agent’s own prerogatives as they began to tell him of 

their increasingly dangerous predicament life. They felt that Stevens’s meetings “gave 

speculators a good opportunity to cheat our people.” They reported that “General Seth 

Clover,” an Indian Agent who attended the meeting, approached one tribal member to 

agree to contracts for the sale of his headrights to New York Indian lands. They also 

claimed that Stevens accepted new Indians who were at Quindaro on the official Census, 

including “Wyandotts who have become citizens of the U.S.,” and “Brothertowns who 

have been citizens of the U.S. for twenty years” in Wisconsin. The accusations brought 

here against Stevens infer that he opened up the land claims process to means of delay 

and corruption. The complaint also illustrates an abiding relational feud with other 

Indians, believing that they, like the whites, would wrongfully claim their own treaty 

rights.144  

Stevens did not formally reply to these several accusations by the Indians to the 

Commissioner for several months. He curtly discounted such pointed criticism: “I had 

thought of answering in detail all of these charges and complaints made by these Indians, 

but they are so palpably false and ridiculous and got up, not by Indians, that I feel it a 
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waste of effort. At Paola, these chiefs handed me lists of Indians, who, they said, were 

entitled to lands in Kansas and required of me that I should accept such lists from them 

without further question. Many of name on lists were people who had recently come into 

Kansas.”145 Stephens claimed that what provoked delay was the problem of legal identity. 

Who exactly was entitled to be a New York Indian under the terms of the treaty? Stevens 

defused criticism by referencing a common ploy that, “it was not Indians” who made 

these charges against him. Stevens used questions about race and Indian identity to cover 

his professional reputation. In the end, though the logic of enrollment was dictated by the 

rubrics of executive decision on the matter. Who was entitled to a claim as a New York 

Indian meant that the Indian claimant had to prove to the agent when and where he or she 

had moved to the territory.  

For Cornelius Seth, the federal delays in executive decisions on the New York 

Indian land matter condemned him to become another victim of the local white mob. Just 

weeks after Stevens responded to complaints, Seth testified before a judge about an 

assault by squatters at his house that same month:  

When Frank Marshall, John Gillworth, John Hazelton, Andrew Stevens 
and two others whose names are unknown, came to my house between 9 
and 10 o’clock at night, they stopped at a fence in front of my door, I went 
to the Door, they enquired the road for Osage City. Frank Marshall was 
spokesman…Marshall drew a revolver and pointed it at me. I then turned 
about went into and through my house then out by a back door into a 
kitchen or house adjacent to our dwelling; Frank Marshall followed me to 
the kitchen door with the pistol in hand a cocked, and another of the 
company stood at a window and presented a pistol cocked both parties 
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pointed their pistols at me and one would say to the other fire and 
remained in that position about ten minutes; in the mean time my wife 
placed herself in a position so as to be between me and the attacking 
parties. Then Marshall did say they had come over to give me notice to 
leave my place peaceably within three days time. They said it would be 
well and good if we left peaceably if not we would have to leave 
otherwise. They soon left there were six in all, five were armed with 
revolvers, the other had a long gun. I left next morning.146    
 

Seth’s recollection of this encounter cited the identities and the exact movements of his 

attackers. He knew the men from the immediate locality. Physical intimidation by an 

armed posse of men in his own domicile finally convinced him to flee for safety. Seth 

wrote and testified about these encounters, but neither the Indian Office nor local courts 

offered him immediate protection.  

While the motive for the intended attack on Seth seems little different than earlier 

reported attacks on the New York Indians, it is further complicated by the presence of 

one “Andrew Stevens.” It stands to reason that the obstinacy and letters of complaint by 

Seth about Steven’s actions as “Special Agent” had been made known through official 

channels and to Stevens himself. If Cornelius Seth stood in the way of Stevens’ own 

plans for speculation in regards to the New York Indian tract settlement (as several 

petitioners had previously claimed), Stevens may have incited this mobbing of Cornelius 

out of personal vengeance. Therein lay the logic of local conflict in Kansas territory in 

microcosm. Personal vengeance in regard to the access and distribution of land claims 

triggered mob behavior. After September, no more correspondence by the “Special 
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Agent” Andrew Stevens was received, meaning Seth’s complaints and deposition may 

have caused his removal from assignment to the New York Lands by the Indian Office. 

As foretold by the petitions and testimony of New York Indians, varied squatters 

and speculators eventually acted on their many threats of violence. By August of 1860, a 

whole six years after the first petitions were sent from the New York Lands by this 

collective of Indians, only thirty-two New York Indians were awarded allotments on the 

Little Osage. Their tribal designations were listed as “Twenty-three St. Regis, One 

Tuscarora, and Eight Cayugas on the list who have had their land allotted to them.” Many 

others had been either chased away by squatters or could not prove to have moved to the 

Indian Country within five years after the Buffalo Creek Treaty, as the treaty and later 

executive decisions over the matter stipulated. This executive decision on the matter of 

New York Indian identity was later deemed felonious by the U.S. Supreme Court. Even 

then, after finally receiving legal patents, the Indian agent reported, “The indians cant get 

full possession of their lands without paying the squatters for their improvements, and 

that their prices are in all cases very exorbitant…The Squatters exact that the 

Government or the Indians must pay them for their improvements and their labor before 

they will leave and give the owner possession.”  None of the Munsee, Stockbridge, or 

Oneida who sponsored most of the petitions from the New York lands was ever granted 

an allotment. 147  

The majority of the Indians who were denied patents on the Little Osage River 

tended to move either back toward Wyandot or southward to the Seneca Reservation. For 
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those who went south, they soon became official “refugees” according to the Indian 

Office, especially after they were driven back toward LeRoy and Wyandot City in Kansas 

by the violence of rebel forces during the first year of the Civil War. Lewis Denny, who 

signed as many as eight petitions for claims to the “New York Lands,” would eventually 

serve as a representative for the Seneca and Shawnee at an Agreement of Peace between 

the Cherokee, these tribes, and several others in eastern Indian Territory at the war’s 

conclusion. Despite these setbacks, hardships, and migrations, neither faith in legal 

redress nor the New York Indians’ identification as a group disappeared. 148 

An 1862 petition signed by two hundred and seventy “New York Indians,” 

explains the predicament of many Indians in Kansas: 

Believing that our Great Father would protect us in our rights and 
faithfully have performed all the stipulations of said Treaty many of our 
people made good farms which they cultivated for several years until the 
whole country west of the State of Missouri was opened to the settlement 
of the whites. Since that time we have been badly treated by the whites we 
have been driven from our homes our fencing and houses destroyed and in 
some instances our people have been Murdered our homes have been 
taken possession of by the whites...Our lands have been opened to 
preemption and sale by the Government and against all this we enter our 
Solemn protest we protest against the preemption and sale of our lands as 
set forth in the foregoing boundaries we ask that all sales of said lands be 
set aside and abrogated until our claim is adjusted.149    
 

Most of the petitioners at Wyandot were landless, meaning adrift in their own material 

limbo in the new state of Kansas. Later that fall, Denny and Woodman recalled their 

abiding faith in the government and of their current state of existence: “When Mr. 
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Lincoln’s administration came into power we flattered ourselves that the wrongs we had 

so long endured would be righted, our scattered bands collected on our own lands and our 

own homes instead of being exiles among other Tribes.” The Lincoln administration was 

preoccupied with winning the war, with the “wrongs” of secession in full view. The only 

events that now lay before the attention of both the Indian Office and the Lincoln 

administration were military in kind. The landless “New York Indian” petitions fell at the 

doorstep of inattention, as the animosities built in Kansas by mobs and unredeemed land 

and property claims receded into the past. Many of those same animosities that had built 

the fierce partisanship of sections in Kansas were being handled and defined ultimately 

by waging the war itself. With most of the articles of the Buffalo Creek Treaty rebuffed 

by explicit language in the Tuscarora Treaty of 1857 and the few Indian patents deeded 

on the defunct New York Indian tract, legal recourse by claims cases later became the 

subject of federal courts, not the executive branch. In the mean time, the remaining New 

York Indians sought refuge as Indians on their own, left “scattered…among other 

tribes.”150    

Force, not political dialogue, became the rule of the day in many locales in early 

Kansas. The New York Indians, as well as many others of the twenty-six tribal groups 

there, were competitors within this maelstrom. Petitions for fulfillment of treaty rights 

were artful and tactful, born out of necessity for many who had joined the Indian removal 
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for their own varied reasons. Their best efforts to claim new lands to farm as New York 

Indians placed them at odds with rival claimants both near and far. This series of choices 

and events, based on precedents that made these Indian people reach for cultural 

conformity in citizenship, reveal the depths of indigenous interpretations and uses of 

treaty rights. The competing visions, claims, and manipulations in the land claims process 

reveals the painful limits placed on those interpretations. Though they were one small 

part of the regional conflict that bred national discontent and war, their particular 

struggles and failures illustrate how competing legal precedents and ethnic prejudice 

blocked even “civilized” Indians’ attempts to reconfigure themselves and their rights as 

Indians.151 
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CHAPTER 4: “FOUND THE TRACK OF A WHITE MAN”: WHITE VIOLATIONS & 

OPPOSITIONAL DELAWARE INDIAN IDENTITY 

 

In the early months of 1852, a Delaware Indian man named John Dickey, his wife 

Mar-ma-te-se-o, and a Delaware teenager named John Wilson, began the long journey 

eastward from the southern Plains after procuring hides for profits at Bent’s Fort. Not 

long after the party started for their reservation in what was soon to become Kansas 

Territory, the older man died, possibly from natural causes. After burying him, the widow 

and the young man carried on eastward along the Little Arkansas River where they soon 

encountered four stranded white Army deserters on foot. The two Delawares gave the 

men some of their thirteen horses and mules to ride and allowed the men to accompany 

them eastward. After nearly a week together on the Plains, possibly after all knew that 

they had reached familiar territory just west of the trading post of Council Grove, the 

white men decided to kill the two Indians while they slept, then steal their belongings. 

They first shot the young Wilson with one of his guns and then slit the throat and bashed 

the head of the woman, leaving both for dead. The desperate white men took the Indians’ 

valuable horses, their traps, and an estimated $445 dollars in silver that the two had 

earned from the fur or hide trade over the previous year. They then rode with their booty 

over a hundred miles back to Kansas City and there sold the horses in Jackson County, 

Missouri. Somewhat miraculously, the Delaware woman awoke naked and disoriented 

after the violent attack, then wandered for several days and nights. She was found and 

rescued by a Kaw Indian on horseback near Council Grove, then taken to the local Indian 
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agent who helped nurse her back to health several weeks after the crime. She told the 

agent at her reservation the story of what had happened to her upon her return several 

weeks after the crime. Three of the men were then captured and prosecuted by federal 

authorities at Independence and St. Louis, Missouri. The Delaware woman, having 

survived the ordeal, served as witness at the trial, and then returned to her people.152  

On one hand, this is a story of desperate criminality and what appears, by 

contemporary legal standards, a racial hate crime, revealed only by the woman’s 

remarkable will to survive. Her story, as told and translated to the agent, also represents 

the level of adaptation certain Delaware Indian people worked out after Indian removal 

from the eastern states, adaptations that rejected American pressures for a sedentary, 

rural, agricultural lifestyle in favor of varied, far-ranging economic enterprises away from 

white society. The tale also reveals the dangers regarding such adaptations, as increasing 

violence in the “Indian Country,” by both Americans and tribal conflict related to 

American expansion, widened. The Delaware tribal council spoke to their agent about the 

event, and the agent reported it to higher Indian officials in Washington. Sometimes 

members of Congress were informed about such crimes. Yet little was done to safeguard 

Indians in their property or lives by the state during the late antebellum period. Some 

semblance of justice was invoked to punish in this instance, but generally this was not the 

pattern that developed. As Indian Commissioner George Manypenny would soon report, 

                                                           
152 For the Indian agent’s version of this story, see: Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1852, 
365-372, cited in Foreman, The Last Trek of the Indians, 184-185. For particular letters about Mar-ma-ta-
se-o’s experience as told to Indian agents, see: Thomas Moseley to D.D. Mitchell, Sept. 11, 1852, NARA, 
RG 75, M234, Roll 364, Frs. 326-327.  On massive violations of the Trade and Intercourse Act and 
problem of federal law enforcement in this area, see: William E. Unrau, White Man’s Wicked Water: The 

Alcohol Trade and Prohibition in Indian Country, 1802-1892 (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 
1996). 
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the provisions of the Trade and Intercourse Act of 1834 designed to codify and regulate 

interactions between white citizens and Indians in the Indian Country (west of the states 

of Iowa, Missouri, and Arkansas) was a “dead letter” by the 1850s. Such federal crimes 

as alcohol sales and consumption, theft, and even murder, went largely unchecked or only 

haphazardly prosecuted before the establishment of a new civil order was installed after 

years of territorial strife that brought the free state of Kansas into being.  

Mar-ma-te-se-o’s experience of victimization and survival is only one glint of a 

larger stream of written records about Indians’ struggles against national expansion and 

dispossession, many which reveal painful violations created by whites. The victim’s story 

reveals the scope of a continuing problem that beset Congress, federal Indian officials, 

and Indian peoples in the trans-Missouri West during the nineteenth century. It was not 

new. As the land claims violence discussed in previous chapters indicates, the expanding 

nation-state could not prevent its citizens from violating legal rights of non-citizens, the 

Indian people at its margins. This large-scale problem persisted as the national body 

politic divided between North and South. While several historians point towards the 

continuation of Indian removal beyond the American Civil War by way of coercive 

treaties and policies, and for racial separation of all Indians on reservations made sense of 

by evolving racial ideologies about Indians, few historians have addressed how abuses by 

frontier whites affected Indians and were interpreted by them.  

The Delaware and other tribal councils usually reported violations to the local 

Indian agent first. Sometimes they would communicate directly with the Indian 

commissioner or President by letter or meeting to address continued violations of treaties 
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or new challenges brought by whites. Yet, Indians’ many reports about theft and crime in 

early Kansas reveal not only broken treaties and laws, or strained relations with whites in 

general, but also reveal the pain about what these crimes meant to them. Such criminal 

acts often stoked the desire and necessity for a continued spatial separation and a 

consequential distinct cultural identity as Indians. This chapter explores how the 

Delaware Indians voiced their victimization as they sought legal redress, and it also 

explains how many articulated themselves as a separate people, and re-enforced their 

sense of it, in comparison to the new Kansans in their midst.153    

The federal channels of authority often lacked the power or the will-power to 

protect the legal rights of Indian wards compared to the demands of its citizens in 

antebellum America. That much is made clear by most historians of Indian removal. The 

young white men who committed the crimes against the Delaware party near the Little 

Arkansas River clearly devalued Indian people’s lives for their own economic gains, acts 

that in their own states were deemed highly felonious against fellow citizens. In this 

particular case, legal justice was served through a competent trial, as two of the men were 

found guilty by a jury of citizens in Missouri, then hung, and the heirs of the victims were 

compensated for the property lost. Yet such violations signaled a long-standing and 

continued problem in Kansas and beyond. Lawlessness in Indian Country often went 

unchecked. The continued presence of relocated Indians in Kansas, a dilapidated federal 

oversight of the new reservation system, and lawlessness induced by the partisan conflict 

                                                           
153 On the ways violent expansion created “pain” and affected Native groups’ migrations and identities as 
well as recurring legacies, see Ned Blackhawk, Violence over the Land: Indians and Empires in the Early 
American West (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2006);Ned Blackhawk, review of Captives 
and Cousins: Slavery, Kinship, and Community in the Southwest Borderlands, by James Brooks, American 
Indian Culture and Research Journal 28:1 (2004): 85. 
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all complicates the narrative of social upheaval in Kansas and the meanings that those 

upheavals created. To be sure, as explained throughout several chapters here, there were 

different readings and navigations of these larger social dilemmas by Indians. At the heart 

of this chapter lies the development or strengthening of an abiding sentiment felt by many 

Delaware Indians as they came to live by and interact with whites on the Missouri border, 

representative as it was of other Indian tribes’ experiences in the region at least to some 

degree. Many came to view whites as the bane of their existence as a result of the great 

number of property crimes committed against them by whites.154  

The Delaware Indians developed into a singular tribe or “nation” over several 

centuries of contacts with European settlers and other tribes in the Eastern Woodlands. 

According to ethnohistorian Amy Schutt, since their first contacts with the Dutch in the 

Hudson Valley at the dawning of the seventeenth century, the Lenape, Alqonquian-

speaking residents of the Hudson and Delaware river valleys in the modern-day states of 

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware “organized themselves around kin 

and community, typically living in small settlements.” As colonizing pressures eroded 

their own legal rights in these several eastern colonies over the eighteenth century, these 

villagers were never spatially isolated from other distinguishable Native peoples and so 

“developed explanations about who they were as a people, even though they remained a 

group with permeable boundaries and even though they were not monolithic in viewpoint 

or organization.” Moving toward the Ohio valley as a result of colonial wars or legal 

dispossessions by 1730, Delaware villagers along new rivers were continually pushed 
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apart and pulled together at times by colonial arbitrations in and survival of the Seven 

Years War and then the American Revolution. Their relationships with European settlers 

and other indigenous peoples were complex, shifting, and multi-dimensional given that 

Delaware villagers became scattered in the wake of war and fractured alliances in 

repeated instances. Despite shifting alliances, geographic dispersion, and repeated violent 

dispossessions of their villages, at several points across time they lived in large pan-tribal 

towns or areas. Delaware peoples had lived at Upper Sandusky near the Wyandot and 

Seneca, and along the Maumee River in Ohio at the Glaize, a collection of pan-tribal 

villages in 1791, after violent displacement by General Harmar’s forces. Delaware had 

relocated to Cape Girardeau, Missouri, prior to the uprooting of the Glaize in 1794. More 

would follow afterwards. Those Delaware who coalesced in a newer configuration of the 

“Northwest Indian Confederacy” split during and after the waves of fighting ended in the 

War of 1812. Most of the Munsee or Minisink Delaware relocated to Ontario, the 

villagers who participated in Tecumseh’s confederacy against the United States were split 

between Indiana and Illinois by 1820, and several larger Unami Delaware contingents 

resided on small treaty reserves in Ohio. Even though their representatives established the 

longest-standing treaty relationship with the United States (since 1774), western 

settlement and wars for empire left these groups physically and politically divided. With 

the Indian removal policy, a semblance of re-consolidation of the Delaware as a “tribe” 

was warranted by federal agents, despite the varied contours of Lenape decisions and 
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alliances over generations that left identifiable Delaware groups in many places in eastern 

North America.155  

Almost as arduous as their forced migrations westward during the nineteenth 

century were their repeated troubles as horse Indians, since reports of horse theft by 

whites followed their pathways of removal in Illinois and Missouri by 1820. By 

November of that year, 1346 Delaware Indians and their 1499 horses were ferried at 

federal expense across the Kaskaskia and Mississippi Rivers. At several junctures, groups 

of Delaware Indians lost their horses, critical to their transport and life-sustaining 

hunting, to white horse thieves in and around several frontier settlements. This pattern of 

thieving caused a slowdown of the removal process then being sponsored by the Monroe 

administration and strained Indian-white relations in the region. By 1821, without 

definitive mapping of removal locations for several tribes, the Delaware Indians from 

Ohio were pointed toward the southwest corner of the Missouri Territory for re-

settlement, next to the designated treaty lands of the Osage Indians. 156  

Horses were essential to any working farm in antebellum America. They were 

also the vital currency for both barter and cash in frontier Missouri towns. The relocated 

Indian tribes brought many horses with them to the West, although there were reports of 

much horse death due to being overworked during the journeys of the Shawnee, Seneca, 
                                                           
155 Amy Schutt, Peoples of the River Valleys: The Odyssey of the Delaware Indians (Philadelphia: 
University of Penn Press, 2007), 4-5; Helen Hornbeck Tanner, “The Glaize in 1792: A Composite Indian 
Community,” Ethnohistory 25:1 (Winter 1978): 15-39. For a mapping and explanation of the vast 
demographic and geographic shifts that affected Indians during the latter half of the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century, see: Helen Hornbeck Tanner, Atlas of Great Lakes Indian History (Norman: University 
of Oklahoma Press, 1987), 57-125.  
156 Foreman, Last Trek, 41-42. John Mack Faragher, “’More Motley than Mackinaw’: From Ethnic Mixing 
to Ethnic Cleansing on the Lower Missouri Frontier, 1783-1833” in Contact Points: American Frontiers 
from the Mohawk Valley to the Mississippi, 1750-1850, edited by Andrew R. L. Cayton and Fredrika J. 
Teute (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998), 271-303. 
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and Delaware parties. There is evidence that a select number of Delawares retrieved 

“wild” horses from the Plains and from profits they made in the hide and fur trade in 

Santa Fe and in the Rocky Mountains as early as the mid-1820s. Anderson’s Delaware 

band, or “Missouri Delawares,” who moved to the pre-Kansas reservation in 1831, 

migrated westward for the hunt and trade, compared to many Delawares from Ohio, first 

relocated to Kansas in 1829, who were more prone to re-build a sedentary existence via 

farming.157 The westering Delawares usually returned periodically to the reservation and 

either gave horses and profits to relatives, engaged in gift exchange, or sold them to other 

Indians. A circulation of horses as well as some other livestock flowed into Delaware 

reservation communities from both east and west by the 1840s. A majority of the 

relocated peoples owned at least one or two horses and cattle or hogs. Many Delaware 

and Wyandot families came to utilize animals in much the same way as frontier whites 

did, for transportation and for farm building and production. Livestock was purchased 

from traders or by way of Missouri at the time of annuity payments. A majority of the 

Indians then managed to maintain self-sufficient farms in and around the Kansas River 

valley. With the massive passage of people through the region as a result of the U.S.-

Mexican War, the California Gold Rush, and overland trails migrations, problems of 

administering the fixed political boundaries between peoples occurred. Americans and 

their animals, especially horses, moved across Indian political boundaries fairly easily 

because of the availability of the Santa Fe trail. Moveable property and clashes over their 
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ownership illustrates one way that policies promoting national expansion and the Trade 

and Intercourse Acts worked at cross-purposes.158  

Since 1834, with the passage of Trade and Intercourse Acts, federal officials 

attempted to license and control contacts between whites and Indians. As historian 

William Unrau’s study of the prevalence of the liquor trade in this region suggests, such 

rules were often challenged or simply ignored. Indeed, legal enforcement of the laws 

proved near impossible due to inadequate funding and oversight by a scattered U.S. 

military. Reports of crimes were made by Indians and whites, but punitive strikes by 

federal agents were not common. Theft and re-sale of Indian horses on the Missouri 

frontier ran rampant by mid-century.159 

Whether the Delaware continued to cling to village-centered life as they were 

forced from the eastern states due to long-time cultural proclivities or as the result of 

divisions among Lenape groups created by unyielding forces of colonialism, or both, 

there were largely three distinguishable groups of Delaware Indians who came to live on 

the reservation west of the Missouri River by the early 1830s. The “Missouri Delaware” 

were a composite of Lenape peoples who had migrated to that region then under the 

political control of the French during the late eighteenth century. This band, along with 

some Shawnee, lived near the White River during the 1810s and 1820s, until they were 

displaced by a combination of settler violence and dwindling game supplies in the region. 

First re-situated in southwest Missouri by Indian officials in 1825, they would again be 

                                                           
158 Besides the evidence in this chapter that highlights the material returns of Jim Dickey and company’s 
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cajoled into moving beyond the Missouri by 1831. Another group of Delawares moved 

from the state of Indiana as a result of the Treaty of St. Mary’s in 1821 at the direction of 

removal agents, settling briefly in southern Missouri, before terminating their journey at 

the reservation between the Kansas and Missouri Rivers. The last Delaware group arrived 

from Ohio. 

By the late 1830s, as most bands of Delaware re-settled on the new reservation 

that lay due north of the Kansas and west of the Missouri Rivers, some competition over 

national political authority likely took place, as played out among disparate Shawnee 

factions during the same time period. Historian Stephen Warren, in his examination of 

the political history of the neighboring Shawnee, found that after tribal re-consolidation, 

new alliances or political shifts prevailed resulting in political factionalism. A new tribal 

council was formed to negotiate their status as a tribe with the United States emerged. 

Gaps in the written record offer little clarification about the same type of negotiations or 

competition, but a tribal council that represented the several bands and settlements did 

emerge. There were also grievances and negotiations over cultural authority, some 

emanating with the American institutions of Christian missions and “civilization” policy, 

but others that involved the deliberation over the meanings and controls over “traditional” 

or indigenous-centered religious structures such as the Big House ceremony. According 

to anthropologist Brice Obermeyer, a majority of Delawares adhered to traditional 

religion in Kansas, with a Christian minority. This split affected political factions by the 

1860s. All tribes and many individual families and settlements negotiated multiple forces 

of change in the West. Yet, the tribal council first faced a series of new challenges to its 
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vested political authority and social control over tribal members because of their new 

proximity to whites after re-settlement.160  

In the Delawares’ changed situation on their reservation, significant tensions did 

not point merely to wide disagreements among bands or factions over political control, 

but toward challenges to the viability of tribal political authority itself. Captain Swannuck 

and other “chiefs” complained that “Many vagrant white men marry our women, for no 

other purpose than to get a claim amongst us; and they are as you may suppose of the 

most abandoned class whose example and precepts are shameful to our young men. We 

wish to become an educated, agricultural, and moral people; this we cannot do unless 

aided by the Government. We will do our part if you will do yours.” To promote a 

healthy environment for “civilization,” separation between bad whites and Indians must 

prevail. These words were a scathing typecasting of frontier whites. While the word 

“many” may be an overstatement about the reality of intermarriage, it points to the 

chiefs’ disdain for contact with whites, especially men. The elder chiefs’ demands point 

to a growing concern that their control over the younger generation waned. “Young men” 

flouted the chiefs’ demands to curtail public binge drinking near the fort or halt raids 

outside of the reservation. Such actions jeopardized the tribe’s treaty relationship with the 

Americans that called for a separate, bounded existence.161  

Complaints about “bad white men” revealed tensions along the lines of gender 

within the larger Delaware Indian community. While white men set a bad example and 
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made for unfit sexual or marital partners according to some elder leaders here, the fort 

was the site of the chiefs’ contestation of power. Illegal liquor sales and trade were 

conducted by whites near the fort. This activity lured young men and women to move 

nearby fort, especially after treaty payments. The chiefs wanted the method of paying the 

annuity altered to deter such behavior: “When we know there men amongst us who were 

Drunkards, we withheld from them the money and disposed of it for their benefit.” The 

dreaded possibility of intermarriage was linked to the realities of cross-cultural liaisons 

then occurring at the fort. “We wish the Secretary of War to direct Col. Kearney to drive 

from the Garrison such of our young women as are laying about it, as common prostitutes 

to the soldiers,” advocated the Delaware chiefs, “We force them home, but they return 

and separate themselves from us.” The elder chiefs likely responded to complaints from 

parents and kin when young women went missing. The chiefs, after some attempts to 

remove Delaware women from the vicinity, demanded assistance by military authority 

after their own attempts failed. To the chiefs, not only were the women and their families 

put in jeopardy, but their own political as well as gendered position of authority as 

respected men was compromised at the fort. Another layer of threats to gendered norms 

came in the form of women’s demands that guns not be part of the next annuity payment. 

The fear that a husband or counted relative would leave for the hunt, then take services 

and possibly lives away from families, proved to be part of social tensions within 

Delaware circles over the appropriate roles men should take up on the reservation. Some 

of the new dynamics of everyday life are revealed by the chiefs’ demands. In response to 

new dangers, physical and social, separation continued to be the reliable alternative for 
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many: “A large majority of Delawares wish to remove and locate themselves about 

fifteen miles from their now residence, they propose to establish their future habitations 

on Strangers Creek.” The reaction that favored geographic relocation from the vicinity of 

the fort hinted at the prospect that treaty stipulations would be protected by the chiefs and 

reinforced the logic of separation. It also tended to promote the retention of older forms 

of political and social control by the chiefs. 162   

While relocation westward away from white institutions did result by the early 

1840s, the imminent opening of the territory to white settlement by the late 1840s, and 

pervasive violence which hemmed in Delaware westward migration, left continued 

relocation from whites as a problematic, if not impossible, option. Pervasive problems 

with white squatters on the newly ceded lands under the Delaware Treaty of 1854, known 

as the “Delaware Outlet,” and on their own “diminished reserve” and “reserve lands,” 

later developed. Within a year of treaty negotiations with all of the tribes who resided 

along the Missouri River, Indian Commissioner George Manypenny was incensed upon 

learning of massive white squatting. Squatters claimed “a part of the tract expressly 

reserved by the Delawares, by their treaty of May 26, 1854, [under the] 1st article and by 

the 10th article of the same treaty, and is declared to be for their permanent home.” 

Manypenny fervently believed that the first squatters were organized as a claims 

association by men at Fort Leavenworth and requested that military force against them be 

called upon for their removal. Manypenny’s repeated cries of foul in the wake of his 

treaty efforts won him little support in the War Department and earned him a dubious 
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reputation from squatters in the territory. To some, his stated defenses of Indian legal 

rights made him a public enemy. Public rebukes in local papers and letters to the 

department played their part in his dismissal and replacement by the incoming Buchanan 

administration after 1856. So squatting prevailed and many Delaware Indians were left to 

move at times as well as re-negotiate their treaties as it continued. Alongside widespread 

timber theft on vacant tracts that grew in scale with white settlement, real estate theft 

continued to be a widespread problem here as on most other diminished Indian reserves 

in the region. The prevalent type of imposition that emerged with Kansas, besides 

squatter invasion, was the theft of Indian moveable property, namely the taking of horses 

and other livestock from Delaware farms and owners.  It was the type of property most 

vulnerable and yet also most valuable in white communities. Over several years, as more 

and more whites moved into Kansas, these thefts grew in number. As the partisan war got 

under way by mid-1855 between northern and southern groups, property destruction and 

theft became a massive problem for all white settlers. Congress had responded to the 

rashes of complaints by holding claims hearings in Kansas during 1856 and 1857. 

Citizens then applied for remuneration of damages at these hearings. Yet, for Delaware 

Indians, the widening problem of property theft and damages went largely unresolved 

until 1859.163 

During the summer of 1858, Indian agent Thomas B. Sykes, a man who had 

previously established himself as a lawyer in the Pro-slavery territorial capitol at 
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Lecompton, observed after three weeks on the job at the reservation: “The Delawares 

have lost a good many horses lately and I have been very busy getting as many as 

possible of them back.” Questions over law and punishment regarding theft of Indian 

animals stunted prosecution, so individual Indians and the agent tracked and attempted to 

regain these animals on a case-by-case basis. Finally, by the fall of 1859, claims and trials 

were adjudicated by the federal district court at Leavenworth City. 164   

Delaware Indians had to prove their case in federal court before a grand jury to 

seek compensation for their stolen property. This meant that victims had to track and 

develop leads about the identity of the perpetrator of the specific crime. Only in particular 

situations was this possible. A Delaware victim or a neighbor had to verify the details of 

theft for the case to go to trial and thus be adjudicated. The court process then did not 

easily abet remuneration for stolen property in some cases, where livestock or other 

property was taken in the night or whilst residents were vacant from the premises of their 

farms or domiciles. Several cases were heard during the summer and fall of 1859. The 

presence of Henry Tiblow, the long-time Government Interpreter for the Delaware tribe, 

was required to appear in several instances, as were local witnesses on the reservation or 

those familiar with the persons involved or circumstances of the crimes. The adjudication 

of the first cases at Leavenworth signaled that federal law and order had arrived in the 

territory to defend both Indians on federal trust lands and the property of the U.S. 

government at military forts. Horse theft, even involving Indian victims, became a 
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punishable offense. John Newcomb, born in Massachusetts in 1838, became the first man 

prosecuted and convicted.165 

On August 20, 1858, Newcomb purportedly “did steal take and lead away… one 

small horse of the value of one hundred dollars of the property of one ‘Little Buffalo’ an 

Indian then and there being of the Delaware tribe of Indians ….against the form of the 

Act of Congress of the United States in such case…and against the peace and dignity of 

the said United States.” As the case was called to trial in September 1859, two of the 

three witnesses called were Delaware Indians, Nancy Armstrong and Charles 

Journeycake. Newcomb’s first defense called to “quash the indictment.” No reasons for 

these motions are cited or defined in the court docket records. It stands to reason that the 

defendant’s lawyers, Cale McCrea and Matthew Sawyer, may have simply challenged the 

witnesses’ testimony based on their own legal identities as Indians or for the lack of 

evidence besides Indian-based testimony. This is a matter of speculation. These motions 

were denied. The jury decided a verdict of guilty on the first count of larceny in the case. 

Four other cases of theft against Newcomb were also on the docket. Upon hearing the 

terms of the second case against him, the prosecution quickly dismissed the jury and 

ordered that the “Defendant…go home without delay and recover his costs herein.” 

Apparently, upon his return to the court, it was found that young John Newcomb did not 

have the money to pay the victims for restitution of their property lost. He was sentenced 

to serve one year in the federal prison for his crimes, and apparently, for his inability to 
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pay monetary compensation to the victims. He was transported to the U.S. Penitentiary at 

the District of Columbia, where he was later released in mid-1860.166 

For Little Buffalo and several other Delawares, some semblance of American 

justice played out on their behalf. Yet because Newcomb could not pay restitution, the 

court record is silent about how the value of Little Buffalo’s horse was redeemed. 

Newcomb’s penalty for being a poor horse thief appeared to serve some symbolic value 

for the larger white community at Leavenworth. For the other horse theft cases after 

Newcomb’s conviction, all guilty parties found some way to pay the fines, at least in part, 

and escaped the same fate of incarceration. For instance, one “William Hanschew Alias 

Shanghai Bill” was convicted of stealing horses on several counts, actually running an 

operation of sorts from the “Military Reservation at Fort Leavenworth.” In his cases, and 

many others, the prosecution simply arranged pleas for the payment of fines of 

restitution. Even a locally notorious outlaw escaped prison under these court 

arrangements. Both the process of property redemption in the court, and the sparse 

numbers of actual claims filed by Indians at the First District Court at Leavenworth 

points towards a gap between the volume of Indian victims and pathways to justice.167       

After these trials and convictions, the problem of horse theft against Indians did 

not dissipate. It simply moved in different directions. Delaware men still pursued stolen 
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livestock by their own accord and asked for federal intervention beyond the courts as 

thievery persisted after these first trials, especially as the Civil War came. Indian Agent 

Thomas Sykes sent along a message to the Superintendent at St. Joseph, Missouri, which 

lay east across the Missouri River and adjacent to the reservation, with a detachment of 

Delaware Indians in pursuit of horses and thieves during late 1860; “This will be handed 

you by some of the Delawares who are in pursuit of Horse thieves. They have lost eight 

horses within the last few days and have reasons to believe they were carried to St. 

Joseph. Quite a number of Horses have recently been stolen from the reservation…They 

may call on you for advice or assistance.” By 1860, time had proven that Indian agents, 

or even their superiors, could do little in the way of law enforcement to address these 

continued crimes against Indians.168  

The problem of horse theft and property damage became fairly widespread along 

the Kansas-Missouri border during the first years of Civil War. Gen. James Lane 

attempted to stymie Gen. Sterling Price’s Missouri militia forces’ movements toward the 

southwest part of the state during September of 1860 by leading an advanced raid into 

west-central Missouri. While Lane’s Kansas soldiers did not face up in a set piece battle 

nor find the bulk of the Confederate forces on this occasion, his Union troops raided 

several towns and many farms considered to favor secession on this raid. Horses, as well 

as a great deal of other property, were plundered or hauled off in wagons. According to 

historian Jeremy Neely, “Lane’s invasion made a difficult situation even worse” for 

Union command, since partisan vengeance was enlivened, even reawakened, to create a 
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countryside ridden with guerrilla styled-warfare. Partisan irregulars like the infamous 

“Bushwhackers,” locals who fought and raided on their own volition in support of the 

Confederacy, grew in numbers by late 1861. General lawlessness in many border 

counties again prevailed even after the Union tried to impose martial law on the state. 

The bushwhackers moved through and made several daring large-scale raids in Kansas as 

well as in Missouri. Not only attacks but large-scale robberies of varied homes and farms 

became the feared norm. By the summer of 1863, Union Brigadier General Thomas 

Ewing decided to eradicate the bushwhackers’ base of support, their large number of 

relatives and sympathizers, by removing all residents of three counties along the border 

near Kansas City with Field Order No. 10. By 1863 and during the last two years of the 

war, increased Union patrols and a matrix of new federal military initiatives targeted the 

domestic population of western Missouri in the spread of total war.169 

Union soldiers marched, camped, and otherwise traversed through the border 

region frequently. Whether the bushwhackers heightened the level of property crime at 

the Delaware reservation is difficult to address since the identities of thieves is not stated 

in nearly any of the Indians’ claims for property damages. Horse theft was not new, but 

the swirling circumstances of war could have made Indian properties that much more 

needed or valuable to some. Nonetheless, many Union troops moved through the 

reservation during the war, thieving as they went. Charles Johnnycake, a Delaware who 

was schooled in the East, an accomplished farmer, and a professed Christian, later 
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testified about the soldiers’ violations at his farm:  “Six hogs were taken June 11 1861 by 

soldiers who were camped about 200 yards from his house in the edge of the brush. The 

hogs were worth about $5 a piece…Soon after the soldiers…the soldiers had shot one of 

his hogs. And he went down and found it. He soon heard more guns and went on his 

horse where the shooting was and found a soldier running to the brush and his hog laying 

dead in the creek.” Incensed at the soldiers killing of his livestock, Johhnycake 

approached an officer, “a very pleasant young man” who did not believe the story and 

then declined him “vouchers for the hogs” in compensation. The officer in this case 

declared that his soldiers were all well fed, so would not hunt the hogs for food. 

Johnnycake found three hogs skinned. During the fall of 1862, two Union regiments 

came to stay temporarily near his home. “The soldiers stole their hives of bees, two 

bridles, and a blanket…and 2600 rails …Colonel paid for the rails…they then stole a 

stack of hay from Jonas Kethcum as well…” During the war, it was common for Union 

soldiers in the field in Missouri to live off the land at times, especially when following 

guerrillas long and far over the countryside. However, as several eyewitnesses like 

Johnnycake tell it, they too could not be trusted to safeguard Indians’ domestic 

property.170  

Soldiers with guns in the field or vicinity were feared, much like other white men. 

Apparently, simply because Americans wore blue coats or served in the military, did not 

exclude them imposing on Indians. Matilda Journeycake, who “spoke English fluently” 
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when she provided her deposition in November of 1862, described the threat of violence 

when she explained the loss of a new saddle. “Two soldiers came to her Father’s house to 

get a drink of water and as they went out of the house that one of them took down her 

saddle which her Father had bought for her a short time before and said it was just what 

he wanted….When her mother told him not to take it, he withdrew a pistol on her and 

told her to go in the house.” After threatening the women, the soldier then pointed the 

gun at the “hired man’s” head when he too asked for the saddle back. Thus the war made 

for inhospitable whites in Delaware neighborhoods and the wanton presence of armed 

criminals in certain instances as well. Delaware property was not safe or even respected 

even under the martial traditions of the Union’s watch.171 

“Wolf, a Delaware Indian” told a similar story about face-to-face threats in the 

taking of his property. He identified two men, one in a “soldier’s coat” with a “flint cap,” 

possibly a bushwhacker, and another man in “citizen’s dress” who arrived near his home 

unannounced in mid-October of 1862. “The soldier coat man called him out of his house 

and told him he wanted those horses. Deponent told him the horses were his and he must 

not take them. The Man then jumped off his horse and drew his revolver right at 

deponent’s breast.”  The assailant then asked Wolf if he owned “a revolver or rifle,” then 

searched his home for any guns, then rode off with the horses in tow. For those Delaware 

who did not join the Union to fight, violent threats and property crimes like these were 

some of the war’s manifestations on their “home front.”172   
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Once horses were stolen, even if the property was tracked or later identified, it 

proved difficult to gain cooperation from whites or be returned by them. Widow 

Newcom’s son, Artemus Newcom, had a pony stolen during late 1861. Widow Newcom 

testified that she later “saw a white man riding the pony…and tried to make him give it 

up, but he referred saying he bought it from another white man. She does not know the 

man and could not get her horse.” If a Delaware victim identified the horse stolen in the 

possession of whites there were several options available. Like Widow Newcom, one 

could approach the person about the matter, if he or she spoke English. Yet, if he or she 

“did not know the man,” they took their chances with whites’ varied reactions. In this 

case, the subtext becomes the suspicion that the unknown man may have stolen the horse 

himself or could possibly be telling the truth. Yet, if the horse or livestock had been 

stolen, and the animal purchased, this made the process of restitution that much more 

difficult.173   

Another option upon the identification of a stolen horse could be to resort to the 

law. For instance, after Little Jonas lost a “gray filly” in the summer of 1861, “he went to 

Leavenworth City looking for her and found a white man riding her in the street. That he 

asked said white man (who was a stranger to him) where he got said horse and 

bridle…The man said he got them both in Platte County, MO. And that he was going to 

put them in a certain stable in Leavenworth City.” After confronting the man about the 

origins of the horse, Little Jonas sought out a lawyer and then returned to the same 

location. Yet “when he returned the man and property were gone and neither have been 
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seen or heard from since.” Little Jonas’s efforts were many, but resulted in nothing. This 

testimony, like many others, reveals a swing of personal emotions for the person 

victimized by crime. While Little Jonas admitted that the horse was “old and broke 

down,” he must have felt surprised to suddenly find it, then desperate in the search for 

some kind of justice, and finally disappointed again when the horse and culprit went 

missing. The way the story is narrated hints that the white man who had the “filly” in 

Leavenworth purposefully fled after being accosted about it. Incidents such as this 

naturally led to increasing sense of frustration.174  

One of the many manifestations of difference between whites and Indians was 

articulated in terms of material cultural distinctions in several of these property claims 

cases. A woman named Al-le-man-ha-mon claimed to have two ponies stolen during the 

summer of 1862. One evening when she went to retrieve her horses in the creek bottoms 

near her home, “she found a newspaper that had had dinner wrapped in it. Thus she knew 

must have been done by white men as an Indian never carries dinner in newspaper.” 

White men behaved and lived their material lives quite differently from their Indian 

brothers, and so the newspaper was the artifice of separation between two distinct peoples 

in this account. Al-le-man-ha-mon tracked hoofprints to the “Lawrence and Leavenworth 

road” whereafter she lost the trail of her ponies, never to see them again.175  

Another manifestation of cultural difference and means to track stolen horses was 

left by the imprint of the tracks themselves. In their attempts to prove that “white men” 
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stole their horses, not Indians, Delaware claimants often articulated the physical signs of 

American material culture as opposed to their own. Whites, not Indians, owned 

“American horses,” larger in size and stature than the stock owned by the Delaware. In 

several cases, a rider on this type of horse drove several stolen ponies away from the 

premises of Indians. Also, Delaware Indians did not hobble their horses in the same ways 

as whites. The imprint of hooves dragging in the dirt explains the fabric of racial 

behaviors and identities.    

About one-eighth of the tribe reported claims for property theft between the years 

1860 and 1862. Most of these claims were verified by local witnesses and satisfied the 

local Indian agent. Only six of the one hundred and twenty-two claims were rejected. A 

total net worth of property stolen as approved in these cases amounted to $15,060.20. The 

money arrived long after the thefts, but it is unlikely that the sense of violation or 

personal animus created by them for some Delaware victims faded from them as easily as 

their animals.176     

 The Delaware, in their lengthy relations with the Americans and other tribes, 

maintained a separate sense of self. This was manifested through varied means, whether 

by war alliance, treaty agreement, migration and separation, but also through the 

contingency and continuity of their own particular language and revivified traditions. 

While Delaware language texts are few and the language has become endangered as a 

living, spoken form of communication in the present, general terminology or phrases in 

the historic language and its orthography have been produced. Derived from the 
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eighteenth-century efforts of Moravian missionary John Heckewelder, several scholars 

have constructed dictionaries built from these old notes, among other sources. In 

evidence of their identifications of themselves versus others, the Delaware developed 

several expressions to characterize the “white people.” By the late eighteenth century, at 

least from evidence that survives, none of these expressions proved positive or flattering. 

For instance, “ma-ta-pe-wi-wak nik schwan-nak-wak” roughly translates to mean “the 

white people are a rascally, wily bunch of people.” Another form of expression about 

group identity that developed was “ge-mo-te-muk-gu-na win-gi” which means “they like 

to rob us; they are disposed to steal from us.” It can only be wondered if these two terms 

were conjoined or conflated when the Delaware identified or spoke about whites in 

Kansas in their everyday language use by the mid-nineteenth century.177    

There is plenty of evidence to point to the continued disaffection of whites by the 

Delawares during the mid-nineteenth century. One marker of difference was the scale of 

intermarriage, that which defines people’s most intimate personal lives. Marriage 

between whites and Delaware Indians did not prevail and was even held in contempt by 

many tribal people by the 1850s. Melinda Wilcoxen, born in 1830 on the Delaware 

Reservation, married Reza Wilcoxen of Virginia in 1851, an employee stationed with the 

American Fur Company at the village of Secondine. Although she had been forced to 

attend government schools, she recalled that she did not become conversant in English 

until much later in life. When interviewed shortly before her death in 1911 at her home at 

White Church in Wyandotte County, Kansas, she recalled “The Delawares were very 
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much opposed to intermarrying with whites, but my aunt and two of my cousins had 

married white men and my mother couldn’t object much.” Her father died before she was 

born and paternal relatives apparently held no input into her decision to marry at the age 

of twenty-one. She noted, “I was happy with my white husband until a year or two after 

we were married…All of my loved ones went away then, and I was sad and cried many 

days. I wanted to go too, but I had to stay with my husband.” Melinda and her growing 

family were forced to relocate to the site of her land allotment (near White Church) after 

being uprooted by the Wyandot treaty survey. She remained there from the time of her 

U.S. citizenship oath in 1868 under the auspices of the Treaty of 1860 until her death 

nearly a half-century later.178  

Melinda was one of only twenty-one adult Delawares, along with their fifty-four 

children who claimed U.S. citizenship under the 3rd article of the 1866 Delaware treaty. 

Nearly all of these twenty-one adults were married to whites. Most of the nearly one 

thousand other Delaware Indians, although divided about their future tribal status, 

capitulated and relocated to the Cherokee Nation by 1868 under the auspices of the 

treaty. Melinda’s husband eventually allowed her to visit her Delaware family and friends 

in the south on a regular basis which made the separation more bearable as she later 

recalled. Not only do Melinda’s memories qualitatively reveal, but so do the sheer 

numbers of migration explain the lengths to which Delawares and whites remained 

culturally and figuratively divided by the creation of Kansas.179 
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At the treaty talks, particular arrangements over the terms of tribal membership 

were finalized. On the eve of new treaties, it was common for tribal councils, much like 

the case of the Wyandots in 1854-1855, to discuss and decide who would be entitled to 

membership with rights under the new treaty. On this occasion, an agreement was 

reached “to incorporate seven white men…whose wives were Delawares, and who have 

long lived with them, into the nation.” After a year had passed, Captain Sarcoxie decided 

that he did not wish for these men to be included. He believed that these “certain white 

men have, improperly, been made participants in the affairs and interests of the Delaware 

Nation.” While the particular offense of the white men is not explicitly noted by Agent 

Charles Pratt, it stands to reason that they either acted against tribal authority or made 

decisions about their futures apart from the authority of the tribal council. It was another 

sign that there continued to be tensions over intermarriage and tribal authority within a 

fractured tribal complex. As the eldest of the chiefs, despite his wishes at the time, 

Captain Sarcoxie could bar nor disown tribal members after the council had confirmed 

these particular individuals at the treaty by his own protests or declarations. Legally these 

“schwan-nax” were Delawares according to federal law. Intermarriage with whites nor 

legal separation of their progeny could no longer be simply prohibited as it had once been 

by the rights of elder chiefs, opening legal pathways for intermarriage and social 

acceptance to become more common in the future.180  

The Treaty of 1866, negotiated and signed on July the Fourth at the Delaware 

Agency, heeded the U.S. Congress’s call “for the removal of the Indian tribes from the 
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State of Kansas” that, after years of treaty, legal, and personal violations, coincided with 

“the Delaware Indians…wish to remove from their present reservation in said State to the 

Indian country.” White crimes against the Delaware were the subtext of the “wish” to be 

relocated among other Indians. This was the tattered legacy of the Civil War for the 

Delaware Indians and for all Indians in the making of a new American nationalism. The 

treaty, the removal, and its endangerment of future tribal rights over time within the 

Cherokee Nation provoked new points of blame and division among tribal members. It is 

apparent that Delaware statesmen such as Anderson Sarcoxie, among others, soon 

realized that the details of re-settlement among the Cherokee left the fate of their tribal 

sovereignty and their negotiated financial remunerations to the discretion of that tribe and 

a distrusted federal government. Yet, even as this sixth treaty signed in Kansas by the 

tribe pointed toward continued struggles, other articles sought compensations for the 

many violations created by whites at the Kansas reservation. The Delaware chiefs and 

counselors present at the treaty talks pressed for redress of their various crimes against 

their people. Upon final ratification, Article 14 expressed the abiding demand by the 

chiefs for remunerative justice “inasmuch as the Delawares claim that a large amount of 

stock has been stolen from them by whites since the treaty of eighteen hundred and fifty-

four, the United States agree to have a careful examination of such claims…and when the 

value of such stolen stock shall have been ascertained, the same shall be reported…and 

all moneys appropriated for such purpose shall be paid to the owners of said stock.” 

While it would take nearly ten years for claims to be paid, the Delawares’ memories of 

white theft and feelings associated with likely proved hard to forget. How whites treated 
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them upon the opening of the territory continued to inform the formation of oppositional 

identities as Delaware Indians into the future.181 
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CHAPTER 5: INDIAN IDENTITIES, COLONIAL LEGACIES, AND THE FREE 

STATE OF KANSAS 

 

William E. Connelley became a self-taught Indian ethnologist and historian of 

Kansas during the late 19th century. First, as a journalist then as an historian and 

administrator, he ascended the ranks of experts about Kansas History by the early 

twentieth century. He eventually served as Secretary of the Kansas Historical Society. 

His initial interests focused on the early history of Kansas City, Kansas, the city where he 

long resided after his move from Kentucky. His new hometown changed its name as it 

incorporated old Wyandott City in 1883. This led him to research documents, seek out 

old-timers, and travel to meet and become friends with Wyandots in Indian Territory. As 

a result of his wide-ranging interest in local history, he was later adopted with honorary 

standing in the tribe. Connelley made his first impression in state circles by shaping how 

white Kansans understood the Indian heritage of the region. Connelley’s efforts came on 

the heels of increased interest in pioneers’ memoirs about territorial days. The much-

storied pioneers and freedom fighters, like Charles Robinson, had published many 

memoirs about the “war for freedom.” Most of these works focused on “Bleeding 

Kansas,” and thus left the Indians out of the story, as did Robinson, despite his many 

dealings with them. Connelley and Robinson thus narrated two completely different types 
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of histories set in the same general place and time. Yet these histories, as even Connelley 

noticed, were not so separate but intertwined.182  

William Connnelley made note of a particular story about the predicament of 

being Wyandot in Kansas during the Civil War era in one of many footnotes that he 

inserted in the final editions of William Walker’s published diaries. It seems that a young 

Wyandot man by the name of Russia Chop-the-Logs worked as a farm laborer for Walker 

during the mid-1850s. Little other comment about him is made by Walker directly. 

Connelley researched most of the individuals who crossed paths with Walker while 

editing, even conducting interviews with elder Wyandots on their reservation in Indian 

Territory, and he found that Russia, or “Chop” as he was nicknamed by his peers, became 

a Union soldier by 1862. He was one of about half of all Wyandot Indian men who 

committed to Union service. While he was gone to war, several white men, most notably 

B.A. Martin, convinced the state probate court that Russia had been killed during the war. 

Having been placed on the “incompetent list” after the Treaty of 1855, his allotment was 

to be handled by an administrator. A Wyandot guardian or administrator apparently could 

not be found, so Martin manipulated the local Kansas probate court to acquire the now-

heirless Chop-the-Logs’ estate. Several years passed before Russia Chop-the-Logs 

returned home from the war. Upon learning what Martin and his cohorts had done, he not 
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only confronted Martin while calling him a “coward,” but he also attempted to fight him. 

Several Wyandots restrained Russia at the time according to Connelley’s informant. After 

this bout of public contempt, and possibly negative public pressures that reverberated 

from it, “a financial compensation” was reached between the parties. Several years later, 

Russia left Kansas to join relatives and friends nearby the Senecas in Indian Territory.183  

This short entry about Russia Chop-the-Logs explains just one of the many legal 

machinations that faced Wyandot Indians in Kansas during and after the Civil War. It 

was one of the legacies that resulted from the Wyandot elite’s cooptation in the Treaty of 

1855 that proposed to allot the reservation and divide the tribe into citizen versus Indian 

or competent versus incompetent, a divisive issue at its making and a regretful political 

position later according to several tribal members. The opening of the reservation to town 

speculation upon the treaty’s ratification resulted in full-fledged land and townsite 

competition, part of the contested vision of the free labor ideology of the North, and soon 

a site at which the Free State movement could claim their final victory for control of the 

territory at its constitutional convention. Drafted in 1859 at the new city, the Wyandot 

Constitution, as it became known, in contradistinction to several other constitutions 

previously drawn by competing political sides, became the final stamp for a Kansas 

without slavery upon statehood in 1861. Charles Robinson’s land speculations, among 

others, abetted the location of Wyandott City as the site of freedom’s ascendance. As 

those who were or had been members of the Wyandot tribe, it had come at great cost. The 

remaining Wyandot Indian allottees who became Kansas citizens were few in number 
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and had little political clout under the new regime. Schemes of taxation, imposed by the 

new municipal or state governments, followed. This new order of things was sudden, 

foreign, and often devastating to individual Wyandot economic security. As the case of 

Russia Chop-the-Logs explains, the fact Indians took up new allegiances, such as 

citizenship and the Union, was not sufficient to safeguard their property or futures as 

political equals.184 

By the early 1870s, most of the citizen Wyandots or “competents” sold what was 

left of their properties in Kansas and moved south to join the “Indian class” of Wyandots 

at their reservation secured by the Treaty of 1859 and ratified by Congress in 1867. Peter 

Clarke, a Wyandot who moved back and forth between familial and personal circles, 

from Michigan to Kansas to the Cherokee Nation in Indian Territory, described the 

Wyandots as a diasporic people in the face of American expansion by 1871. In response 

to questions asked him by William Draper about the history of the Wyandots, Clarke 

responded: “The remnant of my tribe are scattered in different parts of America. Mr. 

William Walker and some his relatives live some 200 miles north, and a portion of our 

tribe are in the Seneca country, about 30 miles east. A small band of the tribe is in 

Canada, on the Detroit River. Some who went to California in 1848, 1849 never 

returned.” Clarke had experienced the geographic splits after the War of 1812, removal 

from Ohio, and the creation of Kansas as a Wyandot. He claimed the same “blood,” 

meaning blood quantum as William Walker. Yet to him, by the 1870s, the many 
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challenges the tribe had traversed as it fractured politically, demographically, and 

culturally over his lifetime, led him to end one letter by commenting that “No pure 

Wyandot now exists.” Clarke propitiated the emerging American discourse about ‘a 

vanishing race’ to characterize the tribe’s altered demographic and cultural dynamics.          

Clarke later published his own history of the Wyandots in the Great Lakes region. 

Wyandot culture lay in his childhood, the deep past, and another place to Clarke. 

However, his rather grim view of the Wyandot tribe’s future reflected some of his own 

personal decisions. He had relocated south with the Wyandot after the Civil War and 

found love in the Cherokee Nation. His relocation among the Cherokees upon marriage 

then ended in divorce when he was writing his letters to Draper and his book. He left the 

Indian Territory permanently by the late 1870s and moved back north of Detroit to 

Amherstburg, Canada, where several other Wyandot families resided. 185   

Also caught in the midst of these manifold changes and demographic splits were 

old neighbors and political adversaries, William Walker and Lucy Armstrong. Lucy lived 

in Kansas and at times in Indian Territory beyond Walker’s death. As the Wyandot 

Reservation was transformed into Kansas City, Kansas, between the early 1860s and the 

early 1880s, Lucy and her five children remained on part of their original allotment, 

despite her brother-in-law Silas’s participation in the Wyandott Town Company that 

remapped and sold back part of her original land under the treaty. Lucy, particularly as 

the state of Kansas was created and more Wyandots moved away, became committed to 

other American political allegiances than the political fate of the tribe. William Walker 
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and Lucy Armstrong finally cooperated and agreed that Wyandot deeds to allotment 

property be speedily delivered and protected by the federal government during the early 

1860s. Her long-time Christian reform-mindedness and near-complete disempowerment 

by the Wyandot Council after her husband’s untimely death spurred her interests in other 

political realms as a Kansan. She hosted women’s rights activist Clarina Nichols during 

1861, when Nichols attempted to lobby and place women’s suffrage on the state 

constitutional platform. She was later active in other women’s rights organizations, but 

little written evidence about her particular political views on these subjects, from the 

period after the Civil War, survives. She did occasionally write about her memories of 

“Old Wyandot” in 1870 while she lived at “Neosho Station” in Indian Territory and at 

several points later in time. Late in life, she held up the banner of the Free State 

movement at several public commemorations.186  

William Walker’s commitments to the Wyandots shifted in an opposite direction 

after the Civil War, despite his many efforts to carve out a new life for the Wyandots as 

American citizens. Walker’s nuclear family served as his source of strength. Family ties 

and associations might have continued to ease the transitions taking place at the former 

reservation had they lived, yet illness and death enveloped Walker’s immediate family 

during these years. William’s two older brothers, Joel and Matthew died in 1857 and 

1860 as a result of natural causes. His daughter Sophia surprisingly moved back from 

Ohio with her new husband David Clement in 1857. They bore William and Hannah a 

granddaughter named Inez. Yet soon after the birth, Sophia was afflicted by disease, 
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failing in health by her late twenties. She passed away on July 4, 1861 at age 31. David 

Clement raised Inez and visited occasionally. However, according to Walker’s journal in 

late November of 1866, “Mr. D.V. Clements had just shot himself and was dead. We 

were stunned, stupified. ...Cause, great depression in spirits from pecuniary 

embarrassments, which resulted in mental derangement.” This shocking event led to 

Inez’s adoption by the Walkers. As if to pile one tragedy upon another, Walker’s first 

wife of nearly forty years, Harriet, died the year before in 1865. He soon married the 

sister of his brother’s wife from Ohio, Elizabeth, but she died two years later. 187  

By 1866 and 1867, Walker’s family and social life were in disarray. There was no 

more mention made of the Masonic Lodge or of the tribal council in his journal. In the 

meantime, the whole social, political, and economic landscape around him had changed. 

The shifts in his personal life that resulted from familial deaths and tribal displacement 

left him more socially isolated than ever before. Walker’s focus in his personal notes 

contains some references to his sister’s family, the Garretts and his brothers, but to few 

other Wyandots. Walker made mention of the onslaught of new neighbors and still 

denigrated the varied ethnic peoples in the burgeoning city of Wyandott City with greater 

frequency. 

After the death of his second wife, Walker later reported: “I kept house till the 

following spring, then I made arrangements for the education of my three grand children, 

broke up House keeping, and became a second Wandering Jew.” He traveled to Ohio to 

stay with his first wife’s daughter and then returned to the Indian Country near Arkansas 
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to visit old Wyandot relations there for a time. A year later, he repeated to his fellow 

history buff, Lyman Draper of Wisconsin: “I have become a wanderer...Domestic habits, 

once my solace, have in a great degree lost their influence over my life.” Walker was a 

“Wanderer” not only due to the deaths in his family, but also because the social world 

that he had known had been lost in the wake of the treaty split, allotment, and migration. 

So, he went back to continue friendships with other Wyandots in Indian Territory. In 

1873, he reported:  

I was appointed a delegate to represent the Wyandott people in the 
Okmulgee Council held in the Muscogee or Creek Nation. This being the 
fifth annual session, composed of delegates. This Council is authorized 
and supported by the US government, and is presided over the 
Superintendent of Indian Affairs. The object of this annual session is two-
fold , at least: first, to prepare the people for future responsibilities, and 
second for them to organize a Government of their own....At this 
adjourned meeting a Committee (of which I am a member) will report a 
Constitution, or organic law or Ordinance for the Government of 
Oklahoma Territory.188  
 

Walker returned to his familiar role as interpreter/negotiator when both he and the tribal 

complex needed one another. By representing the Wyandots to deal with the United 

States’ next set of plans for Indians here, Walker moved back in time. He still advocated 

Indian political immersion in the nation, one that the tribe could control, much like his 

short-lived Nebraska Territory some twenty years before. It seems clear from several 

communications that his renewed activity with Wyandot politics and Indian affairs made 

him feel useful again.  
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While conditions in Kansas led him to move away from this diplomatic role as 

well as his sense of self as a Wyandot during the 1850s, he seemed to find refuge in 

renewing Wyandot bonds of friendship and self-importance. Despite his renewed 

activities among lifelong relations, he also felt more powerlessness in his endeavors 

involving Indian affairs. A tone of futility crept into his words, revealing feelings he had 

spent most of his life trying to avoid. This emotion resounds in Walker’s expressions 

about his continued dissatisfaction with the diminishing returns of treaties and tribal 

rights:  

They [the other Indian delegates] have no confidence in the pledges and 
promises of the Govt...The truth is, the Interior Department is the worst 
managee Dept of the whole machinery of our Govt.__ Let me give you a 
sample: The treaty entered into between the US and the Wyandotts in Feb. 
1867, in which valuable stipulations in the interest of the latter are made, 
stands to this day unfulfilled. Six long years this people has been deprived 
of their rights. They hold up this treaty to gaze of the world dishonored 
with a protest, and stamped with the infamy of Punic faith.” 189 
  

Walker’s castigation of the American government was most pointed in his 

communications with whites near the end of his life. His bitterness here reveals a 

personal history of broken promises and squandered opportunities, despite his many best 

efforts to accommodate American mainstream cultural expectations for himself and other 

Wyandots. Even as he turned back to be a part of Wyandot political life again in Indian 

Territory, a sense of his own irresolute agency in the conditioning of the future of the 

tribe becomes the subtext.  
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It was Walker’s own efforts to be a part of the Wyandot tribal complex again that 

ultimately proved fatal to him. William Walker died on February 12th, 1874, at H.H. 

Smalley’s residence in Kansas City, Missouri, apparently from pneumonia, as “the 

foundation of his disease was laid by exposure in traveling between [t]here and the Indian 

Country.” His death on the other side of the river from the old Wyandot Reserve among 

the white relatives of his second wife symbolizes the shifting road that Walker traveled. 

Becoming sick while attending to Wyandot tribal business, he spent his last days being 

cared for far from any of his life-long relations. He was buried on a hilltop in the Oak 

Grove Cemetery in Wyandot City. It was the burial grounds that lay on his daughter 

Sophia’s allotment, where she had died and been buried, to be followed by several in the 

Walker clan during the 1860s. As it turned out, William Walker was not buried next to 

many of his Wyandot contemporaries in the Huron Cemetery that lay on the city square 

within the old reserve. For fifty years, his gravestone went unmarked in the family plot. 

Even in death, Walker remained apart from and largely unknown to other Wyandots.190  

Despite his continual appeasements or personal manipulations of American 

political and economic forces, William Walker’s alliances did not last long, either during 

his life or beyond his death. Just a year after Walker’s death, his elderly and only 

surviving sister Nancy Garrett complained to Lyman Draper:  

Now I am compelled to ask assistance from strangers. Which I 
dislike very much. If you know of any one in your town or neighborhood 
that are able and willing to contribute any thing towards relieving the 
needy and would ask them for us.....I have two children, a son and 
daughter. My son and myself make our home with my daughter who has 
four children...And my Brother William’s two grandsons make their home 
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with us and have for the past year. The oldest 16 years and the other two 
years younger. Mr. Smalley, their mother’s cousin whom their Grand Pa 
[William Walker] started in business some years before his death. Has 
cheated the boys out of most every thing, all in fact but a small piece of 
land, which is as good as nothing.191       

 
Walker’s in-laws did not protect or disseminate his savings to his immediate family 

because the Panic of 1873 apparently led H.H. Smalley to sell most of the family 

properties and assets to cover his own personal debts. In Kansas, Walker’s family was 

left “a small piece of land which is as good as nothing” according to his sister, meaning 

the bounty of Wyandot progress and prosperity had faded or been dispatched by the new 

economic realities brought by immersion with whites. Nancy was left to ask for charity 

‘from strangers.’  

However, one of William’s grandsons being cared for by Nancy never forgot his 

grandfather’s many activities and adventures related to the Wyandot Indians. Bertrand O. 

Walker grew up to become a committed Wyandot community member in Oklahoma in 

the early twentieth century. Bertrand may not have been descended from many 

Wyandots, but with William Walker’s re-enrollment in the tribe in 1871, he was also 

entitled to tribal membership. Bertrand attended the Seneca Training School in Indian 

Territory near where most Wyandots resided in the late nineteenth century and then at 

Haskell Institute for American Indian students during his late youth. He worked for years 

at several western reservation schools in the Indian Service, then he returned to live and 

work as a clerk for the Indian Office at the local Quapaw Agency during the early 

twentieth century. Always publicly proud of his tribal heritage, especially in his later 
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years, he wrote and published a set of stories about Wyandot traditional culture entitled 

Tales from the Bark Lodges in 1919. He publicly performed poetry presentations about 

Wyandot traditions throughout Oklahoma. He revered his grandfather so much that in his 

old age he posted a large photo of William Walker in his dwelling’s living room. Despite 

William Walker’s contemptuous political positions that seemed to render him a divisive 

figure at times and as a non-Indian to some of his contemporaries, Walker’s Wyandot 

connection, meaning his identity as an Indian, did not fade for his grandson. Walker’s 

complex life only made him more revered as an Indian to Bertrand, who summoned 

wisdom from his grandfather’s portrait when he looked for answers to some of life’s 

problems. Likewise, despite William Walker’s varied lives inside and outside of the 

Wyandot Indian community, it was his Indian-ness or commitment to the tribal complex 

in some shape or form that drew William Connelley to find and publish the history 

Wyandot tribe’s experiences in Kansas.  For Bertrand O. Walker, it became a tangible 

cultural connection as a Wyandot.192      

American national expansion created social, political, and spatial fragmentation 

for American Indian tribes and communities during the period of Indian removal and the 

making of Kansas. While federal Indian policies and laws, or their violation by American 

settlers, worked to fragment Indian communities over time, the concomitant power of 

racial discourse in individual and group decision-making amid state impositions 

developed. Some of these discourses about race and Indian ethnic identity were 

internalized from Anglo-American ideologies and some were not. Long after most of the 
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tribes were forced to move from Kansas as the result of the  complex web of federal, 

state, and white settlers’ impositions, the colonial legacies or imprints of these historical 

fragmentations resounded in people’s own sentiments and statements about what it meant 

to be Indian or tribal. Some of the social boundaries that developed between Indians 

involved Americans’ own discourses about religion, political parties, and race that were 

internalized, re-defined, and deployed as described here. Not only was the loss of life or 

property at stake during and after the waves of Indian removals, but so too was the loss of 

social relations and community amidst political and spatial fragmentation. Despite 

lingering boundaries of difference that developed over the nineteenth century, many, 

although not all, who were caught in these processes of colonialism continued to re-

connect or transmogrify these differences after the upheavals in Kansas took place. In 

other words, the “paths of disunion” created in early Kansas were not always perpetual. 

Just as Charles Robinson could move from Republican Governor of the state of Kansas to 

Democratic candidate for Congress later in life, so too could William Walker move from 

becoming a committed Indian integrationist and U.S. citizen to a re-committed person of 

“tribal status.” Depending on the context, Indian political identity could shift in 

contradistinction to earlier positions for groups and individuals. The discourses of 

difference lasted, but they did not always render tribal factionalism based on these 

notions of difference permanent.  

During the late 1930s, historian Grant Foreman headed the Work Progress 

Administration’s oral history project in Oklahoma that sought to interview and capture 

the experiences of the Civil War and pioneer past in the region from long-time residents. 
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There was a concerted effort by the project to interview Indians as well as white settlers. 

Nannie Lee Burns, a married white woman who resided in Miami, Oklahoma, in the far 

northeast corner of the state, interviewed dozens of Indians from the many tribes who had 

once resided in Kansas. Over several years she pointedly questioned and transcribed her 

interviews for the Works Progress Administration, now part of The Indian-Pioneer 

Papers in The Western History Collections at the University of Oklahoma. 

During her fiftieth year, Mrs. Sarah Longbone was interviewed by Burns. 

Longbone was born in August of 1887 in what she referred to as “The Wyandotte 

Country of Kansas” to John Mohawk, an Eastern Shawnee, and Jane Pipe, a Wyandotte 

Indian. As she explained the course of her life, she noted that her mother passed away 

when she was an infant so that she was raised by her paternal grandparents. When she 

was twelve, her grandparents decided to move to the Indian Territory “about ten miles 

south of Wyandotte on the now Jim Logan place.” Her grandfather then became a 

lumberman to make wages in support of the family. From her account, it is clear that 

Sarah’s grandmother’s views of her own changing world left a memorable imprint. Sarah 

recalled “Grandmother used to tell me: ‘Some day the Indian language will fade away, be 

no more Indians. We have full bloods and half bloods now, some day they be one eighth, 

one-thirty second, one sixty-fourth, black eyes and hair be gone, all be white.” This 

particular view of their collective future linked the denigration of Indian culture with 

intermarriage and association with whites.193  
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Sarah’s grandmother made her attend the Wyandotte mission school in Indian 

Territory, but after poor treatment and material support there, she was sent to Haskell 

Institute for a period of nine years. After her education at these “good schools,” she 

returned to her grandparents’ home in Indian Territory at age twenty-one, when not soon 

after, her grandparents “arranged her wedding…to an Eastern Shawnee [who] was born 

in Kansas,” a fellow student at Haskell named Dan. She recalled “I returned home from 

school, and shortly afterwards Mrs. Dushane, my husband’s mother, came to my 

grandmother and asked for me for her son…I had never thought of marrying him.” Sarah 

remembered “We were married the old Indian way.” They then “lived together” for 

twenty years and had nine children, five whom still were living at the time of the 

interview. Dan was killed tragically in an automobile accident. In early 1930, Sarah re-

married “Jack Longbone, a Delaware Indian” and she recalled that, “This time we were 

just married like other people.” Sarah’s intimate details about her personal history reveal 

how certain Indians came to organize their Indian identity.194  

As she remembered it, Sarah’s grandmother constantly instructed her that “you’ll 

learn to do the white man’s way” during her youth and favored sending her away to 

government schools. However, it was also her grandmother who helped to arrange 

Sarah’s marriage to someone from their tribe that kept her in the local community. The 

transcribed account of the interview ends with Sarah’s general descriptions of the varied 

types of Shawnee ceremonial dances with which she was familiar over her lifetime. 

Learning “the white man’s ways” at boarding school planned to prepare Sarah for a 
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whole new way of life from that experienced by her grandmother, but from Sarah’s 

account, her life’s story, remained entirely “Indian” in kind. It reveals how her 

grandparents’ view of cultural traditions and continuity became affixed to marriage and 

race. While there is no specific mention of extended family genealogies or personal 

memories of events in Kansas, her grandparents’ own experiences and adaptations there 

left an imprint on Sarah’s life and identity. Possibly Burns’s pressing questions, but also 

Sarah’s answers, provided particular experiences about education, marriage, and dances 

that then seemed like logical signs of her own Indian identity. Yet others’ personal 

histories collected by Burns from this same locality recount the construction and 

narration of Indian identities quite differently.  

That same year, Burns interviewed a woman named Lena Robitaille who lived 

only a few miles away from Sarah. Lena was born “in Wyandotte, Indian Territory in 

1877” to Napoleon and Elizabeth Robitaille. One of the many revealing tidbits about her 

early life is that she also attended the Haskell boarding school. This seems to be where 

similarities between her account and those of Sarah’s end. The record of the interview 

reveals the many turns and twists of a long, complex family history that stretched back to 

the late seventeenth century. The winding genealogical history that Burns would 

transcribe and send to Lena Robitaille provoked Lena to write a revision a year later for 

the final edition. Part of the confusion in recounting the family’s history from her father’s 

birthplace in Montreal and mother’s at Bellefontaine, Ohio, to her life in Indian Territory 

derived from how she explained her connection to the Wyandot Indians. Lena detailed a 

great deal of information about the Wyandots, from the origin of cultural practices like 
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the “Green Corn Feast” and the “Council Fire” as well as her ancestor’s involvement in 

Wyandot treaties from Ohio, Kansas, and Indian Territory. What became muddled in her 

account of family and tribal history was how she became connected “by blood” to the 

Wyandots.195  

In her revision of the interview notes, after re-telling the family’s geneaology 

again more succinctly, she finally noted that “Elizabeth Zane who married the first 

Robitaille in Ohio was one-quarter Wyandotte…and our grandpas one-eighth and papa 

and mama one-sixteenth, leaving us 1/32 Wyandotte. I never deny my forefathers’ 

English and French. Papa didn’t why should I, but we are all born Americans. We don’t 

have to be Indians to be Americans, do we?” Lena’s final remarks about her family’s 

history and her own identity reveal several tensions that confronted many people who 

lived in Oklahoma by this time. The use of “Indian blood” to pinpoint her connection to 

Wyandot Indians in the second interview worked to clarify her public authority to discuss 

Wyandot history. She may have believed that she felt that she was not Indian enough to 

prove her case to the likes of Burns, so she ended her communication with exasperation. 

She was the product of both multiple histories, a reality that was a continuing challenge 

to explain when confronted by the evolving and prevailing of Indian-ness as a 

relationship to the “raced discourse” of blood quantum.196         

Sarah Longbone’s reckoning of cultural loss and ethnic boundaries, seemingly the 

product, at least in part, of the colonial experiences that had beset the Shawnee and 
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Wyandot in Kansas did not match that of Lena Robitaille’s in style or form. While varied 

federal impositions and sources of stratification confronted all Indians within reservations 

in Indian Territory between the 1870s and 1930s, these two women’s personal 

recollections of the past reveal the strands of difference that colonial processes helped 

create. The pain of loss correlates with a sense of racial completeness by Sarah while 

Lena’s memories were tied to blood in lineal time and written record. Retaining “full 

blood” through the upheavals of the past meant retaining the vitality of indigenous 

practices, such as the tribal language. It was a call to separateness from the invasiveness 

of white culture and “blood” according to Longbone. Lena’s connection was the product 

of mingling and particular actors’ efforts, and it was locally grounded. The vast 

difference in style and substance of Sarah’s and Lena’s views about their Indian-ness was 

part of their personal histories as descendants of removed Indian peoples. It was a 1930s-

manifestation of a long-term trove of decisions that informed racial and ethnic discourse 

for all those claiming to be a tribe or group of Indian people by this time. It was the same 

discourse of difference that came to inform disagreements between Lucy Armstrong and 

William Walker or Gideon’s band of Munsee and Christian Indians during the mid-

nineteenth century. A semblance of the same discourses of difference about Indian 

Identity, based on blood and cultural purity, continues to linger and shape how Indians in 

more recent times express their Indian identities to others.197  

 By the summer of 1859, David Crawford “effected the removal of the 

Munsee or Christian Indians from the reservation near Leavenworth City, to the 
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Chippewa Reserve in Franklin County, Kansas.” During negotiations over this plan near 

Fort Leavenworth, Crawford admitted that he had “to disabuse their minds of the 

erroneous impressions which had be made by unscrupulous white men…that deception 

had been practiced upon them.” Crawford rented wagons and purchased rations and 

supplies for the seventy mile trip. He “found the Indians on the Munsee Reserve in a very 

destitute condition, without any visible means of support, and depending entirely upon 

the charity of their white neighbors for a scanty subsistence.” Within several years, most 

built new homes, farmed for self-sufficiency, reestablished a new Moravian Church at the 

behest of Rev. Joseph Romig who would serve the community for nearly forty years, and 

developed new relationships with the Chippewas. The treaty had restored some older 

semblances of order and continuity, yet older cleavages continued to manifest themselves 

as well. Several in the community were not content with political authority of Esh-ton-i-

quot, the Chippewa leader, nor were all convinced that the spiritual or Church rules had 

taken hold over the Church  membership once again. Also, as whites continued to buy 

and sell, farm and lease around their small reservation in Franklin County, negotiations 

over the status of their land holdings, individual versus collective, continued to 

function.198 

As for the New York Indians, they remained “scattered,” yet their own claims to 

treaty rights in Kansas did not simply fade away. During the late 1850s, as most of the 

New York Indian claimants were being violently dispossessed and the Indian Office tried 
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to render these claims legally void by unilaterally denying many treaty allotments, there 

were political rumblings at several New York reservations about the Buffalo Creek 

Treaty violations. These misdeeds by the federal government were not hard to prove once 

copies of the 1838 and amended 1842 treaties were consulted. The U.S. simply did not 

complete the deal as the several tribes fought drawn out political battles to retain their 

reserves in New York. While the treaties had been made and broken, and then simply re-

negotiated with the Tuscarora and Tonawanda band of Senecas, those of the “New York 

Indians,” as parties to the treaty, had never been redressed. Despite the limited allotment 

to thirty-two heads of families and migrations by many others, few Iroquois leaders ever 

forgot about the treaty’s violations, no matter the place or time.  

Peter Wilson, a western-educated Seneca Indian who had witnessed the personal 

sufferings of those Indians who were relocated in 1846, sought justice in this case, as did 

most other Iroquois leaders on reservations in New York, Wisconsin, and Indian 

Territory. However, they faced an uphill battle, partly due to fractured political authority, 

since New York Indians resided and lived in so many places, and in part from the legal 

process created by the United States. During the 1850s and 1860s, some western-

educated Seneca families, like Peter Wilson and the Parker families, wanted to create 

constitutional, democratic tribal governments at the Iroquois reservations. With the 

morass of land loss, removal threats, and winnowing away of tribal empowerment in 

treaty negotiations from the 1790s until the amended Buffalo Creek Treaty of 1842, these 

“Indian intellectuals” sought to build a more effective model of governance to prevent 

further erosion of their collective treaty rights. Other traditional ruling families did not 
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want the Longhouse supra-tribal councils or inherited leadership hierarchies at the several 

reservations overturned. The U.S. continued to treat by treaty with each reservation 

community. Over time, the sort of constitutional government that the Cherokee Nation 

had achieved, simply did not come to fruition. Peter Wilson was caught within these 

political dynamics as he lobbied several reservation councils in New York to proceed 

with a Kansas claims case during the 1850s and 1860s in New York. In reaction to 

Secretary Thompson’s 1859 unilateral decision that New York Indians had forfeited their 

rights to the Kansas lands because they had not moved there within the span of five years, 

word quickly spread over this seeming injustice. In consultation with several lawyers 

over the matter, five councils were held at five separate reservations to formulate protests 

and a claim.  

Eventually, several tribes hired their own attorneys to file suit regarding the treaty 

violations. The petition by the Oneidas in 1864 summarized these claims for damages 

best: “The arrangements and proceedings for carrying out the stipulation of the 

treaty…was never done….The government never took any step to have it carried out, nor 

was the $400,000 used to do so.” The “Chiefs and headmen,” Elijah Secandoah and 

Daniel Bread, articulated what would become the basis for the New York Indians legal 

case, repeated, developed and circulated at several reservations over time. “If our lands 

are gone, having done nothing to forfeit our right to them, we are certainly, upon every 

consideration and principal of justice and fair dealing entitled to some compensation for 
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them…under the Treaty of 1838.” This quest for “justice and fair dealing” would 

continue for three decades.199  

During the Civil War, Congress amended the young Court of Claims so that it 

became a more self-sufficient regulator of cases by parties against the federal 

government. The Court of Claims could offer specific relief for damages in the form of 

monetary compensation. However, the 1863 law also specifically barred Indian tribes as 

claimants for treaty violations, as the ruling Republican Party in Congress realized that 

the lynchpin of their party’s platform, a “free” and expandable West for its citizens, 

would be compromised. After several letters such as the one sent by the Oneidas of 

Wisconsin in early 1864, President Lincoln authorized the Indian Commissioner to 

negotiate “a fair settlement.” The Indian Commissioner met at Cattaraugas, “but 

organized opposition to the holding of such a council, on the part of a faction” developed, 

and after the Commissioner “received insults” related to the matter, “withdrew and 

declined to treat with the people.” It was later stated that “Peter Wilson broke up the 

treaty” on this occasion. Despite these developments, not all hopes were dashed. Tribes 

could petition Congress with their case, like other private citizens, in the hopes of a 

“special statutory dispensation” to allow the federal Court of Claims to adjudicate. Indian 

tribes then needed lobbyists to press Congressmen for a special bill that addressed their 

case, or they needed trained lawyers. Peter Wilson had wanted to wrest control of the 

case away from outside lawyers, but tribal politics at each of New York’s five 

reservations worked against him. The strength of their case and the inveterate will of the 
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tribal councils at the several reservations in New York worked to keep the case alive over 

the course of the nineteenth century despite several setbacks. Wrangling between tribal 

councils over which lawyers would represent their case, as well as competition among 

lawyers for it, slowed the process down. Even when New York congressmen failed to 

heed their calls or negotiate a claims bill, tribal leaders and several lawyers continued to 

find ways to press their claims.200      

After the Indian Commissioner pushed for a new treaty to settle claims arising 

under the Buffalo Creek treaty and was successful with several of the tribes during 1868, 

the Senate failed to ratify it. Afterwards, several reservation councils continued to lobby 

Congress “for relief on their Kansas claim.” Finally, “these claims were referred, under 

the Act of March 3, 1883, known as the ‘Bowman Act,’ to the Court of Claims. That 

court reported its findings to the Senate January 16, 1892, and thereupon, on January 28, 

1893, Congress passed an act to authorize the Court of Claims to hear and determine 

these claims and to enter up judgment as if it had original jurisdiction of the case.” It was 

a long and winding legal path. In 1893, the U.S. Court of Claims dismissed their case. 

Their lawyers filed an appeal with the Supreme Court. After nearly sixty years from the 

signing the Buffalo Creek Treaty, remuneration for their lands in Kansas was redeemed 

by a 6-3 majority decision in 1898. The New York Indians became the first tribes to win 

a massive settlement through the federal legal process for explicit treaty violations. Not 

only was the final verdict a sweeping precedent for the pursuit of American Indian tribal 
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claims, but it rendered a monetary prize for New York Indians. Yet who would be paid, 

meaning who was a “New York Indian” at the turning of the twentieth century, had to be 

discerned by the state. The award brought with it a new state apparatus and public contest 

over Indian identity.201  

During the summer of 1904, Abner Abrams, an enrolled Quapaw Indian, recalled 

the trauma of his early life in Kansas during one of Special Agent Guion Miller’s many 

interviews to verify applications in the New York Indians’ case. Abrams recalled his 

childhood memories near the Little Osage River: “In 1857 we were compelled to leave 

the Kansas reservation on account of the white men in the pro-slavery agitation. We were 

threatened by them and those who did venture to remain were murdered. It was either be 

killed or go.” Abrams was remarkably brief yet succinct about the plight of the New York 

Indians. He particularly cited “the pro-slavery agitation” as the source of their troubles. In 

the same pointed fashion, Abrams remembered “The white man would move right up to 

an Indian house and tell him to leave, and if he didn’t trouble would immediately 

follow.” The trauma of being uprooted was never forgotten.202  

 After nearly fifty years, Abrams also recalled the fate of the New York Indians’ 

leaders; “Moonhouse, Chief of the Munsees, and Gideon and Lewis, also Munsees, were 

killed. Gideon was killed with a club before we left.” Abrams’s recollection that Jacob 

Moonhouse and John Lewis were killed “by whites” was not noted in the surviving 

accounts from the time period, although their wives or relatives had noted their recent 

                                                           
201 New York Indians v. United States, 170 U.S. 2 (1898).  
202 “Abner W. Abrams” in Supplemental Testimony Book, 1904,  pp. 38-40,  NARA-Washington D.C. RG 
75, Special Cases No. 29, Series A, Box 4, Folder 16. 
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deaths in 1859. If Abrams’s account is to be believed, three men, those most vociferous 

in claiming treaty land rights and settlement on the New York tract, were assassinated to 

clear the land claims from Indians. William H. Killbuck, a Christian Munsee who 

“moved down to Fort Scott” as a teenager, remembered, “We remained 3-4 years, built a 

home, but were compelled to leave on account of the disturbances.” He also recalled that 

“some of our party were killed. They were first made drunk and then clubbed to death.” 

The threats followed by the actual acts of violence forced the Abrams family and all 

others to migrate elsewhere. As Abrams and Killbuck remember, that violence and 

dispersion were critical elements about how they explained their claims as “New York 

Indians.”203       

Born in 1847 to Stockbridge parents near Fort Leavenworth, Abner Abrams was 

fatherless by four, and then relocated with his mother, a new step-father, and extended 

kin to the New York Indian lands in 1855. His mother died at a young age during 1861 

when Abrams was just shy of fourteen years of age. His step-father, whom Abner 

identified as “a white man who was energetic and put up good improvements,” was killed 

while serving in the Union Army during 1865. Who supported or influenced Abrams 

besides these relatives is not mentioned, but the subtext of his story, along with his 

descriptions of the “troubles” in Kansas, makes his early life seem unstable and itinerant. 

He joined the Union Army at 16 and stayed in service for four years, “the last three 

serving in the 2nd Kansas Battery, Light Artillery.” By the end of the war, Abrams was 
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back in Kansas, but without immediate family or landed property, he soon set off for the 

West to make his own way in life.204  

Historian David Baird documents and portrays Abrams’s later life when Abner 

and his family lived among the Quapaw Indians. According to Baird, Abrams moved to 

the reservation from nearby Baxter Springs after years of working as a sawyer and 

laborer in Rocky Mountain mining camps. Abrams was literate and conscious of his own 

parents’ early struggles. He was also aware of the political winds by the 1880s. He knew 

allotment soon faced all Indians who lived in Indian Territory. So he became a political 

operative within the Quapaw tribal complex just as Congress again unleashed allotment 

and other new impositions for Indians’ assimilation. Abrams was a major player in 

manipulating new regulations and policies to his own advantage at the expense of other 

Quapaws as Baird tells it. Baird’s characterization of Abrams, as he favored tribal 

allotment, leasing, and integration, make him appear to be a traitor or at least duplicitous 

in the undoing of his adopted tribe to some degree.205 

Abrams’s power plays in Quapaw mediations with federal policies that aimed to 

“civilize” the Indian and open the tribal domain to white settlement may seem self-

serving, but his affiliation here came from a lifetime of experience in Kansas and beyond, 

through his personal history as a dispossessed, displaced, and orphaned New York 

Indian. Historians David Baird and Larry G. Johnson both portray Abrams as a man who 

                                                           
204 “Abner W. Abrams” in “Supplemental Testimony, 1904,” pp. 38-40,  NARA-Washington D.C., RG 75, 
Special Cases No. 29, Series A, Box 4, Folder 16. 
205 David Baird, The Quapaw Indians: A History of the Downstream People (Norman: University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1980), 129-154.  One example of Abrams’ tribal business operations included the 
development of the Baxter Royalty Company, a ‘pyramid’ company which i.e. “Had the sublessees paid to 
the Quapaw owners the full amount of the pyramided royalties claimed by Abrams and McCarthy, these 
assets would have accrued to the allottee,” 153. 
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accrued material benefits through Quapaw adoption, but they also both note that other 

New York Indian “contingents” were part of Abrams’s migration there and political 

involvement. It stands to reason that Abrams parlayed his education, worldliness, and 

experience with victimization into tribal political power not only for himself, but also for 

several families of New York Indians who still lived in Kansas. A.G. McKenzie, a friend 

of Abrams, pushed for Quapaw adoption as did several other families that, after much 

federal scrutiny, enjoined membership by the early 1890s. Abrams’ immediate 

participation as a political actor, even as a tribal representative who parlayed in 

Washington for Quapaw tribal allotment and subsurface mining leases during the 1890s, 

might mean that he was an outsider or a non-traditionalist in relation to other Quapaws at 

the time, but it was also the product of his own personal history, that of Indianness, 

victimization, and what he termed his life’s trajectory in “the white man’s way.” His 

moves for tribal adoption may have worked to fulfill justice for his own New York Indian 

family and several others who had remained legally adrift in Kansas. His power plays as 

a Quapaw political leader then must be read and characterized in light of this personal 

history. Despite his leaps in identities amid the traumas of his early life, he chose to 

remain an Indian legally, and live among the Quapaw Indians for the remainder of his 

life. His descendants remained locally present and active in Quapaw tribal politics 

throughout the twentieth century.206    

Notice of the “Kansas Claim” reward by the federal government caused quite a 

stir for years in Indian Country and elsewhere. The application process and the 
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announcement of the reward in the national media increased the numbers and variety of 

Indian claims cases. From Six Nations Reserve in Canada, to Wisconsin, to Oklahoma, 

and elsewhere, applicants made their claims for part of the near-two million dollar 

reward. Many were Indian people who were neither descended from, nor held memories 

of those relocated to Kansas. The reward and the process to claim it made New York 

Indian identity contingent on some sort of tangible proof or linkage to one of the nine 

tribes who were parties to the original treaty. A plethora of statements about Indian 

identity from the applicants poured into the Indian Office. Special Agent Miller relied 

upon both place of origin of the person and particular tribal enrollment practices during 

the late nineteenth century to legitimate Indian identity claims. It turned out to be a 

selective brokering by the state over who was a tribal member or an Indian. The “Kansas 

Claim” reward meant many things to many people. It was recognition of legal wrongs, 

while it legitimated tribal political empowerment through the recognition of the binding 

law of treaties. Yet monetary compensation could only go so far.207 

At the Oneida Reservation in Wisconsin, the talk of the reward still stirred 

memories and discussion both before and long after it finally arrived. In 1942, Ida 

Blackhawk, nearly sixty years old at the time, explained her family’s economic hardships 

as federal policies changed over the course of her young life. After the allotment of the 

reservation, the lure of selling lands appealed to individual Indians. She also recalled that 

many Indians lost their lands due to individual sales caused by their poverty, but also as a 
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result of state schemes of taxation that incurred. Despite new challenges, Blackhawk’s 

father managed to maintain ownership and productivity on a reservation family farm. She 

remembered “In the fall of 1907 the Kansas Claim, which was often discussed by the old 

Oneidas, was partly liquidated and each individual received about a hundred dollars…My 

father got my share…The following year the Oneidas got the balance, about seventy-five 

dollars a head. I received my money this time, but I sent some of it home for my father to 

use in building the house.” The reward money was used to offset another set of 

interventions by the state in this case. The Kansas Claim was simply another means of 

family survival as the state continued to impinge American Indians’ individual and 

collective options. Yet, the reward was one manifestation of a united Indian past, a 

renewed belief that Indian treaties preserved and protected their collective rights despite 

the workings of American colonialism. The case and the reward enlivened tribal politics 

on several reservations and thus continued to serve as the harbinger for American Indian 

tribal activism during the assimilation period. It was also one of several important 

precedents in the making of the Indian Claims Commission and general policy shifts 

facing Indian Country by the mid-twentieth century.208 

What was so ironic about the final rendering of the award in this first significant 

Indian claims victory was that the lawyer from Rochester, New York, Guion Miller, 

gained so much in financial compensation from the case, while New York Indian 

descendants received so little. The legal process itself initiated by the claim case pointed 
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toward a future where Indian law was big business. Miller not only worked for the tribes 

as one of their litigants and retained a large fee for his services, but then served the 

federal government or the defendant in the case, to clarify the case’s reward. For all of 

the political infighting that it took over five decades to have the case pursued to a hearing 

and verdict, the claimants found fleeting material rewards as told by Ida Blackhawk’s 

memories of it. Most individuals who were legitimated as claimants received between 

$150 and $300. Guion Miller, as one of ten named lawyers for the plaintiffs, won a 

significant chunk of the final 12½ percent fee as he was compensated over $47,000. With 

his long-time familiarity with the case and Indian communities in New York, he was 

hired as the Special Agent to discern the legitimate identities of the claimants, on the 

federal payroll for another five years.209  

As Special Agent Miller responded to the rash of federally-sponsored applications 

for claims rewards by hosting a series of interviews about applicants’ identities, he was 

forced to make a decision about each individuals’ claim to be a New York Indian. From 

Buffalo to Oneida to Kansas City and New Westfield Mission to Indian Territory, he 

served as an Indian identity assessor for the United States government as it attempted to 

compensate those parties it had legally wronged. Miller came face-to-face with many 

who had been affected personally by the history of federal Indian law and policy over the 

nineteenth century, and his interviews and findings brought forth life histories by many 

who had negotiated colonialism in diverse ways. He had to review federal laws, tribal 
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nomenclature and rules for membership, and the stated life stories of many people before 

stamping them with a legal racial and ethnic identity. As the substance of these stories 

and the sorted process makes clear, American Indian tribal identities became more 

diverse and complex. In the end, Miller mostly decided who and who was not a New 

York Indian in the legal record, but neither his study of the past, nor the rule of law could 

easily fix people into permanent legal categories. They would continue to be the subject 

of negotiation, re-definition, and contestation.210 

Nearly all of the Delaware Indians who had resided in Kansas moved south to the 

Cherokee Nation in Indian Territory under the 1866 Treaty and a separate Cherokee-

Delaware Agreement by late 1868. A complex set of agreements, thrust upon the 

Delawares by the series of forced and oft-unfulfilled treaties of cession in Kansas in 

consequence of massive white squatter land theft and property crimes, left many 

Delaware feeling insecure, distrustful, and betrayed about their political standing as 

Indians over the course of several decades in the Indian Territory. One of the leading 

Delaware tribal representatives in Washington by the 1890s, Richard C. Adams, became 

a lawyer to prosecute as well as defend Delaware tribal claims produced by their sorted 

history. The son of a Delaware Indian Baptist minister who came of age at the settlement 

of Alluwe within the Cherokee Nation, Richard moved first in tribal, then regional, and 

then national Indian reform circles by the twentieth century. Well-educated and well-

read, he published a litany of manuscripts about tribal history and culture, some 

purposefully to inform and lobby for Delaware treaty rights. He founded the Brotherhood 
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of American Indians in 1911 to oppose the assimilationist agenda backed by the Society 

of American Indians. Although his organization did not achieve much political clout 

upon its entry into Indian affairs, Adams continued to be a leading critic from Indian 

Territory for tribal sovereignty in an era of assimilation, allotment, and tribal political 

dissolution.211 

In 1899, Adams self-published A Delaware Indian Legend and the Story of Their 

Troubles that relates his abiding sense of frustration at the continued violation of 

Delaware treaty rights. The book seeks to inform “the American People” or a popular 

audience about tribal history and a history of violations by the nation-state. The original 

intent and spirit of justice built into the Treaty of 1866 was offset not simply by the 

discretionary powers of the Cherokee Nation over time, but by the composition of the 

Cherokee Nation itself in the making of his argument. At several points, Adams looks 

unfavorably upon the Cherokees as Indians, in contradistinction to his own tribe, to make 

his case. Adoption and intermarriage with whites is viewed with disdain, upsetting how 

treaty fund shares should be distributed: 

Since the Delaware-Cherokee Agreement was made the Cherokees have 

unlawfully admitted over 10,000 persons to all the rights of citizenship and without 

compensation to the Delawares, thereby reducing their interests in the communal 

property, and disturbing the ratio on which the respective rights of the Delawares and 

Cherokees were fixed. The authorities of the Cherokee Nation, consisting principally of 
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this admitted class and intermarried white men, have done everything to embarrass the 

Delawares.212  

The racial overtones invoked here attempt to portray how wrong it is that non-

Indians, or less Indians, negate Delaware Indians’ treaty rights. The Cherokees acted 

wrongly in promoting adoptions of and intermarriage with whites. This seems to be a 

newer manifestation of an older Delaware sentiment about Indian tribal identity. Going 

one step further in making this same argument, Adams invokes racial distinctions again 

to illustrate how the Delaware have been short-changed by Cherokee decisions; “They 

have have not yet paid us the full amount of the money due us from the sale of the 

Outlet…But they found enough money to appropriate nearly half a million dollars more 

than was required to pay the Freedmen.” Pushing the point further, he claimed that the 

Cherokee leadership “did place on the Freedmen roll more than one thousand negroes 

who, everyone knew, were not entitled to be placed on the roll.” The Cherokee Nation 

exercised their sovereignty by including racial others in dispensation of treaty 

remunerations at the expense of the Delaware Indians. Adams’ categorizing of race 

attempts to substantiate the Delawares’ rightful treaty claims as Indians, meaning their 

considerations as Indians should come before those of racial others by the Cherokee 

Nation.213        

Adams’s tireless research, lobbying, and politicking did produce results. The 

Delaware tribe was restored its legal identity as a federally recognized tribe in 1905 by a 
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new opinion by the Comptroller General after much lobbying of the Secretary of Interior 

and Attorney General by Adams, among others. Adams’s public writings and private 

letters indelibly played a part in this transition. However, the terms that he used to imply 

that the Delaware were racial Indians with legitimate treaty claims could be used toward 

different ends, against the Delaware in changing or different political contexts. 

Over several decades, Adams represented his tribe before Congressional 

committees to lobby for claims compensation related to past treaty violations. In 1912, he 

again won time with the House Committee on Public Lands in order to press for 

compensation for Delaware soldier claims for their cumulative wartime, and often 

uncompensated, service to the United States. Part of his argument established that land 

bounties had never been granted Delaware Indian veterans as they had for white 

Revolutionary veterans. Adams called for payment of the claims in sum to the tribe rather 

than to individual descendants, since tracking heirs proved difficult if not impossible. 

After he narrated the sordid service of Delaware men in the American military from the 

Revolutionary War through the Civil War era, illustrating meticulous primary research in 

the process, several Congressmen immediately questioned Adams about the present 

dynamics and location of the tribe rather than about the historic details or monetary 

figures set out in his prepared statement:  

The Chairman: How many Delawares are now living? 
Mr. Adams: According to our last census, 1101. 
Mr. Graham: That includes all grades of blood? 
Mr. Adams: Yes. 
Mr. Graham: Mixed bloods. Are there many full bloods? 
Mr. Adams: There are a little over 200. 
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Mr. Maher: Was not a similar bill to this introduced?214 
 

Those in power over the fate of Delaware claims, white men in Congress, devalued them 

based on a dominant if not hegemonic discourse that valued racial or “blood” purity 

above all else. Using their logic, somehow intermarriage had debased the tribes’ legal 

claims. The taint of white “grade of blood” was taken into consideration, not the 

historical proofs of the legal claims themselves. This became one overriding 

manifestation of control over Indians’ legal standing, one that compromised many 

Indians’ and even whole tribes’ own legal identities. This sort of racial discourse worked 

against Adams’s and the Delawares’ efforts in this case, not for it. Ten years later, Adams 

self-published another work entitled The Claims of the Delaware Indians, further 

substantiating the case for compensation of the Delaware tribe for its military service. No 

favorable legislation came to pass.215   

In the wake of each encounter or relationship with whites or new state imposition, 

the Native protagonists in these chapters continued to articulate, re-negotiate, or discern 

their own legal or cultural identities as tribal members or as Indians in relation to or in 

opposition to other groups of people. Many Indians shifted their own definitions of their 

tribal identities and affiliations in reaction to new dimensions of colonialism. Being 

Indian in Kansas during the mid-nineteenth century, or at other places in time, meant not 

simply a retreat from incursion, a simple migration, two-sided factionalism, or retrieval 
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of tradition in the face of colonialism, but also a lengthy, multi-faceted negotiation over 

its meanings. As shown here, discourses about tribal nationalism or group identity 

evolved in relationship to tangible, material threats to people’s lives. It is not simply new 

lines on a map or laws on a page that are left behind in the wake of this history, nor are 

there simply self-interested individuals, forces of modernity, or political ideologies that 

can be used to explain what drives it that is important. The painful experiences created by 

colonial processes in Kansas forced these actors to develop new conceptions about who 

they were as individuals and groups, to feel and express the importance of their 

relationships with those in their own communities or tribes. Colonialism could drive 

people apart. However, understanding the conditions and the terms of past discourses of 

difference also helps contemporary tribal identity to expand, include, and re-define itself, 

creating visions of more healthy and complex tribal nations and communities. The new 

and varied discourses which Indians created in the nineteenth century are colonial 

legacies, legacies which are not however timeless, fixed, or final. My attempts to 

illustrate the varying paths of disunion that developed between Indians within their 

communities, and between Indians and whites in early Kansas, reveal deeper foundations 

of disunity, and perhaps even future possibilities for the growth of justice and union.  
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